Foreword

35 years after F.L. Bauer created the term "software engineering" we are still far away from producing software with predictable quality and costs based on sound engineering principles. Why
is the production of software so difficult? What distinguishes the creation of software from the
creation of a car? A simple observation shows us the difference: a car is developed once and
produced millions of times relying on the identical design. This is a quite rare case in the software domain where each software product is usually unique with respect to its underlying design
(the term design is used here for the collective set of artefacts describing the product).
This difference has fatal consequences. Production is a well defined process which can be automated to a large extend (in case of software, production is often equivalent to copying today). In
contrast, development is a creative process with unpredictable uncertainties and a high risk for
faulty designs. If each software product is based on its own design, the chance for faulty products is extremely high. However, if products are based on the same approved design, the risk for
faults will dramatically decrease.
The term software reuse summarizes the world wide research efforts aiming at the optimization
of the reuse of existing software artefacts while creating new software products. Three fundamental questions have to be solved to establish a reuse oriented software production technology:
1. What are the factors which make a software artefact highly reusable?
2. How can software reusability be expressed and formalized?
3. What are the essential elements of a software production technology which relies on reusing of existing software artefacts (rather than of developing software from scratch)?
The SFB 501 "Development of Large Systems with Generic Methods" found a specific answer to
those questions. Reusability is high if the variable parts of a software artefact are clearly separated from its invariant parts. Conversely, reusability is low, if variable and invariant parts of a
software artefact are arbitrarily intermixed. Based on a clear separation of variable and invariant
parts of a software artefact reusability can be expressed by generic parameters. Generic parameters define the variability of a software artefact. Their types define the production procedures
used to adapt the software artefacts to specific needs. Generic parameterization forms the basis
for a systematic software production technology with well defined adoption processes. The various projects of the SFB 501 contributed to this general principle.
The colloquium brings together researchers and software developers from academia and the
software industry working on the topic of software reuse from different perspectives.
We are looking forward to a fruitful exchange of ideas between leading representatives from
industry and researchers from the SFB 501 in this exciting and emerging field. I wish the international colloquium a great success.
Jürgen Nehmer
Speaker of the
Sonderforschungsbereich 501
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Software Product Lines:
Basic Concepts and Research Challenges
Paul C. Clements
Software Engineering Institute
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA

1. Introduction
A software product line is a set of software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of
features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are
developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way [Clements and Northrop 2001].
More and more companies are finding that this practice of building sets of related systems from
common assets can yield remarkable quantitative improvements in productivity, time to market,
product quality, and customer satisfaction. Improvements by a factor of ten are not uncommon.
They are finding that a software product line can efficiently satisfy the current hunger for mass
customization. Organizations that acquire, as opposed to build, software systems are finding that
commissioning a set of related systems as a commonly-developed product line yields economies
in delivery time, cost, simplified training, and streamlined acquisition.
How is production made more economical? Each product is formed by taking applicable components from the base of common assets, tailoring them as necessary through pre-planned variation mechanisms such as parameterization or inheritance, adding any new components that may
be necessary, and assembling the collection according to the rules of a common, product-linewide architecture. Building a new product (system) becomes more a matter of assembly or generation than creation; the predominant activity is integration rather than programming. For each
software product line there is a pre-defined guide or plan that specifies the exact product building
approach.
A sign of maturity of the approach is that detailed case studies are beginning to emerge in significant numbers, showing that many organizations of all shapes and sizes are putting the approach to use. This paper briefly describes one important collection of software product line
case studies, and discusses what conclusions we might draw from examining that collection.

2. Basic Concepts
2.1

Three Essential Activities

At its essence, fielding a product line involves (1) core asset development and (2) product development using the core assets, both under the aegis of (3 technical and organizational management. Core asset development and product development from the core assets can occur in either
order: New products are built from core assets, or core assets are extracted from existing prod7

ucts. Often, products and core assets are built in concert with each other. Core asset development
has also been called domain engineering. Product development from core assets is often called
application engineering.
Core assets are used to develop products, but revisions to or even new core assets might, and
most often do, evolve out of product development. Product line practice is neutral about which
part of the effort is launched first. In some contexts, already-existing products are mined for generic assetsperhaps a requirements specification, an architecture, software componentsthat
are then migrated into the product line's asset base. In other cases, the core assets may be developed or procured for later use in the production of products.
There is a strong feedback loop between the core assets and products. Core assets are refreshed
as new products are developed. Use of assets is tracked and results are fed back to the asset development activity. In addition, the value of the core assets is realized through the products that
are developed from them. As a result, the core assets are made more generic by considering potential new products on the horizon. There is a constant need for strong, visionary management
to invest resources into the development and sustainment of the core assets. Management must
also precipitate the cultural change to view new products in the context of the available assets.
New products must either align with the existing assets, or the assets must be updated to reflect
the new products that are being marketed.. Iteration is inherent in product line activities, in turning out core assets, in turning out products, and in the coordination of the two.
2.2

Product Line Scope

The product line scope is a description of the products that will constitute the product line or that
the product line is capable of including. At its simplest, scope may consist of an enumerated list
of product names. More typically, this description is cast in terms of the things that the products
all have in common, and the ways in which they vary from one another. These might include
features or operations they provide, performance or other quality attributes they exhibit, platforms on which they run, etc.
Defining the product line scope is often referred to as scoping. For a product line to be successful, its scope must be defined carefully. If the scope is too large and product members vary too
widely, then the core assets will be strained beyond their ability to accommodate the variability,
economies of production will be lost, and the product line will collapse into the old-style one-ata-time product development effort. If the scope is too small, then the core assets might not be
built in a generic enough fashion to accommodate future growth, and the product line will stagnate: Economies of scope will never be realized; the return on investment will never materialize.
The scope of the product line must target the right products, as determined by knowledge of
similar products or systems, the prevailing or predicted market factors, the nature of competing
efforts, and the organization's business goals for embarking on a product line approach (such as
merging a set of similar but currently independent product development projects).
The scope of the product line evolves as market conditions change, as the organization's plans
change, as new opportunities arise, or as the organization quite simply becomes more adept at
software product lines. Evolving the scope is the starting point for evolving the product line to
keep it current
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2.3

Production Plan

A production plan describes how the products are produced from the core assets. As noted
above, core assets should each have an attached process that defines how it will be used in product development. The production plan is essentially a set of these attached processes with the
necessary glue. It describes the overall scheme for how these individual processes can be fit
together to build a product. It is, in effect, the reuser’s guide to product development within the
product line. Each product in the product line will vary consistent with predefined variation
points. How these variation points can be accommodated will vary from product line to product
line. For example, variation could be achieved by selecting from an assortment of components
to provide a given feature, by adding or deleting components, or by tailoring one or more components via inheritance or paramerization. It could also be the case that products are automatically generated. The exact vehicle to be used to provide the requisite variation among products
is described in the production plan. Without the production plan, the product builder would not
know the linkage among the core assets nor how to utilize them effectively and within the constraints of the product line.
To develop you need to understand who will be building the products—the audience for the production plan. Knowing who the audience is will give you a better idea how to format the production plan. Production plans can range from a detailed process model to a much more informal guidebook. The degree of specificity required in the production plan depends upon the background of the intended product builders, the structure of the organization, the culture of the organization, and the concept of operations for the product line. It will be useful to have at least a
preliminary definition of the product line organization before developing the production plan.
2.4

Management

Management plays a critical role in the successful fielding of a product line. Activities must be
given resources, coordinated, and supervised. Management at both the technical (or project) and
the organizational levels must be strongly committed to the software product line effort. That
commitment manifests itself in a number of ways that feed the product line effort and keep it
healthy and vital. Technical management tends to the core asset development and to the product
development activities by ensuring that the groups who build core assets and groups who build
products are engaged in the required activities, follow the processes defined for the product line,
and collect data sufficient to track progress.
Organizational management must set in place the right organizational structure that makes sense
for the enterprise, and make sure that the organizational units receive the right resources (for
example, well-trained personnel) in sufficient amounts. We define organizational management as
the authority that is responsible for the ultimate success or failure of the product line effort. Organizational management determines a funding model that will ensure the evolution of the core
assets and then provides the funds accordingly. Organizational management also orchestrates the
technical activities in and iterations between the essential activities of core asset development
and product development. Management should ensure that these operations and the communication paths of the product line effort are documented in an operational concept. Management
mitigates those risks at the organizational level that threaten the success of the product line. The
organization's external interfaces also need careful management. Product lines tend to engender
different relationships with an organization's customers and suppliers, and these new relationships must be introduced, nurtured, and strengthened. One of the most important things that
management must do is create an adoption plan that describes the desired state of the organiza-
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tion (that is, routinely producing products in the product lines), and a strategy for achieving that
state.
Both technical and organizational management also contribute to the core asset base, by making
available for reuse those management artifacts (especially schedules and budgets) used in developing products in the product line.
Finally, there should be someone designated as the product line manager and that person must
either act as or find and empower a product line champion. This person is a strong, visionary
leader who keeps the organization squarely pointed toward the product line goals, especially
when the going gets rough in the early stages. Leadership is required for software product line
success. Management and leadership are not always synonymous.
2.5

What Software Product Lines Are Not

There are many approaches that at first blush could be confused with software product lines.
When we speak of software product lines we don’t mean any of the following:
2.5.1 Fortuitous Small-Grained Reuse
Reuse, as a software strategy to decrease development costs and improve quality, is not a new
idea. And software product lines definitely involve reuse—reuse, in fact, of the highest order.
So what's the difference? Past reuse agendas have focused on the reuse of relatively small pieces
of code— small-grained reuse. Organizations have built reuse libraries containing algorithms,
modules, objects, or components. Almost anything a software developer writes goes into the
library. Other developers are then urged (and sometimes required) to use what the library provides instead of creating their own versions. Unfortunately, it often takes longer to locate and
integrate these small pieces into a system than it would take to build them anew. Documentation, if it exists at all, might explain the situation for which the piece was created but not how it
can be generalized or adapted to other situations. The benefits of small-grained reuse depend
upon the predisposition of the software engineer to use what is in the library; the suitability of
what is in the library for the engineer’s particular needs; and the ability to successfully adapt and
integrate the library units into the rest of the system. If reuse occurs at all under these conditions
it is fortuitous and the payoff is usually non-existent.
In a software product line approach, the reuse is planned, enabled, and enforced—the opposite of
opportunistic. The asset base includes those artifacts in software development that are most
costly to develop from scratch, namely, the requirements, domain models, software architecture,
performance models, test cases, and the components. All of the assets are designed to be reused,
and are optimized for use in more than a single system. The reuse with software product lines is
comprehensive, planned, and profitable.
2.5.2 Single-System Development With Reuse
Suppose you are developing a new system that seems very similar to one you have built before.
You borrow what you can from your previous effort, modify it as necessary, add whatever it
takes, and field the product. This practice is called “clone and own.” You certainly have taken
economic advantage of previous work; you have reused a part of another system. But now there
are two systems, not two built from the same base, and they need to be maintained separately.
There are two major differences between this approach and a software product line approach.
First, software product lines reuse assets that were designed explicitly for reuse. And second, the
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product line is treated as a whole, not as multiple products that are viewed and maintained separately. In mature product line organizations the concept of multiple products disappears. Each
product is simply a tailoring of the core assets. It is the core assets that are designed carefully
and evolved over time. It is the core assets that are the organization’s premiere intellectual property.
2.5.3 Just Component-based Development
Software product lines rely on a form of component-based development, but much more is involved. The typical definition of component-based development involves the selection of components from an in-house library or the marketplace to build products. Though the products in
software product lines certainly are composed of components, these components are all specified
by the product line architecture. Moreover, the components are assembled in a prescribed way,
which includes exercising built-in variability mechanisms in the components to put them to use
in specific products. The prescription comes both from the architecture and the production plan,
and is missing from standard component-based development. In a product line, the generic form
of the component is evolved and maintained in the asset base. In component-based development,
if any variation is involved, it is usually accomplished by writing code and the variants are
mostly likely maintained separately. Component-based development also lacks the technical and
organizational management aspects so important to make a software product succeed.
2.5.4 Just A Reconfigurable Architecture
Reference architectures and object-oriented frameworks are designed to be reused in multiple
systems, and to be reconfigured as necessary. Reusing architectural structures is a good idea
because the architecture is a pivotal part of any system and a costly one to construct. A product
line architecture is designed to support the variation needed by the products in the product line,
and so making it reconfigurable makes sense. But the product line architecture is just one asset,
albeit an important one, in the product line’s asset base.
2.5.5 Releases and Versions of Single Products
Organizations routinely produce new releases and versions of products. Each of these new versions and releases is typically constructed using the architecture, components, test plans, etc.
from the prior releases. Why are software product lines different? First, in a product line there
are multiple simultaneous products, all of which are going through their own cycles of release
and versioning simultaneously. Thus, the evolution of a single product must be considered within
a broader context, namely the evolution of the product line as a whole. Second, in a singleproduct context, once a product is updated there’s often no looking back – whatever went into
the production of earlier products is no longer considered of value. But in a product line, an early
version of a product that is still considered to have market potential can easily be kept as a viable
member of the family: it is, after all, an instantiation of the core assets, just like other versions of
other products.

3. Research Challenges
Given that the benefits of the software product line approach are so compelling, what can the
research community do to help facilitate its adoption by more organizations that would benefit
from it? This paper proposes four main areas of contribution.
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3.1

Tool Support to Handle Variability

The most pressing need in product line support is tool support to handle the many-products-atonce variability typified in software product lines. While a few product-line-specific tools are
emerging (such as BigLever Software’s GEARS tool), there is no integrated software development environment that exists that features capable facilities for handling a suite of products that
differ from each other in specific ways.
Such a tool would help developers manage the product line’s scope, which describes what the
products have in common as well as how they differ from each other. These commonalities and
differences would be specified to the point where they could become actual requirements – a
common set of requirements for the product family, and a set of delta’s or addenda for each
member of the family.
The commonalities and variabilities would also then be reflected in the software architecture, in
the implementation of each element, in the test plans and test cases, in the management artifacts
such as budgets and schedules, and in the product build environment.
Development environments that exist today suffer from unbreakable ties to particular languages,
vendor products, infrastructures, and development approaches. Moreover, they each make a
fundamental assumption that the thing being developed is a single product. In a product line
context, we need an environment that is agnostic with respect to the concerns mentioned, but
most of all embodies the assumption that the thing being developed is a family of systems that
vary from each other in articulated ways.
3.2

Support for Product Line Architectures

A special case of the tool support described above is an environment for developing a software
architecture for a software product line. The essence of a software architecture for a product line
is its ability to accommodate variation. Different products in the family, while sharing the same
fundamental architecture, may differ in the following ways, among others:
An element may be optional, and not occur in every product
An element may occur a different number of times in different products
An element may occur in a different version in different products
An element may have different communication paths in different products
Further, different products may need to satisfy different quality attributes, either to satisfy different marketing strategies (e.g., a cheap-and-slow version versus an expensive-and-fast version), or
to respond to different tradeoff issues (e.g., a high-security version that consumes a large amount
of memory, versus a lean, low-security version). The same software architecture may need to
apply to all of these different versions, and this variability may not be possible simply through
element omission, replication, or versioning. Different element packaging may be needed. For
instance, an element can be packaged as an object, a process, a package, a filter in a pipe-andfilter system, or many other forms. The choice might be made based on quality attributes desired for a product instance, or based on other choices such as the middleware infrastructure selected.
Currently, changing the packaging of an element forces a change to that element’s implementation. Aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) is providing a promising alternative to
manual re-implementation. Research is needed to understand how AOSD can be brought to bear
to provide the architectural variability needed in a product line. Where it falls short, work is
12

needed to extend it, or to provide an environment in which architectural packaging can be modified easily while leaving the fundamental functionality of the elements unchanged.
3.3

Building Experience Repositories

Because of the potential costs and complexities involved in adopting the product line approach,
some organizations are hesitant to make the commitment to change the way they develop software, which is in many cases the organizations’ lifeblood. One of the best ways to help overcome this reluctance is to show examples of how other organizations have made the switch and
prospered as a result. Hence, case studies of successful product line efforts serve as one of the
most useful technology transition aids.
Case studies serve multiple purposes. First, they provide existence proofs that organizations can
successfully adopt the software product line approach. Second, they provide insights into how
others have managed the complexities of the transition. For example, what training did they
provide? How did they re-engineer their configuration control processes? How did their products’ software architectures have to change? How did they capture the necessary domain knowledge to predict future product variabilities? And so forth. Third, taken as a group, the case
studies show the breadth and depth of the spread of the software product line paradigm and allow
us to draw some overall conclusions about the technology and its applicability. And fourth, a
collection of case studies provides the coverage necessary so that a practitioner interested in
choosing an approach has a good chance of finding an example especially relevant to his or her
organization’s special situation and context.
There are currently at least two collections of note. The first is a set of software product line
case studies carried out by Software Engineering Institute1. The second is the Software Product
Line Hall of Fame2, which was begun in 2000 at the first Software Product Line Conference
(SPLC1) as a way to recognize successful product line efforts, and inspire others. Each Software
Product Line Conference (and now there have been two) culminates with a session in which
members of the audience nominate systems for induction into the Hall of Fame. These nominations feed discussions about what constitutes excellence and success in product lines. The goal is
to improve software product line practice by identifying the best examples in the field. At the
end of the deliberations, those systems elected by the majority of those present attain membership in the Hall of Fame.
Research challenges include adopting a community-wide case study organization so that different product lines can be compared meaningfully, and establishing a repository for the case studies where they can be easily accessed, and where a visitor can quickly find information of relevance and compare and contrast the case studies.
3.4

Better Adoption Models

One barrier to organizations adopting the product line approach is the cost of transition, whether
real or perceived. So called “proactive” product line adoption strategies involve large-scale organizational re-invention, which discourages all but the most daring (or desperate) champions to
attempt it. In many cases, such a wholesale endeavor is the right way to go, but in other cases a

1

Available at http://www.sei.cmu.edu/plp/plp_case_studies.html

2

Available at http://www.sei.cmu.edu/plp/plp_hof.html
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more incremental approach is called for. Pilot projects, slowly adding products (either new or
already in the organization’s inventory) to the family, and incrementally mining core assets from
existing products all represent lower-cost approaches to product line adoption.
These different approaches to product line adoption require clearer articulation, categorization,
and description so that organizations choosing the approach can easily choose the adoption approach best suited to their particular situation. In particular, a better understanding of adoption
strategies will enable a product line practitioner to answer the question “What should I do now in
order to get my organization into the product line fold?”
Accompanying the various adoption strategy descriptions should be a set of economic models
that show the costs and savings that an organization should expect with each strategy. For example, a proactive strategy has a large start-up cost, but the payoff for a large number of products is substantial and practically immediate. The cost for more incremental approaches is
lower, but the payoff is stretched out over time and is correspondingly incremental. These economic models should, of course, be constructed as parameterized models so that organizations
can supply values that tie the models to their particular contexts.

4. Conclusion
Software product lines represent one of the most exciting paradigm shifts in the history of software engineering, as evidenced by the order-of-magnitude improvements they have been shown
to bring under appropriate circumstances. Fundamentally, software product lines are about the
development and strategic reuse of core assets in the production of a set of related products.
Achieving breakthroughs in product-line-oriented tool support, particularly as applied to software architecture for product lines, increasing the community’s experience base, and lowering
the cost barrier would all encourage and enable many more companies to try the product line
approach, and help the paradigm to achieve its full potential.
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Abstract. Reuse of experience and solutions for recurring development problems is of the utmost
importance for a pragmatic software engineering discipline. The earlier in the development process reuse is achieved, the larger its positive impact on the project. This paper reports on reuse approaches that are applicable during the requirements analysis phase.
Keywords: requirements analysis, reuse, component, patterns, formal method

1. Introduction
Especially for large and complex systems, the investment to obtain a “good” requirement specification is considerable. To reduce this effort, it is of the utmost importance to benefit from earlier system developments by reusing developer experience as well as parts of already developed
products. This insight has led to basically three different reuse concepts [3]:
Components are often characterized as self-contained, ready-to-use building blocks, which
are selected from a component library and composed. As a component is usually defined by a
piece of code, this reuse concept is perceived as being implementation-oriented. Being a syntactically complete code fragment, a component has to be used as it comes. Therefore, design
for independence, for instance, by adequate parameterization, is an important issue here, as
well as the definition of suitable “glue” to combine components.
A framework is the skeleton of a system, to be adapted by the system developer. As compared to components, there are several major differences. Firstly, a framework anticipates
certain design decisions that are common for a particular domain, while leaving open others
that are specific to a given system; therefore, only semi-complete code is provided. Secondly,
a framework, being a skeleton of an entire system, has a coarser granularity than components, which makes selection and composition steps obsolete.
Patterns describe generic solutions for recurring problems, which are to be customized for a
particular, embedding context. Application of a particular pattern means that the pattern has
to be selected from a pool, that it is adapted, and finally composed with other description
fragments. The pattern pool can be seen as a repository of experience from previous projects,
which has been analyzed and packaged. In comparison to frameworks and components, patterns are fine-grained and more flexible.
In [5], it has been observed that the earlier the reuse, the larger the (positive) impact on a project.
While reuse has been well studied for the design and implementation phases, less results are
available on how to achieve reuse in the requirements analysis phase. In [9], we have introduced
3
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a pattern-based approach for specifying system requirements in a property-oriented style, consisting of a pattern-based development process, a pattern pool, and language support. This approach is based on so-called FoReST requirement patterns, which describe generic solutions for
recurring problems and capture experience gained in the requirements analysis of previous system developments. In [4], a complete pattern discovery process for a non-trivial requirement
pattern is documented. In [7], the degree of reuse is increased by incorporating object-oriented
concepts (class definitions, specialization) and parameterization. The FoReST-approach has been
formalized in [8]. In Section 2, we will outline the Formal Requirement Specification Technique
(FoReST) for the object- and property-oriented specification of system requirements. In Section
3, we then illustrate FoReST requirement patterns and report on our experiences so far. We draw
some conclusions in Section 4.

2. Object-oriented requirements specification with FoReST
Building automation systems are often large systems, controlling hospitals, airport terminals, or
institutes, with thousands of sensors and actuators involved. Therefore, the problem documentation can be of substantial size and complexity. This observation already holds for the mediumsized problem documentations treated in our projects so far, which are in the order of 100 pages
of text.
In order to manage both size and complexity and to enhance reusability, it is good practice to
analyse and decompose the original problem description. This results in a more precise description of the structural aspects of the document. Methods such as OMT [10] and UML [1] aim at
the definition of a model that reflects the structure of the system environment. Their application
leads, among other things, to structure diagrams, such as class diagrams consisting of classes,
associations, and class features. In Figure 1, an excerpt of the class diagram from one of our projects is shown, using UML notation. This class diagram provides an overview of the FoReST
descriptions below by identifying classes and associations. It is not part of the FoReST requirement specification and serves only illustrative purposes here. However, it can be generated from
the FoReST specification.

composition

FLOOR

specialization

HALLWAY

HAZARDOUS
CONDITION
SENSOR

ROOM

LIGHT
ACTUATOR

MOTION
DETECTOR

OFFICE

TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

Figure 1: UML class diagram of a floor (excerpt)
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The use of FoReST to formally capture requirements is explained in several steps. To start with,
the specification of classes including class features is introduced. Then, composition, specialization and inheritance, and finally parameterization are added.
2.1

Specifying classes with FoReST

The application of object-oriented analysis methods leads to an architectural model that reflects
the structure of the system environment. For each set of objects sharing the same features, i.e.,
attributes and behavior, a class is introduced. With FoReST, classes are defined in a tabular format by specifying a unique class name, a signature, and a behavior, using appropriate keywords
to distinguish specification items.
The signature of a class is a sequence of attribute declarations, where each declaration consists of
the attribute name, a classification and an intention. Attributes may, for instance, be classified as
predicates, functions, or objects. Furthermore, predicates and functions may be static or dynamic
(timed), stating whether their values may vary over time. The intention is stated informally, and
serves documentation purposes.

Class MOTIONDETECTOR
Intention

: MOTIONDETECTOR is an abstract description of pre-installed
sensors that can detect motion.

Signature
Timed Predicate roomUsed
Intention

: roomUsed is true iff there is a person in the room.

Timed Predicate roomOccupied
Intention

: roomOccupied is true iff the motion detector has detected a
person in the room.

Domain Statements
Property correctMotionDetection
Formal

: ❑ ( roomUsed ➪≤ 0.2 s roomOccupied )

NL

: Whenever the room is used for at least 0.2 seconds, the room
is detected as occupied within this time span and remains
occupied at least as long as the room is used.

Table 1: Class MOTIONDETECTOR (excerpt)

In Table 1, the class MOTIONDETECTOR is specified, which is specified with the intention to abstract from pre-installed sensors that can detect motion. All instances of this class have the attributes roomUsed and roomOccupied, which are classified to be timed predicates. In addition to
the signature, the behavior of objects is formally specified in a class definition. Unlike notations
such as UML, which simply list a set of operation signatures, we specify behavior by a set of
properties. In our view, a property-oriented style is well-suited to capture requirements, since it
omits operational, irrelevant details that can be left to the designer. Furthermore, we have found
that informal problem descriptions are often written in this style, so using the same style in the
formalization makes the documents better comparable. According to the product reference model
in [6], we distinguish between different kinds of behavior statements, namely domain, requirement and machine statements. A domain statement describes pre-installed devices and/or e17

xisting environment behavior. A requirement statement addresses the desired system behavior.
Finally, a machine statement characterizes behavior of the machine, i.e., the part that is to be
combined with the environment to achieve the desired system behavior. As a general rule, domain statements and machine statements, taken together, have to imply the requirement statements. All statements are specified using tRTTL, the tailored Real Time Temporal Logic [4],
which is our particular choice of FDT; however, different FDTs may be used instead.
The definition of the class MOTIONDETECTOR (Table 1) contains the single statement correctMotionDetection, which establishes a causal relationship between two phenomena, namely roomUsed and roomOccupied. This constraint states that the causal relationship only exists with a specified delay, and that roomUsed has to hold continuously during this time span. To formally specify this domain statement, we use a special tRTTL operator called weak delayed implication
(see [4]).
2.2

Specifying composition with FoReST

High-level objects are often modeled to consist of tightly-bound parts, and are therefore called
composite objects. The parts of a composite object can be modeled as objects themselves, which
may contain further parts, resulting in an is-part-of-hierarchy. A composite object is an instance
of a composite class. In FoReST, a composite class is defined by specifying, for each part of its
instances, an attribute that is classified as object, and is associated with a class. Instantiation of a
composite object always implies the instantiation of its parts.

Class ROOM
Intention

: ROOM is an abstraction of rooms in a building.

Signature
Object la: LightActuator
Object md : MotionDetector
Object ts : TemperatureSensor
Dynamic Predicate safeLight
Intention

: safeLight is true iff there is enough light in the room to
move safely.

Requirement Statements
Property safeLightCondition
Formal

: ❑ ( md.roomUsed ➪≤ 2 s safeLight )

NL

: Whenever the room is used for at least 2 seconds, there is
safe light within this time span, and the light remains safe
at least as long as the room is used.

Property noFreezeCondition
Formal

: ❑ ( ts.temperature > 4oC )

NL

: The room temperature is always above 4oC .

Table 2: Composition: class ROOM (excerpt)
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In Table 2, an excerpt of the FoReST specification of the composite class ROOM is shown. Each
instance of this class is a composition of a light actuator, a motion detector, and a temperature
sensor, which is specified by appropriate object attributes. The requirement statement safeLightCondition expresses a delayed causal relationship between an attribute of one of the room’s
parts, namely roomUsed of the motion detector md, and the attribute safeLight. Please note that
the statement refers to an attribute of an object that is part of a room and to an attribute of the
room itself. Therefore, the class ROOM is the right level in the is-part-of-hierarchy to place this
statement.
2.3

Specialization and inheritance

Inheritance is one of the key mechanisms of object-oriented system development to support reusability of components. It is based on specialization, a (formal) relation between classes. Though
being a semantic concept, specialization is mostly captured syntactically in existing language
approaches including formal description techniques. This has the advantage that it is straightforward to use it as a basis for defining inheritance, and thus to apply this concept in practice.
Previous work [2] distinguishes two kinds of inheritance. Incremental inheritance is the process
of adding or redefining features to/of an existing class definition, yielding derived class definitions. However, there is no guarantee that the objects of the newly-derived class can replace objects of the base class. Subtyping inheritance, on the other hand, ensures that objects of a derived
class are also members of their base class. Thus, the substitutability constraint is met.

Class OFFICE
Intention

: OFFICE is an abstraction of a certain room type.

Base Class
Class ROOM

Requirement Statements
Property comfortTemperature
Formal

: ❑ (21o C < ts.temperature < 23o C)

NL

: The room temperature is always between 21o C and 23o C.

Table 3: Specialization and inheritance: class OFFICE (excerpt)

Though having a semantic foundation, subtyping inheritance does not by itself support reusability during software development. On the other hand, incremental inheritance, while boosting reusability, does not meet the substitutability constraint. Object-oriented languages usually support
incremental inheritance without taking subtyping inheritance into account, because the demand
for substitutability limits the applicability of incremental inheritance and thus reusability. Unlike
these languages, FoReST offers incremental inheritance that meets the substitutability constraint.
By adding or redefining features to/of base classes, new classes may be derived. By convention,
only the added or redefined features have to be explicitly stated, while all features of the base
class are inherited or superseded. Note that in order to guarantee substitutability, redefinition of
features is restricted. As any class definition, definitions of derived classes are required to be
consistent.
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In Table 3, the class OFFICE is derived from the base class ROOM. In addition to the attributes
and statements defined in ROOM, OFFICE introduces a requirement statement comfortTemperature. It is straightforward to see that this statement is consistent with noFreezeCondition, where
another constraint on temperature is defined, and which is inherited from ROOM.
2.4

Parameterization

It is common to define initial attribute values when objects are instantiated. If the initial value of
an attribute is the same for all objects of a class, this value should be defined in the class definition. If the initial value depends on the context of the object, then it can be defined using a parameter mechanism, yielding more generic class definitions. For instance, a floor may have a certain number of hallways and offices that depend on the building to which the floor belongs. This
can be expressed formally in FoReST by associating formal attributes with a class definition, and
by using them in statements.
2.5

Experiences

In several projects, with documentation in the order of one hundred pages of text, we have successfully applied the FoReST approach. Here are some of the observations that we have made:
During the formalization of the initial problem description, a large number of unclarities and
ambiguities have been revealed and resolved. Without the obligation to specify requirements
formally, most of these would have probably gone undetected in the requirements phase,
leading to additional costs in later development stages.
The application of a property-oriented technique to specify behavioral constraints has led to a
first problem specification that has been quite close to the initial, informal problem description. This had a positive impact on traceability.
The effort to modify the formal problem specification after a customer review has been
small. The main reason for this can be seen in the clear relationship between informal and
formal problem specification parts. This has made it nearly trivial to localize the specification parts affected by the customer review.
In general, the class structure does not impose any restrictions on the design of the machine
under development. However, it may well be chosen as the machine architecture that is further refined in subsequent phases. This choice has the advantage of good vertical traceability
of design decisions.
The classification of attributes and the distinction between domain, requirement, and machine statements has led to a practical criterion for the completeness of the problem specification.

3. Pattern-based Requirements Specification with FoReST
So far, reuse is based on components, i.e. class definitions that may be collected in packages.
Also, classes may be specialized and parameterized, adding further to the reuse potential. In the
following, we will extend the reuse potential of the requirements analysis phase and outline a
pattern-based approach.
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The degree to which the formalization of requirements can be achieved through pattern application depends both on the problem description and the contents of the pattern pool. If the structure
of an informal specification follows a specification pattern that is already contained in the pool,
then its formalization can be achieved directly by applying the pattern. If the structure is different, then either transformations and/or modifications of the informal specification may lead to a
structure that is supported by the pattern pool, or the formalization has to be done conventionally. The pool of requirement patterns is evolving over time. As a consequence, the portion of requirements that is developed from patterns will increase, reducing the overall effort of requirement specification and improving its quality.
In Section 2, we have used an object- and property-oriented style for the specification of system
requirements. Please recall that we state properties as class features instead of listing operation
signatures, as found in other approaches such as UML. System specifications are formally described using FoReST. In this section, we survey our pattern approach and combine it with the
object-oriented problem specification of Section 2.
3.1

FoReST requirement patterns

To describe requirement patterns, we use the tabular format shown in Table 4, called FoReST
requirement pattern description template. Instantiations of this template are termed FoReST requirement patterns, which, itself instantiated, form constituents of a requirement specification.
To distinguish requirement patterns from other description elements such as class definitions, the
keyword Requirement Pattern precedes the pattern name. The choice of a good pattern name is
crucial, because it extends the vocabulary of the requirement engineer, raising it to a higher level. The entries of the template are explained in Table 4.
Requirement Pattern <PATTERNNAME>
Intention

: An informal description of the kind of problems addressed by this pattern.

Definition

: A formal definition of the generic solution using a suitable FDT. Based on the
formal definition and accompanying information, the pattern is selected,
adapted, and composed into a context specification.

NL

: A translation of the formal definition to natural language. This translation
may serve as a starting point for deriving natural language statements from
instantiated patterns.

Illustration

: An illustration of the generic solution, supporting its intelligibility.

Example
Semantic
properties

An example from the application area illustrating the purpose of the pattern.
: Properties that have been formally proven from the formal definition. By
instantiating these properties in the same way as the formal definition, proofs
can be reused.

Table 4: FoReST requirement pattern description template

In Table 5, a requirement pattern called WEAKDELAYEDIMPLICATION is defined. It addresses
situations where a causal relationship that is subject to certain timing constraints is given. These
timing constraints are formally expressed in the definition, which uses the operator ≤ t (delayed
implication), a tailored operator of tRTTL. In effect, the discovery of this pattern, which can be
syntactically defined as shown in the list of semantic properties, has caused us to define this operator, which is specific for tRTTL. The generic translation can be used for generating requirement documents for the customer, and has been used, for instance, to provide a translation for the
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example that forms part of the pattern definition. The pattern is applicable in all cases where a
controlled phenomenon is required to hold only after a precondition holds for a certain amount of
time, and thereafter only as long as the precondition holds. In the example, for instance, the windows have to be closed after the hazardous condition has continued to hold for at least 30 seconds. This avoids “fluttering” of the controlled phenomenon. Interestingly, the pattern also supports distributed implementations in several ways. Firstly, it is sufficient to sample the phenomenon at discrete points in time, so continuous observation is not necessary. Secondly, there is time
for reaction concerning the controlled phenomenon, which may be exploited in associating priorities to phenomena that is used for configuring an underlying communication system.
The WEAKDELAYEDIMPLICATION pattern has been applied many times in our projects in order to
formalize statements following this pattern, and, among the patterns of our requirement pattern
pool, has turned out to be the most useful one. In Tables 1 and 2, two applications of this pattern
are shown. Note that the fact that a pattern has been applied to formalize these statements is not
obvious from the specification itself. The knowledge that a particular pattern has been applied is
a link to the additional documentation in the pattern definition.
Requirement Pattern WEAKDELAYEDIMPLICATION
Intention

: Phenomena may be in a causal relationship that is subject to
certain timing constraints. The constraints state that the
causal relationship only exists with a specified delay, and
that the defining phenomenon has to hold during this time
span (hence weak).

Definition

: ❑ (ϕ1 ➪≤ t ϕ2)

NL

: Whenever ϕ1 holds for at least t, ϕ2 is true within this t
and then remains true at least as long as ϕ1.

Illustration

: The diagram below shows a possible scenario for phenomena ϕ1
and ϕ2. In the shaded areas, the value of ϕ2 is constrained
by ϕ1.
ϕ1
ϕ2
t

Example

: ❑ ( hazardousCondition ➪≤ 30s windowsClosed )
Whenever a hazardous condition holds for at least 30s, the
windows are closed within these 30s and remain closed at
least as long as the hazardous condition is true.

Semantic
properties

: ❑ (ϕ1 ➪≤ t ϕ2) ↔ ❑ (ϕ1 → ◊≤ t(ϕ2 W ϕ1))
❑ (ϕ1 ➪≤ t ϕ2) ∧ ❑ (ϕ2 ➪≤ t’ ϕ3) → ❑ (ϕ1 ➪≤ t+t’ ϕ3)
❑ (ϕ1 ➪≤ t ϕ2) ∧ ❑ (ϕ1 ➪≤ t ϕ3) ↔ ❑ (ϕ1 ➪≤ t (ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3))

Table 5: Pattern definition: WEAKDELAYEDIMPLICATION

3.2

Experiences

In several projects, we have successfully combined pattern-based requirements engineering with
the FoReST approach. Here are some of the pattern-related observations that we have made:
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Building a requirement pattern pool is a substantial investment that will only pay off through
extensive use of the pool.
Pattern application leads to an orthogonal structure of a specification that should be documented. Without this documentation and detailed knowledge of the pattern pool, it is very
difficult to identify these parts afterwards.
The knowledge that a particular pattern has been applied is a link to the additional documentation in the pattern definition.
Requirement patterns provide a high-level vocabulary for the analysis team that contributes
to making requirements specification an engineering task.
Patterns support the uniform translation of formal statements to natural language, which is
important if the customer has no mathematical background.
The application of patterns during the requirements phase increases the reuse potential in
subsequent development phases, called vertical reuse. For instance, design decisions can be
coupled to the application of requirement patterns.

4. Conclusions
We have presented and applied several reuse approaches and their application to formally specify system requirements. In this paper, we have focused on reuse through object-oriented and
pattern-based requirements engineering. To formally specify requirements, we have used the
formal description technique FoReST, which supports an object- and property-oriented style.
Examples have been drawn from the area of building automation systems, where we have conducted several projects to evaluate the feasibility of the approach. The complete problem specification of the light control system, for instance, contains a total of 44 class definitions with 162
predicates and functions, 87 domain statements, 65 requirement statements, and 22 machine statements, and covers a floor with 3 hallways and 22 rooms including offices and computer labs
[7].
Requirement specifications have been engineered using a pattern-based approach, applying requirement patterns selected from a pattern pool. From the 174 statements of the final specification, 125 have directly resulted from the application of 5 different FoReST requirement patterns
[7]. The pattern-based approach has reduced the overall effort to formalize the user needs, and
has improved the quality of the problem specification. In particular, experience of former projects has been made reusable, upgrading the work of the analysis team and contributing to making it an engineering approach. Finally, pattern-based requirements engineering prepares the
ground for vertical reuse.
It has become evident that pattern discovery is a time-consuming task and a major investment.
“Good” requirement patterns are not just a by-product of specifying system requirements, but the
result of rigorous development and continuous improvement. At the moment, the pool of requirement patterns only has a small number of elements, which keeps the reuse potential within
certain bounds. We expect that with increasing experience and further projects, additional patterns will be discovered and added to the requirement pattern pool. In fact, we perceive pattern
engineering as a fertile field of future research.
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Abstract. Efficiency plays an important role in modern development methods. Especially activities that do not promote the actual software product need to be executed efficiently, because otherwise these activities would be neglected. Examples for these activities are establishing consistency between development documents and the creation of throw-away prototypes. In this paper,
an approach for the automation of such activities during requirements engineering is presented,
focusing on the creation of prototypes for reactive systems. The automation, and thereupon the efficient execution of these activities is achieved through the application of generators that are created on the basis of a formal product model. Such a product model describes all types of development artefacts and the relations between these products. In addition to the realization of document
generators, this product model allows the systematic creation of tools for automating other development activities such as checking completeness of the specification or detecting conflicting requirements.

1. Introduction
Modern reactive systems like automotive controllers, telecommunication devices, or building
control systems become more and more complex, as the number of functional and quality-ofservice requirements increases. Such systems typically realize between 200 [MeQ02] and 8000
[RaJ01] requirements. Therefore, a systematic and efficient development method is needed for
timely delivering such systems, while guaranteeing final products of high quality.
Prototyping is an important technique in the requirements engineering phase of such a development method. Through prototyping, an executable model of the software product can be
achieved before the final product has been created. With this executable model, the validation of
user requirements becomes feasible because users can easily communicate with developers by
applying and experimenting with the prototype nearly as they would do with the final product
[BKK92].
Besides such a validation of requirements, the prototypes can be applied for test-based verification of development products by developers. To emphasize the benefits of prototyping, the
building automation case study that was performed by a development team of the SFB 501 shall
be stated [QuZ99], in which a total number of 32 errors was identified by inspection, while prototyping led to the discovery of 33 additional errors [MMZ02].
It is a well established fact that the later in development an error is discovered, the higher is the
cost of its removal. Therefore, if prototyping can be applied early during the requirements engineering phase, the number of errors that lead to a costly removal in later phases can be reduced.
However, for prototyping to be adopted as part of an efficient requirements engineering method,
the prototypes must be attainable with reasonable effort. As mostly semi-formal documents are
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predominant at the beginning of development, the challenge therefore is to efficiently create prototypes from this limited information. We think efficiency can best be achieved with the generator-based concept that is introduced in this paper.
As code generators for operational specification languages like SDL (Specification and Description Language [OFM97]) are available, an intermediate step in our approach is the transformation of the semi-formal4 development documents into such an operational notation. This is obviously a less complex task than generating programming language code directly.
To provide a systematic solution for that transformation, we propose employing a precise and
complete model of all types of development products. This so-called product model, which can
be available as part of a precise definition of the used development method, reflects each type of
development artefact and its relations to other types of artefacts. By parsing the existing semiformal development documents and extracting the formal parts, an instantiation of this model is
achieved. Then, from such an instantiation, operational specifications are automatically created
by generating the operational documents that make up the specification. Additionally, methodspecific templates are instantiated during the generation process. This has the eminent benefit of
producing documents that can directly be read and modified by developers.
To formalize a concise product model, the specialization of the development method to a specific
application domain is of great benefit, as it allows the precise definition of development activities and products. In this paper, the requirements engineering method PROBAnD, which was
developed for specifying building automation systems [Que02], is utilized for this purpose. System development with this method begins with the semi-formal description of development data
in HTML tables. From such HTML documents, operational models of the system are specified in
SDL documents. In the initial form of the method, prototyping could be employed after the system or certain parts of it had operationally been specified in SDL. The generator-based approach
that is presented in this paper can be regarded as an extension of this requirements engineering
method. Through employing the detailed product model of this method, the efficient generation
of prototypes before the system or its parts have operationally been specified becomes feasible.
After a short overview of related work, the product model, on which our approach is based, is
depicted in the following section. Then, the concepts for generating SDL documents, from which
prototypes are created, are described. Finally, the application to other development activities is
outlined.

2. Related Work
Our approach provides the transformation of semi-formal documents into SDL specifications in
such a way that the transparent integration of the generated documents into the development
process is possible. This is in contrast to approaches like the ones proposed by Mansurov et al.
[MaV00] or Khendek et al. [KGB98]. Where Mansurov et al. administer a universal transformation from MSCs (Message Sequence Charts [ITU99]) to SDL, Khendek et al. allow more control
over this transformation by providing the basic structure of the output documents as a constraint
for the generation process. To derive MSCs from early requirements documents, an approach for
generating MSCs from Use Case Maps (UCMs [BuC96]), which is introduced in [MAB01], can
be applied. The information that is contained in the Use Case Maps diagrams can be considered

4 In accordance to [WiD94], we regard semi-formal documents as documents that contain information in a structured form,
which allows manipulation of the data conforming to its intended semantics.
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as being similar to the information stored in the semi- formal documents of our PROBAnD
method (e.g., traceability between requirements is modeled in UCMs through paths that connect
responsibilities).
The product model that we use for our approach can be seen as a meta-model of the development
documents. This meta-model has several similarities to the meta-model of the well- known Unified Modeling Language, UML [BJR99]. However, compared to the UML meta- model, our
product model allows the forward as well as the backward traceability of requirements. Further,
where the meta-model in UML is mostly used for exchanging data between tools (model interchange [OMG01]), we utilize this model for automating development activities, such as the
checking of consistency and completeness or the construction of stubs for partial prototypes.

3. Product Model
When defining a detailed product model that regards all necessary development products, the
model itself might become very complex. In our case, the complete model currently contains 80
different entities. Therefore, we structure our model by classifying the different types of entities
according to Fig. [MeQ02].
A rte fac t

aggr egatedA rtefact
1..*

0 ..*

F eatur e

C onfigu ration

F e atu re V iew

D ocu me nt

{self.oclIs Typ eO f(D ocum ent)
implies
aggr egatedA rtefact->
for All(a | a.oclIsT ypeO f(F eatureV iew ))}

Figure 1. Classification of Development Products

The most general type of entity is called artefact, which can be identified with any development
product. Each artefact has a unique name and can optionally be described by informal text. More
specialized types of entities are features, which represent atomic development products, and configurations, which aggregate less complex artefacts5.
Features contain the actual development information independent of its representation. Thus, for
each feature different feature-views exist, which contain feature information in a concrete representation; e.g., in the HTML or the SDL notation. This is why feature-views can be regarded as a
specialization of features. Usually, developers will be working on documents, which are composed of feature-views. Therefore, documents are classified as special configurations and as such
are described by the constraint in Fig. .
We postulate that each feature-view for any feature can be generated solely from the information
that is stored in the respective feature. Accordingly, we assume that each document can be created from a respective configuration. As a consequence, the types of features that are depicted in
the following subsections accurately reflect all types of atomic information that can be contained
in the development documents.
5 Note, that our notion of a feature is different from the general meaning of the term feature, which is a self-contained functional part or aspect of a specification or system [PuS01].
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The PROBAnD requirements engineering method [MeQ02][Que02] starts with the specification
of needs (see Fig. ), which are stated by the users or customers in natural language.
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Figure 2. Types of Features of the Product Model

These needs are realized by various tasks, which themselves might be realized by other tasks.
One or more of these tasks are implemented by a control object type, where each control object
(i.e., instance of a control object type) can be regarded as an active object with its own independent flow of control.
As an important guideline in the PROBAnD method, control objects always have to form an
aggregation tree. This is reflected by the one-to-many aggregation relation between the feature
control object type and the feature instantiation.
For each control task, a strategy has to be specified. Such a strategy is responsible for realizing
the actual behavior of the task. Therefore, each strategy can read or write attributes, and produce
or consume signals that are of globally defined signal types. These signal types can possess additional parameters. Where attributes are used for communication between strategies of a single
control object type, signals are employed for the asynchronous communication between different
control objects.
In the following section, we show how the features that have been introduced above are employed for generating documents, from which prototypes can automatically be created.

4. Document Generation
As it was pointed out at the beginning of the previous section, documents are composed of
various feature-views. To be able to generate documents from features, configurations of features that accurately reflect the aggregation of feature-views by the respective documents are
introduced. With this information, the creation of documents is performed as it is shown in Fig. .
First, a feature-view is generated for each feature that is aggregated by the respective
configuration. This is followed by composing these feature-views to the required document,
which is allowed to be incomplete depending on the set of available features.
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Figure 3. Generation Steps on an Abstract Level

Additionally, document templates are applied at this point for producing documents that conform
to the modeling guidelines, thus allowing the developers to use a generated document like any
other document that might have been created manually.
Because our document generation approach works on features and configurations that reflect the
current state of development, existing documents need to be parsed to extract the features and
configurations represented in the product model. This parsing activity can simply be performed
by applying the concepts that have been presented for generating documents in a reverse order.
First, the feature-views of a specific document are extracted. In addition to the view information
that is explicitly contained in the development documents, the aggregation of feature-views,
which is implicitly reflected in the development documents as they are composed of featureviews, needs to be identified. Then, from this feature-view data and the aggregation information,
features and the according configurations can be retrieved. This involves resolving textual references contained in the feature-views to establish relations between features. Hence, inconsistencies in the development documents can be identified at this point, and developers can be notified
to correct the respective artefacts.
4.1

Automatic Prototype Creation

To be able to generate prototypes, SDL specifications, which are made up of individual SDL
documents, are generated according to the above approach. Therefore, a control object type configuration (c.f. Fig. ), which correlates to the respective SDL control object type document, is
defined. Further, a configuration is established that describes which control object types make up
the final SDL system. Thereupon, this system configuration aggregates several control object
type configurations. Also, the top-level control object type is specially tagged to describe the
root of the aggregation tree.
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Figure 4. Hierarchical Configuration for Generating SDL Documents
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The control object type configuration aggregates only those features that are visible locally to the
respective control object type (e.g., attributes or strategies). Globally visible features (like various data types) are aggregated by the system configuration as all control object types can reference these features.
To illustrate the above concepts, we will use the instantiation of the product model for a simple
lighting control example (see Fig. ). This simple control system controls the illuminance in a
single room using two luminaires.
In the exemplary system, the control object type LightingZone aggregates one instance of the
control object type PushButton as well as one instance of the object type Luminaire. The control
object type LightingZone implements task Task1, which is realized by the strategy Strategy1. As
Task1 is responsible for turning on the luminaires if the push-button is being pressed, the respective strategy (Strategy1) consumes signals of the type newPushButton (which indicates that the
button has been pressed) and it produces signals of the type setLuminaire (which is used to toggle the luminaires between on and off).
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Figure 5. Partial Product Model Instantiation for a Small Lighting Control System

To generate an SDL document for the control object type LightingZone, first the required feature-views are generated; e.g., the SDL view of one of the instantiations of the control object
type PushButton is “pb1 : PushButton”, which corresponds to the block type instantiation syntax
of SDL. Then, these feature-views are composed to form the desired document (e.g., an SDL
package or block type document) by applying the particular SDL template of the PROBAnD
method; in Fig. , the feature-view example from above can be found in the second SDL block
from the top (the variable parts of the template that are replaced by feature- views are underlined).
Besides such instantiation information, the communication channels are determined from the
produced/consumed relations between strategies; e.g., as shown in Fig. , the channel b.i1 is realized, which conveys signals of the types defined in the signal list bi1, which in turn contains the
signal type newPushButton.
Further, the behavior description of the control object types could be created; in the example in
Fig. , the block LightingZoneCtrl contains this behavior. However, the strategies that are specified in the semi-formal documents are currently described in natural language, and are therefore
not suited for being used in the generator-based approach. For this reason, our research is directed towards the specification of these strategies by means of ‘partial’ (extended) finite state
machines, which are composed to complete state-machines and then transformed into SDL state
diagrams during the generation of the SDL control object type documents.
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Figure 6. Generated SDL Block Type Document

Because SDL documents can now be generated from product model data, the creation of partial
prototypes becomes possible with only little effort. For this, control object types that represent
stubs and drivers are established by directly modifying instantiations of the product model, followed by generating SDL documents from this modified instantiation. In addition to structural
changes, the automatic creation of stubs that expose simple types of behavior is possible; e.g.,
there can be stubs that only consume signals, where other stubs respond to received signals. On
top of that, stubs that randomly or periodically produce signals can be conceived.
To obtain an executable prototype, the generated SDL documents are extended with a generic
prototyping library, which is specified in SDL together with extensions in C. This library establishes the communication interface of the control objects to the environment, which can be realized by a building performance simulator [Zim02][Rie02] or a physical test- bed [Met01]. From
such an extended SDL specification, C-code, which is compiled into executable binaries, is generated. We have successfully applied Telelogic’s Tau SDL Suite [LEH00] for that step.

5. Support of Additional Activities
Besides the application for the above activities of prototype generation, our approach enables the
automatic execution of other development activities. One of these activities is the establishment
of consistent documents. This is achieved by parsing the most recent versions of documents,
verifying completeness and consistency on the model-level, and generating new and consistent
versions of these documents from the corrected data. As an example, if the implementation of a
task is assigned to a different control object type, the affected control object type documents as
well as the list of all tasks (task list document) are updated. Thus, an efficient iterative development process becomes feasible. Feature information can be changed more easily in some types of
documents than in other types of documents. Therefore, modifications during development can
efficiently be accomplished by applying changes to the documents for that this operation can
more effortlessly be performed, followed by parsing these documents, and generating the remaining documents from the modified information.
The automatic creation of consistent documents can only be carried out reasonably, if the verification has revealed no serious faults in the requirements specification documents. Otherwise, the
developers need to correct these first. Therefore, invoking the verification tools after modifications of these documents provides an automated inspection, and thus can be used to enforce that
only correct documents are committed.
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Besides verification activities, further analyses of development data become possible. For example, complexity metrics for development artefacts [Que02] can automatically be computed, resulting in data for decision support by the project management; e.g., if a control object type
poses to become too complex it should be split into smaller ones. Another important analysis is
the detection of interactions between requirements (also known as feature interaction [MaC00]).
Such an analysis has methodically been established by employing the requirements traceability
relations (realizedBy) in the product model [MeW03].
As browsing through the multitude of development documents on the search for a specific piece
of development information can be very tiresome, a computerized support for this activity is of
great help. With the availability of all development artefacts and relations on the model-level this
can easily be achieved. We have implemented a browsing tool for that purpose that allows the
navigation through the product model with simple textual commands, similar to queries to a
data-base.
Finally, an important activity in system development is reuse. On the model-level reuse can be
supported by merging two instantiations of the product model into one final model, from which a
more complex specification can be generated. An example for such an activity could be the extension of a heating control system by illuminance control parts.

6. Results
First implementations of tools [Met02] for the above activities have shown the feasibility and
systematic nature of our approach. These tools have been strictly developed on the foundation of
the product model in such a way that each type of artefact is represented by a Java class and a
relation between artefacts is realized through Java methods and attributes. Class-frames that contain these methods and attributes have automatically been attained from a UML input model using iLogix’s Rhapsody Modeler tool [iLo02]. At the time of writing, the complexity of these
class-frames was 4700 lines of code.
Where feature and configuration classes provide a common basis for exchanging development
data between tools as well as a foundation for the model-based automation of other development
activities, the feature-view and document classes contain tool specific generation and parsing
methods. In Table the complexity for extending the class-frames for realizing our tools is given.
Table 1. Manually Implemented Lines of Code
Tool-Supported Activity
parse semi-formal documents
generate documents
analyze requirements interaction

Lines of
Tool-Supported Activity
Code
4100
verify completeness and consistency
5300
create stubs and drivers
1900
browse through artefacts

Lines of
Code
900
800
800

As can be seen from these figures, all tools have been attained with reasonable effort. The most
effort is spent on the tools that perform the transformation from documents to features and configurations and vice versa. As during parsing activities many consistency checks are already performed, the complexity of the verifier tool is very small. A good example for attaining efficiency
through a generic approach is the browsing tool, which—through employing Java’s reflection
mechanism—has been implemented in one person day.
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The above tools have successfully been applied for a complex building control system example
[QuZ99][QTB02]. The semi-formal documents were parsed, leading to an instantiation of the
product model that contains 1109 features and 36 configurations. From this data, a skeleton SDL
system has automatically been created that contains all necessary signals and instantiations, such
that developers can focus on the interesting parts, i.e., the specification of the behavior. Also, the
creation of consistent documents has been applied for creating a correct task list from 28 control
object type documents.
Finally, this system specification has been examined for interactions between requirements. As a
result, 29 such interactions have been identified in the system that was developed by the development team of the SFB 501 [QuZ99]. A comparison with an extension of this system [QTB02]
has shown that six new interactions have been introduced.
The run-time and memory complexities of our tools are very moderate. Each tool exposes a runtime complexity that is linear in the number of artefacts; e.g., 28s of processing time on a
440MHz HP-PA RISC workstation were needed for verifying and transforming the semi-formal
documents of the above example, which comprise 12600 lines of HTML code, into a skeleton
SDL system. Additionally, each tool invocation required 12s for reading, resp. writing, the instantiation information. Also, the working memory requirements linearly depend on the number
of artefacts. For the above system, 23MB were needed at run-time.

7. Conclusion and Perspectives
Modern development processes have to produce high quality products in a reasonable amount of
time. Therefore, each development activity should be examined, and its improvement potential
should be utilized. In this paper, a generator-based approach has been presented as a foundation
for such improvements, where a common product model allows the systematic creation of the
required tools and the exchange of data between these tools.
In addition to the early generation of prototypes, this approach enables an efficient iterative development process. Further, activities like verification, analysis and browsing of development
data are enabled.
The underlying requirements engineering method, which was initially developed for specifying
building automation systems, has been successfully extended and modified for other domains,
like building performance simulators [Zim02] and railway crossing controllers [QuM02]. Therefore, we think that the model-based approach presented in this paper can be extended accordingly. Further, we believe that whenever a precise-enough product model and suitable modeling
templates are available for a development method, the presented concepts can be applied.
An extension of these concepts to the design phase is possible. Based on operations on the instantiation of the product model, a re-partitioning (i.e., re-assignment of tasks to control object
types) becomes possible. The selection of the partitions can be supported by the extension of the
product model with results of the analysis of the dynamic behavior of the system (e.g., maximum
signal bandwidth) [QST99]. Other research activities are directed towards the field of reliable
distributed embedded systems, where an advanced failure behavior analysis that yields graded
results is being developed [TST02].
Still, in the current state of the PROBAnD method, there is a rather large gap between the behavior description in the semi-formal development documents, where natural language is used,
and the behavior description in the SDL documents, where extended finite state machines are
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specified. We will be evaluating the use of ‘partial’ finite state machines and their composition
to EFSMs for which our product model has to be extended accordingly. The UML meta-model
shows how this can be done for hierarchical state machines. We plan on using similar concepts
with a strong focus on traceability from the strategies to the realizing parts of the state machine.
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Abstract. Developing software of a predetermined quality in a predictable way requires a deep
understanding of the effects of software engineering techniques (such as requirements analysis
techniques) in different project and organizational contexts. As a consequence, the development
or improvement of software engineering techniques should include the determination of their effects in varying contexts. This allows for comparing new or modified techniques with established
state-of-the-art techniques and reduces risks in transferring innovative software engineering techniques originating from basic research into industry. This article presents a stepwise and empirically-based approach for transferring software engineering techniques from basic research to industrial usage. The approach is being applied in the context of the project A4 (“Experimenting
with Techniques for Generic Software Product Lines”) of the temporary research institute SFB
501 (“Development of Large Systems with Generic Methods”). The description of the approach is
illustrated by an application example from the requirements engineering field.

1. Introduction
The efficient application of techniques and tools by industrial developers requires precise knowledge about the constraints and effects of their application: It is necessary to understand under
which circumstances techniques and tools are applicable and how appropriate they are. This is
especially true for the introduction of new technologies. Therefore, successful transfer requires
that technologies have to be systematically proven and evaluated before their industrial application. Not until empirical studies and ensuing qualitative and quantitative analysis have discovered strengths and weaknesses of the respective technologies, is a secured assertion possible for
which task and under which constraints these technologies are suited. In the context of the SFB
501 [10], empirical studies of different kinds are performed in order to understand the effects of
different techniques and tools. In detail, the transfer proceeds in the following steps:
1. In the context of basic research, new development technologies (i.e., techniques and tools)
are being developed or existing technologies are modified with the intention of improving
them.
2. Then, the conceptually designed techniques and tools are being evaluated in academic contexts (e.g., laboratory studies, student experiments in a university environment) [9]. Local
evaluations are distinguished from global evaluations: Local evaluation aims at understanding cause-effect relationships of individual techniques and tools. Global evaluations aim at
understanding the interdependencies with other development techniques (such as the combination of a new requirements analysis technique with a state-of-the-art design technique).
Additionally, it can be examined whether individual techniques or tools lead to positive re-
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sults in the context of a full lifecycle process (i.e., reduction of the overall development effort, quality improvements, reduction of development time).
3. With the gained experience, a stepwise evaluation and improvement under industrial constraints in selected pilot projects is performed. The goal is to understand the effects of techniques and tools in industrial contexts. Practice-oriented problems should be considered and
solutions should be created that can not be realized in pure university environments. Furthermore, this offers the possibility to evaluate basic research results together with experts
from a specific application domain (e.g., automotive).
The SFB project A4 (“Experimenting with Techniques for Generic Software Product Lines”)
aims at evaluation and industrial transfer of software development techniques that enhance reusability and genericity. The industrial transfer approach is based on the PuLSETM (Product Line
Software Engineering) framework for product line engineering [3] (see Figure 1). Product line
engineering approaches define how to take advantage of commonalities and variabilities of
products and create reusable assets that increase the efficiency of developing several products by
reusing the core functionality [6]. The framework allows for establishing product lines in industrial contexts in order to overcome difficulties with unmanaged diversity among product variants,
unstructured reuse of analysis and design information, maintenance of multiple code bases, conceptual integrity among product family members, etc. Benefits are expected with respect to improved ways for reuse of software artifacts and documentation, faster time-to-market, explicit
knowledge representation, and improved quality. The core steps of the PuLSE framework are:
Baselining the organization and customizing the framework.
Scoping the application area based on a sound economic analysis.
Modeling that area in terms of concepts and their relationships.
Transitioning the domain model into a fully reusable design (a reference architecture).
Specifying an application engineering process that makes use of the reference architecture
and maintains over time.
Technical Component s
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Evolut ion

Deployment Phases

Product Line
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Figure 1. Transfer Approach
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This article focuses on the evaluation and industrial transfer of the requirements engineering
technique TraceChange [8] for implementing change-oriented requirements traceability. The
technique was developed as part of the basic research efforts of the SFB 501 (subproject A1) and
evaluated in controlled laboratory experiments. Afterwards, the technique was adapted for industrial use (i.e., supporting requirements recycling in the automotive domain). First experience
with the transfer and the industrial use are sketched (indicated in the following as ‘application
example’). The TraceChange technique is used throughout the article in order to illustrate the
application of the transfer approach.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the
benefits and weaknesses of technology evaluation in controlled contexts. Section 3 discusses
requirements for adapting techniques originating from basic research for industrial use. In Section 4, qualitative experience regarding technology evaluation in industrial contexts is described.
Section 5 sketches ways for packaging technologies for future reuse. Finally, Section 6 gives an
outlook on further transfer projects and future work.

2. Technology Evaluation in Controlled Contexts
Experimentation in Software Engineering supports the advancement of the field through an iterative learning process [1]. Experimenting with changes to the current situation enables learning
and consequently improving software engineering techniques. Generally, this requires determining the current situation, changing parameters (i.e., values of influence factors), and analyzing
the results. Because the context varies with every project, it is hard to identify and control all
influencing factors. As a consequence, the evaluation of a new technique is difficult due to the
different project contexts. Additionally, a software development technique usually has different
effects in different contexts. Results from one controlled experiment can not be generalized for
other contexts. [1] defines experimental scopes by the number of teams involved in an experiment and the number of projects performed during the experiment. ‘Teams’ are (possibly singleperson) groups that work separately, ‘projects’ are separate problems on which teams work. A
m:n setting requires a high amount of control that can only be reached in laboratory settings.
Such controlled experiments are mostly focused very narrowly, but they promise a high significance of the results. In the context of the SFB 501 controlled experiments are mainly performed
in university environments. A 1:1 relationship between teams and projects characterizes case
studies.
Application example. The impact analysis approach TraceChange [8] was developed in the context of the basic research project A1 of the SFB 501. It supports the establishment and management of relationships between documentation entities. The goal of the approach is to perform
efficient and precise impact analyses that improve planning and implementing changes. The term
precise refers to correctness and completeness of the identified change impacts. Expected benefits of the approach are improved product maintenance and evolution through consistent changes
as well as better support for estimating the costs of implementing changes. The underlying principle of the approach is the definition of fine-grained relationships on the level of documentation
types with so-called conceptual models and traceability guidelines. Additionally, processes for
establishing traces and analyzing impacts of changes are part of the approach. The approach was
empirically investigated in controlled environments in the building automation domain. Different
controlled experiments were performed in order to (a) identify the difficulties in predicting complete sets of change impacts and motivate the problem to be solved, and (b) verify the expected
benefits of the approach. The experimental results showed a significantly beneficial influence of
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the approach on the correctness and completeness of a predicted set of change impacts in comparison to traditional approaches.

3. Adaptation of Techniques for Industrial Use
The industrial evaluation of basic research results (techniques, tools) requires an adaptation to
the specifics of the application domain and the constraints of the industrial partner. This can be
done, for instance, by modifying processes and products or porting tools to customer platforms.
If necessary, additional preparation or packaging of techniques and tools is required in order to
allow for effective and efficient use. This can include the creation of guidelines and user-oriented
handbooks. An important requirement for adaptation is the identification of customer needs and
the context characteristics of the industrial partners as well as a good understanding of the domain.
Application example. A starting point for the industrial evaluation is the identification of appropriate collaborations with industry partners who could benefit from the technique. A collaboration with a big automotive company was selected for adapting TraceChange for industrial use.
The collaboration is part of the research project QUASAR, which aims at integrating techniques
for requirements specification and quality assurance within a single, coherent process. In particular, it focuses on software in automotive systems. The situation at the industrial partner can be
characterized as follows [7]: Specifications for variants of products (such as electronic control
units) are usually documented in separate requirements documents. Commonalities and differences between product variants are not explicitly used for creating requirements documents. Due
to many similarities of the contents between different requirement documents, developers copy
parts of existing requirements documents into new requirements documents. This practice has
several weaknesses: Besides the difficulty of identifying appropriate requirements for reuse, one
major problem are unclear dependencies of the reused requirements. Such dependencies should
be appropriately considered. Otherwise, this can lead to severe defects in the new requirements
document. It is often not clear whether enough or too many parts of a requirements document are
being copied that might have a relationship with the requirements intended to be reused. As described in [7], omissions, inconsistencies and superfluous features are introduced into the new
document.
The intention of the automotive company was to improve the current practice through systematic
requirements recycling, where recycling means the activity of taking requirements from existing
requirements documents and inserting them into a new document that describes a similar product. A pragmatic way for adapting the existing process was necessary. Only marginal deviations
from the established development process were allowed, the size of the requirements documents
should not increase significantly, and the effort for creating requirements documents should not
increase significantly. Additionally, there was no time to perform a detailed analysis of the variabilities of the document and create a domain model. Therefore, pure product line techniques
(such as domain modeling) were not applicable in this context. An approach based on
TraceChange was applied that combines the use of conceptual models to determine relationships
necessary for correct recycling with traceability guidelines to solve the problem of omission and
inconsistencies through copying an entity with small changes. This can be seen as a first step
towards product lines where the conceptual models comprise commonalities of different requirements documents of a domain.
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From the viewpoint of transferring TraceChange into industry, several adaptations had to be performed: The traceability goal shifted from improving planning and implementing changes to
requirements recycling, the domain changed from building automation to automotive, and the
users of the technique are professional developers instead of students. Additionally, the recycling
process had to be integrated into a company-specific process. As a consequence, the conceptual
models describing the system (CSM) and the documentation (CDM) were adapted for the subdomain electronic control units (ECU). The CSM describes contents of different software artifacts and their relationships for the subdomain. The SDM describes types of documentation entities and their relationships for the subdomain. The effort for creating the CSM and the CDM and
the traceability guidelines must be spent only once. The CSM can also be used for similar subdomains. The CDM can easily be adapted for more informal requirements representations.
Both conceptual models were used to create a template that defines a domain-specific document
structure. This template reduces the relationships of the documentation entities. An example for
such a relationship is a so-called representation relationship between different views of an entity.
The reduction of representation relationships helps to omit redundant information and supports
the identification of logical entities for reuse. Additionally, both conceptual models were used to
derive domain-specific guidelines on how to recycle requirements. The guidelines describe how
to document relationships explicitly and how to use these explicit relationships for the correct
copying of requirements.
The process for requirements recycling was tailored to the domain and the traceability goal (i.e.,
requirements recycling). Major steps of the process are:
1. Setting up the document structure according to the template;
2. Searching for recycling candidates in existing requirements documentations;
3. Copying and adapting the recycling candidates with related documentation. Additionally,
explicit relationships between entities of the new document have to be described for future
recycling of the new requirements document.
The adaptation of TraceChange for industrial use exposed several new insights and improvement
opportunities, which might enrich the technique and extend its benefits. For instance, the development of the conceptual models resulted in several opportunities for restructuring requirements
documents of the domain. As an example, the restructuring of the documentation allowed for
positioning dependant entities close to each other and thus reducing copying effort. The explicit
description of relationships supports correct recycling. Furthermore, the reduction of relationships leads to more effective recycling and less defects in the new document. Setting of implicit
links (such as name tracing) was additionally introduced in order to reduce the necessity for explicit link setting.

4. Technology Evaluation in Industrial Contexts
Performing case studies is one means for the industrial evaluation of software development techniques in the context of the SFB 501. Case studies can be conducted in realistic contexts (such as
industrial environments). A disadvantage is that case studies typically do not provide reliable
information for comparisons. A combination of controlled experiments and case studies promises trustworthy results for the effects of software development techniques. Therefore, the determination of the effects of software development techniques in subproject A4 is based on a combination of these two types of experiments. Case studies can be done quantitatively with an ac-
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companying measurement program or qualitatively by observing and collecting qualitative experience (e.g., lessons learned).
Application example. After adapting TraceChance to the industrial context and the specifics of
the domain, the evaluation was performed in a scenario-based fashion. The domain experts from
the automotive company identified a set of typical changes between two generations of electronic control units, which influence the recycling process. The following classes were identified: Changes in the system environment, architectural changes, changes in functionality,
changes of parameters, and changes in conditions. These change scenarios are described in detail
in [7]. Based on the change scenarios and the domain knowledge provided by the domain experts, an example requirements document was used to identify recycling candidates. This experience resulted in the identification of typical recycling candidates.
Experience concerning the search of reuse candidates shows that in this context enhanced search
algorithms are not necessary because the developers implicitly know very well how to identify
recycling candidates. Keyword search is sufficient for this domain. Further experience shows
that the traceability guidelines and the documentation structure cannot be separated.
A major risk of the approach is bad process conformance. Successful use of the approach requires disciplined use of the document template and the traceability guidelines. Bad process conformance may significantly reduce or destroy the benefits of the approach. For instance, a wrong
application of the traceability guidelines (such as naming conventions) hinders the identification
of relationships between documentation items and consequently leads to incorrect requirements
recycling. Organizational measures are needed for assuring high process conformance. An example for such a measure could be the provision of so-called Electronic Process Guides (EPG)
that guide the development steps and provide appropriate templates for creating documents. Another measure to improve process conformance could be the performance of careful requirements reviews at the end of selected process steps.
Another risk is that semantic dependencies caused by common context assumptions (e.g., the
assumption of a fixed range of a global variable) or design decisions are not considered during
recycling of requirements. This can also lead to omissions and inconsistencies and in consequence to wrong system behavior in critical situations. The used conceptual models and traceability guidelines do not cover these semantic dependencies so far. It should be examined
whether an extension of the approach in such a way is worthwhile compared to the application of
a product line approach.
As an overall experience, the adaptation of TraceChange for requirements recycling in industrial
contexts helps the developers to reduce effort because of improved structuring of information. It
also helps to avoid omissions and inconsistencies, because it supports copying a documentation
entity together with its related entities [7].

5. Packaging of Technologies
The industrial evaluation of basic research results should ideally be a precondition for packaging
techniques and tools for reuse. As software development is a human-based development activity
and experience in this field is typically context-dependent, the packaging of basic research results (e.g., in an experience base) should include a description of their application scope and the
effects in this scope.
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In the context of the SFB 501, knowledge is kept in a prototype experience base (SFB-EB). For
the SFB-EB an experience model was created [5], which is an adaptation of basic principles of
the Experience Factory (EF) approach [2]. The Experience Factory Approach aims at building
software competencies and transferring them to projects. Experience elements are regarded as all
kinds of software engineering experience, especially models, instances, and qualitative experience [5]:
Models are a means for explicitly describing real-world experiences and building abstractions
therefrom. In the context of the SFB-EB, the following models are mainly used: Development
activities (such as requirements engineering, design, testing) are represented by process models
and complementing guidelines. Software artifacts (such as requirements documents, code) are
represented by product models. Formal process modeling notations or template descriptions are
used for formalizing process and product models. Quality aspects (such as effort, defect detection effectiveness) are described by characterizing quality models. Relationships between quality
aspects (such as the relation between test effort and design complexity) are described by predicting quality models. Functions, diagrams, pie charts, etc. are used as a means for formally describing quality models (e. g., an effort model can consist of a functional relationship between
single process elements and empirically derived effort data). The instrumentation of product and
process models for the purpose of applying quality models is represented by GQM models
(Goal/Question/Metric), especially Abstraction Sheets and GQM plans [4].
Instances are software artifacts that are consumed, produced, or modified during the development process. An instance refers to exactly one thing in a specific context (in contrast to models
that refer to a group of similar things). Some sample instances stored in the SFB-EB are: products, measurement data, technology packages, and process traces. Products (such as requirement
documents) are described informally or in the notation of a description technique in the framework of a specific development approach/method/technique (such as UML, NRL, Statecharts).
Measurement data (such as effort data) is captured using forms. Technologies and tools are represented in the SFB-EB via so-called technology packages, which support role-specific information necessary for applying the technique/tool (e. g., the NRL technology package supports the
requirements engineer, the designer, and the verifier with appropriate information for performing
their specific development tasks). Additionally, technology packages help select the appropriate
techniques when setting up a new experiment. Process traces are also regarded as instances.
Process traces refer to enactments of the project plan and are documented as sequences of project
states or lists of plan deviations.
Qualitative experiences are experiences with models and instances that are documented informally during project enactment or after project completion. Documenting experiences qualitatively is especially appropriate for those experiences that are valuable for future projects and not
in the focus of GQM goals, i. e., they are not gained from measurement activities and quantitative analyses. Documenting lessons learned is an example for describing qualitative experiences
in a structured way as input for subsequent analyses and processing. In the SFB-EB, the following aspects are described: the situation (in which situation did a problem emerge, i. e., what are
the project characteristics and the project state?), the symptom (what problem appears?), the diagnosis (what are possible causes for the problem?), the reaction (what are possible solutions for
the problem?), the reason (why was a specific solution chosen?), and the result (to which extent
could the problem be solved and what were the consequences?). The documentation of the reaction, the reason, and the result is optional depending on whether the problem solution is important for the success of the running experiment, respectively for subsequent replications or similar
experiments.
One of the main ideas of the EF approach is that an organization should learn from its own business, not from external, ideal models. This implies that the “domains“ in which a particular experience element may be reusable have to be determined. To follow this idea for each experience
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element in the SFB-EB, the scope of its validity is described. The scope consists of a context
vector and the significance.
The context vector characterizes the environment in which the experience element is valid. It
represents characteristics that may determine whether or not an experience element can be reused
or shared within or across experiments. A context vector consists of attribute-value-pairs, e. g.,
<(project effort, 50.000 h), (application domain, building automation), (programming language,
JAVA), (programmer experience, high), …>. It should be mentioned that methods for the selection and evaluation of reusable experience elements are highly dependent on the underlying classification scheme.
The significance describes how the experience element has been validated and to which extent.
Our model for describing the significance of an experience element describes the number of controlled and industrial evaluations in which the element was involved as well as experimental results concerning the element and their statistical significance (in the case of controlled experiments).
Another opportunity for packaging experience for a broader community is offered by the Virtual
Software Engineering Competence Center ViSEK. ViSEK addresses the need for quick and easy
access to the latest methods and tools for software engineering. The aim of ViSEK is to establish
broad German research competence in software engineering. It tailors existing software technologies for the use in practice. Its main target groups are small to mid-sized companies.
Application example. The controlled experiments with TraceChange are packaged and integrated
into the SFB-EDB. The industrial evaluation is described in [7]. It is planned to package the
process and corresponding products (such as checklists, guidelines, templates) of TraceChange.

6. Future Work
Future work concentrates on using experience from controlled and industrial evaluations for improving techniques and identifying relevant future research questions. Another issue not performed yet is comparing results from controlled empirical studies in academic contexts with results from industry evaluations. One goal is to use meta analysis techniques for gaining experience that could not be derived from single studies. The intention is to extend the external validity
of the results. Finally, by combining controlled evaluations and practice-oriented industry studies, a deeper understanding and confidence in the discovered effects of new techniques is expected.
Several other techniques developed in the SFB 501 are being transferred into industrial practice.
One example is an approach for supporting efficient and systematic software evolution through
domain analysis. This approach uses legacy documentation in order to create a domain model.
Design spaces are used as a notation for the creation of the model. General industrial experience
in the domain of planning and management of rosters is described in [6]. Currently, the approach
is being adapted for the automotive domain in the context of the EMPRESS project.
Application example. The industrial evaluation of TraceChange demonstrated in a convincing
way that TraceChange pays off for the automotive domain. The adaptation of the technique for
industrial use and the scenario-oriented evaluation indicated mainly the following directions for
future work [8]:
More fine-grained recycling would be supported through the provision of default values and
default sentences in the documentation template.
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Better understanding of the overall purpose of recycling candidates could be achieved
through capturing the context and the rational (i.e., the underlying design decision).
Tools could support the efficiency and effectivity of the approach. Currently, an implementation of the approach based on the COTS tool Telelogic DOORS for requirements management is being performed.
The approach mainly focuses on functional requirements. Tracing non-functional requirements (such as performance, maintenance) is a major research challenge that could contribute
enormously to more effective and correct product evolution, change management and software reuse.
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Abstract. Engineering-style software development requires a paradigm shift from tool to process-supported development. Explicitly modeled software development processes provide guidance and coordination to the members of software development teams. Such process-based guidance and coordination requires adequate automated support. Within the DFG-funded Sonderforschungsbereich 501, a process platform has been developed based on the hybrid process modeling
method MILOS. MILOS combines the constrained-based modeling method MVP-L and the planbased method CoMo-Kit. MILOS enables the modeling of both algorithmic and creative processes, the collection of data for the purpose of process guidance, and experience management. The
process platform supports all phases of software projects ranging from planning to execution and
experience management. This paper describes the modeling method MILOS, the supporting process platform, and a series of empirical studies illustrating the improvements achieved by sound
experience management via our process platform.

1. Introduction
Software development suffers from low quality and high cost. Solutions to these problems include the use of techniques, methods and tools based on sound engineering principles to address
the inherent complexity of software systems as well as proactive reuse approaches to leverage
off the commonalities across similar software systems and take advantage of historical development knowledge. The advantages expected from these classes of solutions are sketched in Figures 1 and 2 in terms of cost reduction over a series of developments of similar systems. Software engineering approaches avoid the well-known cost explosion of system development over a
series of releases or variants leading to a linear as opposed to an exponential cost curve. Systematic reuse approaches (here referred to as product line approaches) require up-front investment to
capture “generic” artifacts reflecting commonalities and variants, but promise a lower gradient of
the cost curve and lead to a return-of-investment point after some number of software releases or
variants.
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In the Sonderforschungsbereich (SFB) 501 [1] the focus lies on supporting proactive reuse approaches like product line approaches with appropriate techniques, methods and tools for modeling families of systems at all levels of abstraction (from requirements to code) generically, for
(semi-)automatically generating software systems from such generic artifacts, and supporting the
overall development process in teams via process-based guidance and empirically based prediction models. Thereby, the production paradigm of engineering is applied to the software development to the degree possible. Typically, the development of software system variants consists
of automatic generation (this reflects production) as well as manual development (this reflects
the development paradigm). The degree of commonalities among members of a system family
determines the degree of production.
This paper focuses on a process platform supporting both process guidance for members of a
software development team as well as capturing data to improve the development process and
build better project planning and management models. The underlying process notation MILOS
reflects the hybrid nature of software development processes by combining means for describing
automated development steps (production) as well as creative ones (development). Both MILOS
and the process platform are presented. Finally, a series of developments and experiments demonstrates the sustainable improvement potential of such a process based platform.
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2. Process Platform
The goal of software development processes is the development of complex software systems,
with numerous creative (stochastically undetermined) activities being performed. Large software
development processes are unique and are characterized by 1) iterative refinement of the plan, 2)
risks that lead to conditioned parts of the plan, 3) unpredicted events leading to changes in the
intended process execution, 4) complex dependencies between processes that must be taken into
account when changes are made. Software development projects contain a multitude of individual processes. We distinguish between technology-oriented processes for creating software products
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Figure 3. Experience-based project planning

and management-oriented processes for planning and coordinating distributed activities by teams
and individuals. The process platform of SFB 501 on experience-based software development
supports both types of processes during all phases of software project execution – planning, execution, and experience management. In doing this, it integrates the following aspects: The advance analysis of project plans, the coordination of distributed activities on the basis of measurable project plans, the traceability of design decisions, the dynamic re-planning as well as the
interlocking of planning and execution (in the sense of successive refinement of the processes
during execution).
The process platform separates planning into preplanning, i.e., the determination of all project
knowledge that is known at the beginning of the project, and re-planning, which accompanies the
project, i.e., additions to and/or modifications of the initial project knowledge due to the respective state of the project (see Figure 3). In the execution of development projects the focus is on
measures to efficiently collect measurement data as well as using them for project control on the
one hand and, on the other hand, on the early notification of individual project members about
synchronizations or re-planning that may be necessary. In experience management, experience
data of all kinds (e.g., products, process models, measurement data, qualitative experience) are
collected according to the model of the “Experience Factory” by Basili [2]. They are evaluated
regarding their generic reuse potential in future projects and stored for reuse in a context-
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sensitive manner in an experience database (EDB) [9]. During planning, this context-sensitive
experience is accessed in accordance with a project characterization.
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For the process platform, the hybrid software modeling methodology MILOS was developed in
SFB 501, which marries the constraint-oriented approach MVP-L to the planning-oriented approach CoMo-Kit, combing the strengths of these two approaches. MILOS especially supports
interlocked planning and execution (see Figure 4).
The constraint-oriented approach MVP-L [3] supports process modeling in the large, i.e., the
relationships between team processes and individual processes are dealt with more than their
implementation. It was further evolved within sub-project B1 of SFB 501 with regard to the
analysis of project risks, view-based modeling as well as measurement-based execution of project plans. The strengths of the MVP-L approach are that it provides powerful modeling concepts, that it has static and dynamic analysis methods, and that project execution is measurement-controlled.
The planning-oriented CoMo-Kit approach is oriented towards the support of the dynamic planning and execution of individual technical processes that are characterized by inherent creativity
and thus require high planning flexibility. It was evolved in sub-project B2 of SFB 501 with regard to the flexibility of the process machine. In addition, the approach has mechanisms for administering dependencies between products and processes, which increase the traceability of the
development process. The strengths of the CoMo-Kit approach are its support of creative processes by making available flexible re-planning mechanisms as well as the fact that it provides
management of the dependencies between process elements.
MILOS [4,6,12] enables the user-accepted modeling of process aspects of both an algorithmic
and a creative nature, the integration of the collection of measurement data for the purpose of
process control as well as for gaining experience, and the guidance of development teams. The
conceptional integration of the MVP-L and the CoMo-Kit approach required bringing together
process modeling techniques, dependency management with truth maintenance systems, workflow management, and action planning. For operationalizing the process models, workflow man-
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agement techniques (management of job lists, transfer of information between developers) and
action planning (operators, constraints) are used in MILOS. The support of global management
processes is done via mechanisms for the advance analysis of project plans and for the execution
on the basis of measurable project plans, which are taken from the MVP approach. MILOS uses
modified mechanisms of the MVP approach for measurement-based project control. Whereas
MVP provides the basic modeling concepts, AI planning techniques provide the technical basis
for the operationalization concepts. In order to enable the inclusion of such AI planning techniques in the process modeling approach, the process refinement concept in MILOS was extended by the method concept, which provides for a separation between an explicit goal description and possible alternative solutions for reaching this goal.
The process platform of SFB 501 integrates the following tools developed in SFB 501, whose
interaction is shown in Figure 5:
1. the Experience Database (SFB-EDB) for the context-oriented storage and for the retrieval of
experiences [5,13]. All types of experience are stored in the experience database of SFB 501
in a context-oriented manner (i.e., equipped with information about their area of validity) and
with a statement of validity (i.e,, equipped with information on the degree of their evaluation). Adaptations of the structure, the object hierarchy, or the relationships within the experience database can be performed, keeping in step with new knowledge gained.
2. the tool ProTail for the adaptation of reused process models during preplanning[10]. The
tool ProTail supports the effective and efficient provision of context-oriented project plans
during preplanning. As input, ProTail receives the goals and characteristics of the current
project. During adaptation, process models from the experience database parameterized for
various contexts are reused in a suitable way. Customized project plans created with ProTail
can be used as input for the MILOS process machine. By combining ProTail and MILOS, an
environment is available in which the reuse of process models is supported during the entire
lifecycle of a project from initial planning until termination.
3. the MILOS Process Machine for the execution and re-planning during the implementation of
software development projects [7,11]. Prominent features of the MILOS process machine are
its possibilities for dynamic instantiation of process alternatives, for the dynamic refinement
of products and processes, and for adjusting the project state. For this, complex dependencies
between the processes are managed.
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3. Gaining Experiences
An efficient use of methods and tools in software development requires exact knowledge of the
conditions and effects of their use: One must know as precisely as possible how well the methods/tools used will function under which circumstances. Thus, in the SFB, technologies are systematically checked and evaluated before being used. Only after the strengths and weaknesses of
a technology have been determined through experiments and subsequent quantitative and
qualitative analyses, is a qualified statement possible regarding for which problem and under
which conditions the technology is suitable. SFB 501 practically implements this basic insight by
consistently realizing the experimental approach. Various kinds of experiments are performed
for this purpose, all with the goal of understanding the effects of individual methods/tools. In
detail, evaluation is performed in three steps:
1. Performance of controlled technology experiments: The aim is to understand the cause-effect
relations of individual methods/tools. Completely developed methods/tools are evaluated under controlled conditions regarding their improvement with respect to comparable alternatives.
2. Performance of baseline case studies: The aim is to understand the effects of SFB methods/tools that were successful in experiments in full lifecycle application developments. The
positive contribution of a technique or a tool (e.g., reduction of development effort, quality
improvement) is subject to many influences in practical development projects (e.g., developer experience, adherence to the process, robustness of the development platform). Furthermore, different techniques/tools can mutually influence each other. Therefore it does not
suffice to empirically evaluate newly developed techniques and tools in isolation, but they
must be tried out in suitable combinations (defined via a process model). Such necessary
scale-up experiments, so-called baseline case studies, define baselines with regard to the
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practical effect of a new combination of individual methods/tools. The results of baseline
case studies as well as the experience made therewith should again motivate changes to or
new development of methods/tools, which will lead to improvements (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Technology Experiments and Baseline Case Studies

3. Performance of industrial applications: With the knowledge gained from controlled experiments and baseline case studies, a stepwise evaluation and improvement of methods/tools is
performed under industrial conditions in specially selected pilot projects. The aim is to understand the effect of individual methods/tools in an industrial context. Thus, practicerelevant problems are taken into account and solutions are worked out and tested, which can
not be done in a pure university environment. The experiences gathered in the industrial
technology tests form the basis for the custom-tailored industrial usage of SFB results on a
broad scale.
The methodology for the empirically-based gaining of knowledge and for modeling that forms
the basis of the process platform has its origin in the QIP approach by Basili and Rombach [2],
which regulates the quantitative formulation of measurement and evaluation goals, the instrumentation of process models or methods/tools through metrics as well as data collection during
the experiments. Depending on the measurement and evaluation goal, suitable experimental designs are recommended. For reusable storage, suitable analysis procedures as well as database
schemata are offered.

4. Example
In the following, the improvement and evolution potential of software development processes on
the basis of empirical experience data will be demonstrated with a selected example. A baseline
case study will be sketched, whose results led to the development of an improved analysis process. The goal of the baseline case study was the development of a complete baseline of models
and experiences for a selected set of methods, techniques, and tools with the process platform of
the SFB 501. The set included the common description techniques for OO development for the
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creation of requirements (UML use case diagrams, descriptions of scenarios, UML class diagrams, UML sequence diagrams), the corresponding analysis development methods from BOE
and the Unified Process, coding techniques and tools (C++, UNIX tools), as well as testing techniques for component and system validation (black-box testing). The task was to establish a
building automation system with light and temperature regulation based on a given problem description. The techniques, methods, and tools were used in accordance with a waterfall-type SFB
development process. Documented as a baseline were the process model that was actually performed, effort-/time-/defect models (corresponding to the process model), effort-/time-/defect
models regarding individual techniques, methods, and tools. In accordance with the intention of
the baseline case studies in the SFB, the entire application development process from the OO
analysis to the system test was performed. The following tools were used for the development:
For modeling and (partial) generation of the UML diagrams, Software through Pictures (StP) by
Aonix was used in the UML version. For translating code and for system integration, tools common for UNIX were used. The planning (especially target values) was based on estimates of effort, defects, and calendar time from previous baseline case studies, which were taken from the
SFB experience database. The baseline case study was performed with 17 software developers
(computer science students with software engineering knowledge) at the University of Kaiserslautern. Five staff members of SFB sub-projects A1 and B1 and of the Software Engineering
Research Group supervised the parallel teams under the guidance of Prof. Rombach.
Some of the most important results of the baseline case study are a process model for the development of embedded software as well as a set of quality models. The effort model, for example,
shows a (37%, 30%, 21%, 9%, 3%)-distribution to the phases analysis, design, coding (with integrated component validation), integration and system validation (see Figure 7). The effort in
the early process steps (analysis and design) was relatively high (67%). This can mainly be
traced to two analysis steps and the extensive modeling of different UML views. The defect
model shows that most of the particularly expensive requirements defects (96%) were already
detected early on during the requirements inspection. The defect class model shows that in all
defect classes, a reduction of the number of defects can be noted during the course of the development (with one exception in design). This speaks for an early detection of different types of
defects.
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When the reasons for the rework effort are analyzed, the high number of incompletenesses and
inconsistencies in the analysis document can be noted (see Figure 8), which indicate that traceability between different UML models may still be insufficient.
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One conclusion from the baseline case study is that securing consistency between UML models
during analysis requires high effort. One major open question and improvement potential is:
How can the incompletenesses and inconsistencies during analysis be reduced and/or detected
earlier? The use of tools for improving traceability, explicit traceability information for improving traceability as well as a change of the design inspections could be possible answers.
Right after the baseline case study, the use of explicit traceability information for improving
traceability was compared to the traditional procedure in a controlled experiment. For the integration of the traceability information, the TraceChange approach developed in the SFB [8] was
used for the description of the requirements. The experiment was limited to the analysis phase.
With TraceChange, effort was reduced by approx. 33%, with the difference being particularly
high in the analysis of complex system parts (e.g., light monitoring) (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Changes across Different Requirements Documents Styles

The example shows how experiences are gained in SFB 501 and how they can be used for improving the software development process. The analysis of the quantitative and qualitative experiences led to the identification of potential improvement areas and thus provided clues for
further research. The performance of the baseline case studies in the SFB and application case
studies in industrial environments with professional, experienced developers can lead to further
increase external validity (i.e., transferability) of the results. Currently, industrial Evaluation of
TraceChange is being performed in the context of SFB sub-project A4.
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Knowledge Management for Project Planning
and Enactment in Software Engineering
Sigrid Goldmann, Harald Holz, Michael M. Richter
SFB 501, Project B2
University of Kaiserslautern

Abstract. In this paper, we present an integrated approach for facilitating project planning, management and product creation within software development projects. This approach supports decision-making during project planning and plan enactment with task-specific knowledge distribution, as well as dependency management between interrelated decisions. Enactment data is fed
back into the plan, either by automatically reacting to enactment events and plan changes, or by
notifying the appropriate person(s).
We introduce an extendable model of planning and plan enactment that formalizes the dependencies between activities likely to occur during project planning and enactment, and present an approach for task-specific knowledge management based on a formalization of recurrent information needs. Both techniques have been implemented and integrated into the Process-Centered
Software Engineering Environment MILOS. The resulting system provides extensive support for
decision-making in planning and enactment of software development projects.

1. Introduction
In recent years, software development has become increasingly complex as requirements multiplied, and geographically distributed development became necessary and/or desirable. This complicates not only the enactment of software development projects on the technical level (i.e.
product creation), but also makes project planning and management much more difficult. Especially keeping the plan up-to-date, and distributing necessary information necessary to concerned
agents, has become more difficult with increasing project complexity while at the same time
growing in importance. In order to address these issues, Process-Centered Software Engineering
Environments (PSEEs) have been developed to provide automated support for information access and change management (e.g. [4], [9]).
A system that supports the development of large software systems not only has to be concerned
with technical development activities (i.e. product creation, testing, etc.), but also with collateral,
interdependent activities, that is, planning, change management, knowledge management and
reuse, quality assurance, etc. As these activities are inherently knowledge-intensive, the provision of relevant information to team members involved in a certain activity is of foremost importance.
Typically, traditional PSEEs to some extend include mechanism to provide agents with this
knowledge. In principle, any PSEE is based on an underlying model stating which information
needs typically occur during software development. This model is reflected in the concepts supported by the process modeling language, user interfaces and notification mechanisms provided
to satisfy potential information needs as far as possible.
Thus, the knowledge relevant to participants of a software development project can be categorized into two classes:
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PSEE-Internal Knowledge comprises the knowledge contained in the PSEE’s underlying
model. This includes for example the project plan and its individual processes, best practice
methods to solve these processes, or dependencies between them.
External Knowledge is maintained outside the PSEE (or even outside the organization that
deploys the PSEE). This knowledge resides in experienced colleagues, bug-tracking systems,
document management systems, experience bases, newsgroups, tool vendor websites, or
similar information sources.
During the activities that agents have to perform in their software development projects,
information needs arise for them which concern both kinds of knowledge (see Figure 1).

Agent Skill Information
Subject Matter Experts
Tool-Specific Web Pages
etc.

World

?
?
?

?

?
?
?

Project Plan
Data Flow
Dependencies
Best Practice
etc.

PSEE

Figure 1: PSEE-Internal versus External Knowledge

In an ideal PSEE, the PSEE-Internal Knowledge should enclose all information that is actually
needed. In addition, access to external knowledge should be provided in a systematic way. However, standard PSEEs exhibit the following two shortcomings:
While traditional PSEEs adequately support plan enactment, they only provide limited support for project planning and other collateral activities. In other words, the PSEE-internal
knowledge is insufficient where information about planning and management tasks is concerned.
Standard PSEE do not provide the means for pro-active, systematic, situation-specific delivery of information from external knowledge sources to agents, i.e. they do not take the management of external knowledge into account at all.
In order to address these shortcomings, an explicit representation of both planning and technical
activities, as well as their interdependencies, is a prerequisite. Furthermore, mechanisms to distribute relevant external knowledge in the form of explicitly modeled, recurrent information
needs (including alternative ways to satisfy them) have to be provided.
In this paper, we describe a system which provides extensive support for all software development activities (including project planning and management), and allows sophisticated knowledge provision functionality by explicitly modeling arbitrary information needs. This system
builds on MILOS, a PSEE which facilitates planning and enactment of software development
projects, putting its emphasis on supporting dynamic changes of the project plan as well as products produced during plan enactment [11]. In Section 2, we describe PlanAct, an extension to
MILOS which allows the explicit representation of project planning and management activities.
Section 3 explains how the PRIME knowledge management component pro-actively supports
both planning tasks and technical activities with task-specific information.
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The explicit model of relevant knowledge can be developed incrementally, by learning from past
experience. Section 4 outlines the knowledge evolution cycle proposed to iteratively capture the
necessary knowledge.
The resulting overall system is described in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related work, and Section 7 concludes this paper with a summary and an outlook on future work.

2. An Explicit Model of Project Planning and Management Support
As mentioned above, all relevant activities in the software development process need to be explicitly modeled in order to provide satisfactory support for them. This includes not only the
technical development processes, but the necessary planning and management activities as well.
In this section, we describe PlanAct [7], an explicit model of planning and enactment in software
development projects. PlanAct describes typical planning activities and their dependencies to
other activities as part of the PSEE-internal knowledge.
Meta-level Process
Plan
Implementation

Plan QA for
Implementation

Produce /
Manipulate

Schedule
Implementation

Meta-level
Products
Implement
Component A

Object-level
Process

Implement
Component C

Produce /
Manipulate

Implement
Component B
Component
Code A
Component
Object- Code B
Component
level
Code C
Products

Figure 2: Object-Level and Meta-Level Entities

In modeling the activities that typically occur in a software development project, we found that
there are two classes of activities, creating two interleaved, but basically separate process levels
distinguished by the results the corresponding activities produce:
The object-level process is the domain-specific process that produces the project deliverables. In other words, the object-level process corresponds to the project plan. It models the
activities done during software development as (sub-) processes, with the project deliverables
as their outputs.
The meta-level process is the process that describes the planning activities necessary to create and maintain the object-level process. It models these activities as meta-tasks, which create parts of the object-level process as their outputs (see Figure 2).
Accordingly, the PlanAct model distinguishes between object-level entities and meta-level entities, which can be manipulated by operations. Decisions represent the enactment of operations,
and connect the two levels, as decision rationales can refer to entities on either level.
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Object-level entities represent data structures which can occur in a software-development process or project plan, e.g. the software development processes occurring in the project plan, development methods that can be selected to solve a process, and process parameters determining the
product flow between processes. Meta-level entities represent data structures occurring in the
meta-level process, i.e. during project planning and management. Examples for such entities are
tasks to schedule an object-level process, select a solution method for it, or to plan necessary
quality assurance activities for a process. Outputs of such meta-tasks are object-level data structures (e.g. processes, method selections, product flow definitions, etc.). Operations performed
during project planning or enactment are formally represented by decisions. A decision depends
on facts and other decisions. When such a decision prerequisite is invalidated, dependent decisions need to be reconsidered.
The PlanAct model includes standard planning tasks as well as explicitly defined operations and
decisions which are usually applied to solve such tasks. The model is extendable both on the
object level and the meta level, and new decision types and dependencies can be defined. This is
necessary in order to allow the user to model additional and unforeseen tasks and dependencies
to provide as extensive a support for project planning and plan enactment as possible.
Since various representation formalisms for decisions and their dependencies have been proposed in literature, we did not develop a new representation mechanism to formalize our model,
but adapted an existing approach to our purposes: Petrie’s Redux Model of Design [14] is a
model of decision dependencies in engineering design projects. It tracks decisions made for design goals, captures the rationales that led to these decisions, and stores their results, i.e. assignments made to design parts, and subgoals that are still open after a decision was made for a particular goal. We utilized these data structures to formally represent the PlanAct concepts of metalevel and object-level tasks as Redux goals. The execution of a PlanAct operation is represented
as a Redux decision. Plan changes and product creation are represented as Redux assignments.
Redux provides dependency management and sends notifications to the concerned agents whenever a change elsewhere in the project necessitates that they reconsider their own decisions.
In order to maintain two separate (but interleaved) Redux goal trees for the meta-level and object-level processes, some redundancy in the data structures is necessary, since decision results
on the meta level also have to be represented as data structures on the object level (see Figure 3).
In order to keep the Redux representations of the two process levels consistent with each other,
we had to slightly extend Redux’ underlying dependency management mechanism, adding rules
that allow data-structures on the object-level to depend on decisions and assignments on the
meta-level.
Plan Component
Implementation

Implement
System
Components

subgoal(process Implement Component A,
process Implement System Components)
subgoal(process Implement Component B,
process Implement System Components)

Redux – Meta Level

Implement
Component A
Implement
Component B

Redux – Object Level

Figure 3: Interdependent Redux Goal Trees for Meta Level and Object Level
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3. Task-Specific Knowledge Management
Both during planning and technical tasks, various information needs typically arise for the agents
concerned that need to be satisfied from external knowledge in order to successfully enact the
task. These information needs range from simple questions (e.g. “How do I launch the tool VisualAge in this company?”) to questions that usually are more complicated to answer (e.g. “What
issues need to be addressed when using Serialization together with Enterprise Java Beans?”).
During planning, typical information needs are concerned with the identification of agents that
are available (according to calendar information), qualified (according to skill profiles), or admissible (i.e allowed to perform the activity according to the organization’s regulations). Other
information needs might address the question of known problems or experience with similar activities. During technical activities, information needs are often triggered by the characteristics of
current products (e.g. the concepts and technologies used therein) that an agent must handle. In
general, whether a certain information need arises for an agent is inherently situation-specific,
i.e. it will depend on certain activity and agent characteristics (e.g. the technologies that have to
be used, the agent’s experience, skills etc.). Hence, the common approach of enriching process
models with static lists of information resources is inadequate for effective information distribution to agents.
On order to address this problem, we developed a detailed life-cycle model for Software Engineering Process-Oriented KM (SE-POKM); this model is integrated into the life-cycle model
performed by the organization’s Process Group (PG), and becomes an essential part of a continuous organizational learning process. The SE-POKM model is centered around the organization’s process model which becomes the primary means to (i) capture, (ii) organize, (iii) formalize, (iv) distribute, (v) apply, and (vi) evolve knowledge on what information might be useful to
successfully perform the activity classes specified in the process model. This kind of knowledge
can be considered as meta-knowledge, as it is concerned with the usefulness of knowledge items6
stored in different information sources.
In order to support the above knowledge management phases, we developed the Processoriented Information Resource Management Environment (PRIME) [8]. PRIME provides a technical infrastructure for knowledge distribution and feedback communication, and is designed to
be coupled with the organization’s PSEE. In the following, we consider PRIME’s support for the
phases in more detail.
Capture: Each process type specified in the process model maintained within the PSEE induces
a process type-specific (meta-)knowledge capture task; PRIME supports this task by providing a
template for capturing recurrent information needs informally, focussing on the following items:
what information might be useful (typically expressed as a question)?
where and how can this information be found (i.e. a list of information sources that potentially contain the information, together with direction on how to access them)?
when might it be useful (i.e. constraints on certain activity characteristics available at enactment time)?
to whom might it be useful (i.e. constraints on performers’ roles and skills)?

6

A knowledge item can be any document (e.g. a MS-Word document, a web page, or an e-mail) that can be made electronically
available to an agent by accessing/querying an information source.
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Answers to these questions can be elicited from two sources: the Process Group, and agents who
participated in the enactment of former activities that are considered instances of the process
type.
Organize: In order to achieve an efficient mapping from activities to knowledge items assumed
to be useful by the Process Group, PRIME associates the captured information needs with the
process type for which they have been elicited. In addition, this initial organization scheme can
be further refined in conformance to common process modeling language constructs (e.g. type
decomposition, specialization etc.) offered by the language under consideration. Furthermore,
PRIME’s organization scheme encompasses further domain model entities (e.g. products, SE
techniques and methods, programming languages, architecture, technologies, OS platforms etc.)
handled within the organization, assuming they have been represented in an organizationspecific domain ontology maintained by PRIME.
Formalize: In order to allow for a more precise description of recurrent information needs (e.g.
with respect to describing constraints), as well as to be able to provide automated information
distribution support (see below), PRIME provides the means to formally represent information
needs in an object-oriented way; in particular, PRIME provides a formal language based on FLogic [10] for defining constraints on situation characteristics in the form of logical preconditions, as well as parameterized query commands.
Distribute: Based on the formalization, information distribution is integrated into the process
enactment service provided by the organization’s PSEE. PRIME provides each human agent
with an additional software component called the Information Assistant (IA). The IA determines
and presents the set of information needs assumed to arise for this agent (i.e. with regard to his
role and skills) concerning the selected activity (i.e. with regard to its type and characterization
[12]). The IA allows the agent to browse this set of expected information needs, as well as alternative ways to satisfy them (captured in the form of information source usage recommendations). On request, the IA accesses the information source referenced by a selected (usage) recommendation, transparently retrieves a set of appropriate knowledge items, and presents them to
the agent (see Section 5).
Apply: The knowledge items provided by PRIME to agents during their activities enable them to
read, understand and (as far as possible) apply the information contained in the knowledge items
during activity enactment. Thus, knowledge application is not necessarily automated. This is
especially true for the highly creative software engineering activities considered here, which are
performed by human agents.
Evolve: For sufficiently complex domains, process-oriented knowledge capture can not be completed in one step. Therefore, a learning (or evolution) cycle has to be established to continuously elicit new knowledge and update the knowledge that has already been captured. An important input for the learning process is the direct feedback from agents who were provided (or
should have been provided) with knowledge items during their activities. In PRIME, feedback
regarding the knowledge distribution is obtained by tracing postings to task-specific information
and modeling request forums provided by PRIME, and by a set of standard questions that can be
used during interviews with agents for every activity that has been performed. The collection of
feedback to these questions corresponds to a new process-oriented (meta-)knowledge capture
phase, which triggers the next iteration through all the phases of the knowledge management life
cycle. The proposed feedback loop is described in more detail in the following section.
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4. Maintenance of Relevant Knowledge and Dependencies
As emphasized in the introduction, adequate automatic support for software development projects can only be provided if the software development activities and their relevant context information have been explicitly modeled. This requires significant modeling effort up front, even
presuming that all relevant knowledge is available before the first project ever starts - a rather
ambitious assumption. Therefore, we provide a pool of pre-defined basic knowledge, and allow
for stepwise extension and correction of this knowledge. Thus, our approach is able to provide
basic support even without any additional user effort, and allows the user to add to and enhance
the captured knowledge as necessary.
In order to capture decisions made for project planning and technical tasks, as well as the knowledge relevant to these decisions, we extended the MILOS system with an Audit Manager component [18]. This component tracks the project process, and stores all actions taken during project planning as well as project enactment in a project trace. In addition, the component continuously analyses this project trace in order to extract likely dependencies between decisions made,
and to determine what knowledge sources were accessed while working on a specific task. The
captured dependencies can then be communicated to PlanAct, and utilized for dependency management in the current project. In addition, detected dependencies and formerly unknown knowledge sources apparent in the project trace can be analysed and added to the stored context information in a process-oriented knowledge evolution cycle (see Figure 4). In this evolution cycle,
human users draw on their domain knowledge, and model relevant information needs (i.e. which
external knowledge might be useful in a certain situation, and which dependencies exist between
certain decisions), based on the feedback gained from project enactment.
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Figure 4: Knowledge Evolution Cycle

In detail, the knowledge evolution cycle contains the following steps:
The process modeling phase is concerned with the capture, organization and formalization of
best practices for software development in an organization.
During the project planning phase, the resulting process model serves as a template library from
which project planners can select processes and decompositions as building blocks for the plan.
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The project plan is the basis for the plan enactment phase, usually supported by a workflow engine. Project planning and enactment are usually interleaved, i.e. replanning takes place during
project enactment.
At any time during or after project enactment, the project trace can be analysed in order to identify reusable best practices, as well as typical dependencies. These can be integrated into the
process model in order to be reused by the MILOS and PlanAct dependency management in future projects.
The project trace can also point to additional information needs and information sources that
were formerly unknown. The association of this context information with process model elements is captured in the information resource modeling phase.
During project planning and enactment, PRIME actively provides agents with information resources (i.e. information needs, information sources, etc.) stated to be useful for them in the information resource modeling phase.

5. Implementation
In order to achieve extensive knowledge dissemination during software project planning and
enactment we integrated the two approaches described above (i.e. PlanAct, and PRIME) into
MILOS, yielding the augmented system sketched in Figure 5. The PSEE MILOS provides a
foundation on which the PlanAct dependency management for project planning and enactment
builds. PRIME accesses the data structures managed by MILOS and PlanAct in order to maintain
information needs for process types, product types, and further domain model entities, and to
provide situation-specific knowledge access to relevant information sources (IS).
External World

SW Organization
IS

IS

IS
IS

PRIME
Information Assistant

PlanAct
IS
IS

IS

IS

Information Assistant

IS

?
?
?

?

?
?
?

IS

Figure 5: System Architecture
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MILOS

IS

The resulting system address the two shortcoming mentioned in the introduction (see Figure 1)
by providing the means to satisfy information needs utilizing both kinds of knowledge:
The PSEE-internal knowledge is provided by MILOS and PlanAct, in the form of current tasks,
change notifications and other knowledge relevant for project coordination.
External knowledge is organized and distributed by PRIME via the Information Assistant, based
on modeled information needs.
1

2

3

Figure 6: Task-Specific Information Distribution via Information Assistant

As an example, Figure 6 shows how a planner launches the Information Assistant for the selected planning task “Schedule task ’Requirements Analysis’” from his to-do list (1). The IA
presents him the set of modeled information needs assumed to arise for the planner in the current
situation. The planner selects one of the recommended information sources (“SFB-Experience
Base”) for the question "What is the effort distribution when using ‘Iterative Enhancement’?”
that reflects his current information need (2). The method ‘Iterative Enhancement’ has been previously selected from the process model 'Development of distributed systems' as a template for
the current plan. After issuing the "Show" command for the corresponding information source
usage recommendation, a browser opens and presents him a corresponding effort distribution
diagram (3).

6. Related Work
The issues addressed with PlanAct and PRIME stem from diverse areas such SW Process Modeling (PM) approaches, Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning, Process-Centered Software Engineering Environments, and Process-Oriented Knowledge Management. In the following, we
briefly relate existing work with the approaches presented in this paper.
SW Process Modeling (PM) approaches (e.g. [4], [9]) provide mechanisms for modeling the
software development process itself, i.e. the technical activities necessary to create the software
project deliverables. While some of these approaches also provide basic support for planning and
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The layers are beneficial in the project control process, because they help to standardize the
common management processes in the decision making and project management layers,
while giving the local R&D units the necessary flexibility to define technical processes based
on their specific needs.
A one-day training course on the project control process, which is mandatory for all project
managers and line managers has proven essential to avoid misinterpretations. Without training, the decision making process can be misunderstood, or it can be mistaken as a sequential
development model instead of a decision model for cross-functional projects.
During the usage of the project control process, the staffing of the roles of the gate process is
critical. It is important to find gate keepers, which have the authority to make decisions on the
project. At ABB, it has been found beneficial to identify among the gate keepers one person,
called project sponsor, who takes full responsibility for the go / kill decision and will make a
clear decision at the end of each gate meeting.

5. Conclusion
The introduction of a defined project control process brings clear benefits to an R&D organization. It enables business-oriented go / kill-decisions on projects by providing management with
insight into the project status at defined points during the development project. Through systematic project assessments the information is provided to management at the appropriate level of
abstraction, so that the business decision making process is not delayed by discussion on detailed
technical questions. Through defined names of gates and stages the project control process establishes a common language in the company and defines a harmonized notion of project status. In a
multi-project environment this common view on the execution of each cross-functional project
helps to manage dependencies among projects and to ensure the systematic usage of the companies platforms.
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1. Introduction
Today’s software engineering practices are aimed at developing single systems. There are attempts to achieve reuse through object- and component-based technologies with three specific
goals: to cut development costs, and time-to-market and to improve quality. But current research
and practical experience suggest that only moving from the single system engineering to the system-family engineering approach (also referred to as product-line engineering) can bring significant progress with respect to these goals [CN01, WL99, Par76].
Generative programming builds on system-family engineering and puts its focus on maximizing
the automation of application development [Cle01, CE00, BO92, Cle88, Nei80]: given a system
specification, a concrete system is generated based on a set of reusable components. The means
of application specification, the generators, and the reusable components are developed in a domain-engineering cycle and then used in application engineering to create concrete applications.
This extended abstract gives an overview of the basic concepts and ideas of generative programming including generative domain models, technology projections and domain networks,
discusses the relationship to other emerging areas such as Model Driven Architecture (MDA)
and Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD), and states a number of future trends and
research directions.

2. Generative Domain Model (GDM)
The key to automating the assembly of systems in GP is a generative domain model (GDM) that
consists of a problem space, a solution space, and the configuration knowledge mapping between
them (see Fig. 1). The solution space comprises the implementation components and the common system family architecture, defining all valid combinations of the implementation components. Typically, the implementation components are designed for maximum combinability,
minimum redundancy, and maximized reuse. The problem space, on the other hand, consists of
the application-oriented concepts and features that application engineers use to express their
needs. This space is implemented as a domain-specific language (DSL). Because of the different
goals, the structure of the problem space and the structure of the solution space will be different,
and they usually cannot be aligned without sacrificing simplicity and domain-specificity in the
problem space or reuse and flexibility in the solution space. The configuration knowledge specifies illegal feature combinations, default settings, default dependencies (some defaults may be
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computed based on some other features), construction rules (combinations of certain features
translate into certain combinations of implementation components), and optimizations. The configuration knowledge may be implemented using different technologies (see Section 5), including generators. In general, the generated products may also contain non-software artifacts, such
as test plans, manuals, tutorials, maintenance guidelines, etc.

Problem Space
• Domain-specific
concepts and
• Features

Domain specific
languages (DSLs)

Configuration Knowledge
• Illegal feature combinations
• Default settings
• Default dependencies
• Construction rules
• Optimizations

Generators,
interpreters,
reflection, ...

Solution Space
• Elementary
components
• Maximum
combinability
• Minimum
redundancy

Components +
system family
architecture

Fig. 1. Elements of a generative domain model (from [CE00])

3. A Translational View of a GDM
The description of a GDM in the previous section takes a configuration view of the mapping
between problem and solution space. An alternative interpretation of a GDM is to say that a
problem space defines a problem-oriented language and the solution space defines a solutionoriented language, and then we have an automatic mapping between programs in the problemoriented language and their implementations in the solution-oriented language. We refer to this
characterization as the translational view. This view directly corresponds to the Draco model of
domains and software generation [Nei80].
Despite the superficial differences, there is a close correspondence between both views. The
problem space in the configuration view defines a DSL and the components in the solution space
can actually be seen as defining a target, lower level DSL. For example, in the case of generic
components, we can specify this target language using a GenVoca grammar [BO92, CE00] plus
some additional constraints. The solution space could also be implemented as an object-oriented
framework. A framework can be seen as dynamic implementation of a DSL, where the domainspecific type checking happens at runtime. Of course, the solution space could use one or more
target DSLs developed using some of the dedicated DSL technologies from Section 5. Thus, the
configuration view can also be interpreted as a mapping between languages.
GP draws its power from a number of existing software engineering concepts and techniques that
it builds upon, such as domain analysis, domain-specific languages, system families, feature
modeling, generators, components, and software architecture. The configuration perspective described in Section 2 communicates the main ideas behind GP by making the connections to these
underlying concepts and techniques explicit. On the other hand, the translational view turns out
to be also valuable since it provides the theoretical foundation for GP by connecting it to the
large body of existing knowledge on language theory and language translation.
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4. Network of Domains
A GDM is a generative representation of one domain. One important observation is that Fig 1
can be viewed recursively, i.e., someone’s problem space may be someone else’s solution space.
Furthermore, the configuration knowledge of a domain may map its problem-space DSL to many
other target DSLs that are provided by other domains. In general, we get a network of domains
that may also contain cycles (see Fig. 2). This concept was introduced by Jim Neighbors
[Nei80].
Each subdomain
is implemented
as a generative
domain model

Linear equation
solvers

Factorization
algorithms
Matrix
expressions
Matrix
types
Containers

Fig. 2. Example of a network of domains

5. Technology Projections
Each of the elements of a generative domain model can be implemented using different technologies, which gives rise to different technology projections (see Fig 3):
Components can be implemented using, e.g., generic components (such as in the STL), component models (e.g., JavaBeans, ActiveX, or CORBA), or aspect-oriented programming approaches (e.g., AspectJ [AJ] or HyperJ [AJ]).
Generators can be implemented using preprocessors (e.g., template and frame processors
such as TL [Cle01], XVCL [XVCL], or ANGIE [ANG+]), application generators, built-in
metaprogramming capabilities of a language (e.g., template metaprogramming in C++),
transformation systems (e.g., DMS or XT), or extendible programming systems.
DSLs can be implemented as new textual languages (using traditional compiler building
tools), graphical languages (e.g., as a UML profile or using a MOF metamodel [DSVL]),
programming language-specific features (e.g., using types and enums in template metaprogramming), extendible languages (e.g., OpenJava [OJ] or OpenC++ [OC]) or interactive wizards and GUIs, or any mixture of the previous.
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Configuration Knowledge
• Illegal feature combinations
• Default settings
• Default dependencies
• Construction rules
• Optimizations
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• Staged Computation
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Interpretation
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...

Solution Space
• Elementary
components
• Maximum
combinability
• Minimum
redundancy

Component
Technologies
• Generic components
• Component models
• AOP approaches

Fig. 3. Technology projections

The choice of a specific technology depends on its technical suitability for a given problem domain and target users. For example, in the case of DSL technologies, concise textual languages
may be best appropriate for expert users, but wizards may be better suited for novices and infrequent users. In the case of generator technologies, the need for complex, algebraic transformations may require using a transformation system instead of a template processor. Furthermore,
there may be non-technical selection criteria such as mandated programming languages, existing
infrastructure, familiarity of the developers with the technology, political and other considerations.

6. Model Driven Architecture and GP
Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is a framework for model-based software development proposed by the Object Management Group (see [MDA]). While still being defined, the main goal
of MDA is to allow developers to express applications independently of specific implementation
platforms (such as a given programming language or middleware). In this framework, an
application is represented as a Platform Independent Model (PIM) that later gets successively
transformed into series of Platform Specific Models (PSMs), finally arriving at the executable
code for a given platform. The models are expressed using UML and the framework uses other
related OMG standards such as MOF, CWM, XMI, etc. An necessary component of this
framework is a model transformation facility that would allow us to (partially) automate the PIM
to PSM derivation process. Such facility has not been defined yet, but a corresponding RFP on
“Query/Views/Transformations” [Omg02] has been already issued.
MDA concepts can be mapped directly onto GP concepts. In MDA, a PIM is defined using a set
of domain-specific UML profiles. Each such profile basically defines a DSL for the problem
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space. Also, a PSM will be defined using a set of platform-specific UML profiles, which corresponds to a set of target DSLs. The mapping between the problem and solution space is expressed using model transformations and the many-to-many mappings between PIM and PSM
profiles give rise to a domain network (Section 4).
One of the great promises of the MDA effort is that it may provide us with a standard framework for model transformations and also contribute to popularizing generative concepts in practice. Thanks to MDA, current UML modeling tools are likely to evolve towards low-cost DSL
construction tools. On the other hand, the MDA efforts until now have been focusing mainly on
achieving platform independence, i.e., system families with respect to technology variation. But
system family engineering and GP address both technical and application domain variability, and
they may provide valuable contributions to MDA in this respect. For example, domain analysis
and domain scoping could be used to systematically develop PIM and PSM profiles (which corresponds to the development of DSLs).
Finding efficient means to graphically describe model transformation in a declarative way is a
current research challenge in the MDA context. Another research challenge is the composition of
DSLs in the MDA context. As already stated, an application needs to be described using a set of
possibly crosscutting (in the AOP sense) DSLs which requires being able to compose them. This
composition corresponds to composing profiles and model transformations defining their semantics.

7. Drawing the Map of GP-related Fields
Fig. 4 classifies a number of related fields by casting them against the elements of a generative
domain model. Components, architectures, and generic programming are primarily related to the
solution space. Aspect-oriented programming provides more powerful encapsulation mechanisms than traditional component technologies. In particular, it allows us to replace many “little,
scattered components” (such as those needed for logging or synchronization) and the configuration knowledge related to these components by well encapsulated aspectual modules. However,
we still need to configure aspects and other components to implement abstract features such as
performance properties. Therefore, aspect-oriented programming technologies such as AspectJ
cover the solution space and only a part of the configuration knowledge. But aspects can also be
found in the problem space, esp. in the context of DSLs used to described different aspects of a
single system. The problem space and the front part of the configuration knowledge are addressed by areas such as DSLs, feature modeling, and feature interactions. Finally, system family
and product line engineering span across the entire generative domain model because they provide the overall structure of the development process (including domain and application engineering).
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System Families, Product Lines
feature modeling , feature interactions

components

domain-specific languages
aspect-oriented
DSLs

architectures
aspect-oriented
programming

generators

generic programming

Fig. 4. A map of fields related to GP (from [BBC+01] with “aspect-oriented DSLs” added)

8. Current and Future Trends
In closing, I would like to point out the following trends in GP:
Modeling tools: Modeling tools based on UML/MOF/MDA will evolve towards low-cost
DSL construction tools. Two important challenges that need to be tackled on this road will be
providing efficient declarative means of specifying model transformations and supporting the
composition of domain-specific profiles including their semantic implementations (i.e.,
model transformations).
Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD): DSLs used for application development
will often be related in an aspectual way to each other. The focus of AOSD is already today
moving away from AOP to aspect-oriented modeling.
Programming language research: Programming language research, esp. in the context of partial evaluation and multistaged computation, is addressing the challenges of extensible languages and language composition. This work is related to the transformational view and will
provide important theoretical foundations for GP. Part of this trend is embodied in the International Conference on Generative Programming and Component Engineering (GPCE,
www.gpce.org), that was created by merging two conferences (GCSE and SAIG) representing the software-engineering and programming languages community.
Programming tools: Programming tools become more integrated with languages giving rise
to the concept of interactive source code. This corresponds to one of the key ideas of Intentional Programming and will eventually allow for the full integration of the entire spectrum
of DSL technologies from Section 5. The recently created Intentional Software Corporation
plans to “develop tools and technology based on a synthesis of recent innovations including
aspect-oriented programming (AOP), generative (or transformational) programming (GP),
intentional programming (IP), model-integrated computing (MIC) and others.” (see [ISC]).
Other projects such as Eclipse [Ecl] and Jackpot [Jac] also point into this direction.
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Abstract. Modularizing programs and developing systems in a component-based way is state-ofthe art in application development. Object-relational database management systems (ORDBMS)
are not supporting these concepts appropriately. We present our approach bringing these concepts
into the object-relational schema design. Genericity is another concept to foster reuse, widely used
in application development. An ORDBMS can by seen as powerful generic component, parameterizable at schema creation time and, to some degree, at run time (by the so-called schema evolution). Nevertheless, using genericity on top of this generic system to parameterize schema components is a promising way to develop more general schema components and thereby increase the
opportunities to reuse them. Finally, we enhance our approach to support generic schema components.

1. Introduction
Grouping together programming units to modules or similar constructs is a common feature in
programming languages or environments [Me88]. Nowadays, even a component-based design is
state-of-the-art in application development ([ABB+02], [DW98]). Both enable reuse of parts of
the software, structural programming, information hiding, etc.; modules normally at source code
and components at machine code level. Looking at the object-relational schema design, there is a
lack of such concepts to group schema elements like tables, views, user-defined types (UDT) or
user-defined routines (UDR) to higher constructs. Neither the standard SQL:1999 [ISO99a] nor
the vendors offer adequate concepts. In SQL:1999, there are only flat schemata and server modules [ISO99b], which mainly contain UDRs and do not deal with other schema elements. Both
concepts do not offer interfaces or explicitly defined relationships between them (see [MS01],
[Ma02] for details). The vendors just offer initialization units called Cartridges [Ora01] or
Datablades [IBM01a], placing their elements in a schema. Nevertheless, grouping schema elements together in components, offering interfaces to these components and supporting relationships between the components would make the benefits common to component-based application design also feasible at the database schema level. Particularly w. r. t. the object-relational
features of SQL:1999, like UDRs and UDTs, this would be extremely beneficial. These objectrelational features allow adding much more functionality to the database schema that, in turn,
leads to a much more complex and time-consuming schema design.
Genericity is another concept to foster reuse. In component-based development, it is used to create components that are more general and adapt them to different scenarios with generic parameters. This allows an easier evolution of the generic components, since common code is not replicated in several components and reduces the number of components and thereby the complexity
of managing those components [Be00]. Whereas component-based design is currently not part of
database schema design, genericity is a foundation of database management systems (DBMS).
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More precisely, creating a database schema is parameterizing the DBMS, the probably most frequently used component in information technology. Although the DBMS itself is a generic component, it is useful to support genericity on top of it in a component-based schema design. Thus,
the DBMS is parameterized using schema components, which again are parameterized themselves.
In this paper, we introduce generic, object-relational schema components. First, we motivate the
need for database schema components. Afterwards, our approach of schema components is presented. After taking a closer look on common techniques supporting genericity, we complete our
approach with generic schema components. The paper finishes with a conclusion and an outlook.

2. Motivation for a component-based schema design
There are several reasons to support a component-based schema design. We will discuss the
main issues briefly and present an example of an object-relational schema design to demonstrate
these issues in a real-live example.
2.1

Main advantages of a component-based schema design

The main advantages of a component-based schema design are in detail:
Reuse of parts of the schema. By grouping semantically interrelated schema elements in components, they can easily be reused in other schemata. For example, developing an XML data type
and UDRs for managing XML documents inside the database is a cost- and time-intensive task.
Moreover, this functionality is probably needed by many different schemata. By grouping the
schema elements for managing XML documents in a single schema component, they can easily
be reused by other schemata. Without the concept of a component, different schema elements,
like UDTs and UDRs, are hidden in the schema making it unclear which elements are actually
needed for a given functionality.
Easy and rapid schema design by assembling off-the-shelf components. If there is a sufficient number of (off-the-shelf) schema components, new schemata can be developed mainly by
combining existing schema components. This does not only reduce development costs, but also
decrease the time-to-market.
Quality and robustness of a schema. By (re)using high quality, well-tested schema components, both quality and robustness of a schema increase. Since most testing can be done on a
small excerpt of the schema (the schema component), testing is much simpler compared to testing the whole schema at a time. The complexity of the object-relational technology, especially
the UDRs, makes testing necessary.
Exchange and extension of parts of the schema. Using interfaces and, thereby, achieving information hiding, schema components implementing the same interface can be replaced in a
schema. This allows the optimization of schema parts and the inclusion of new code into an existing schema. Furthermore, the schema can be extended with new functionality by replacing an
old schema component with a new one offering more functionality, but still complying with the
old interface. We have to mention that most schema components have a persistent state, e.g.,
stored in the tuples of a table. Exchanging the stateful schema components in a running system
requires that the state of the old schema component is transferred to the new one. Nevertheless,
exchanging schema components seems to be a promising way to handle schema evolution.
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Structural and distributed schema design. Modularity allows structural design by dividing
different tasks of the schema in different schema modules and only defining interfaces and relationships between them. The schema components can be developed independently of each other
by distributed (groups of) programmers.
Continued, component-based design. Nowadays, a component-based development of applications is often blurred as far as the data storage component is concerned. The application components are separated at the application layer, but to manage their persistent data, they use a global
database schema with overlapping parts. If each application component offers its own schema
component and if only well-defined relationships between the schema components are used,
separation and isolation are preserved at the schema level.

The main objective of a component-based schema design is to control the dependencies between
schema elements of different schema components. The dependencies may emerge from a foreign
key definition between two tables, but also a UDR call or a trigger definition can lead to a dependency. In [MS01], a description and classification of the different dependencies is given in
detail. Our example in the following section will give a brief overview about the dependencies.
Using narrow interfaces and defining relationships between different schema components, the
number of possible dependencies is restricted and other dependencies (unknown to the DBMS)
are prohibited.
2.2

An example of an object-relational schema design

As stated in the introduction, there is no sufficient mechanism to support a component-based,
object-relational schema design. Nevertheless, we introduce an example of an object-relational
schema considering groups of schema elements as components. The example is used to denote
all dependency types between the schema elements and illustrate them in an explicit way. It is a
simplified excerpt derived from the SFB-501-Reuse-Repository8 [FGM+00, MR02, SFB02].
The Reuse-Repository is designed to support all phases of a reuse process and the accompanying
improvement cycle of the Quality Improvement Paradigm [BR91, FGM+00] by providing adequate functionality. To gain more experience with the new object-relational technology, we have
chosen the, as we call it, extreme extending (X2) approach, i.e., almost everything is integrated
into the DBMS by using the extensibility infrastructure of the object-relational DBMS
(ORBDMS). Thus, X2 means that not only the entire application logic runs within the DB-server,
but also major parts of the presentation layer (GUI) reside within the DB-server, since the ReuseRepository dynamically generates its HTML pages used for user interaction within the DBMS.
In this context, we do not want to describe the functionality of the Reuse-Repository in detail.
Briefly summarized, its main functionality is to manage experience data and to support similarity-based search on such data.
Because our ORDBMS does not support a reference type, we have implemented a UDT called
ObjectID. An ObjectID value serves as a unique identifier and stores information about the
storage location (table) and the type of the object. In addition to the ObjectID, there is a typed
table called root_ta (see Fig. 1) of the type root_ty including an ObjectID as primary
key and some triggers maintaining the ObjectID (e.g., keeping values unique). All tables using
the ObjectID inherit from root_ta. Together these schema elements build a component
8

The SFB-501-Reuse Repository is part of the subproject A3 “Supporting Software Engineering Processes by ObjectRelational Database Technology“ of the Sonderforschungsbereich 501,“Development of Large Systems by Generic Methods“,
funded by the German Science Foundation.
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providing an object identifier. There are already some dependencies between the schema elements of the component, for example, an observer dependency of the triggers observing the
root_ta.
Another aspect of the Reuse-Repository is related to user management, which is simplified here
as a typed table user_ta of the type user_ty. Because a user needs an ObjectID, the type
inherits from root_ty (1) and the table from root_ta (2). This kind of dependency is called
refinement dependency. Note that these dependencies leave the borders of the user management
component and affect the component providing the object identifier.
The experience management plays a central role in our Reuse-Repository. In our example, experience data is stored in the form of characterization vectors (CV). Similar to the user, a CV
should have an ObjectID. Therefore, the typed table cv_ta inherits from root_ta (3) and
its type cv_ty from root_ty (4). Because the build-in types of the ORDBMS are not expressive enough to represent a CV, we used the UDT html (5) of the Informix WebBlade
[IBM01b]. The use of data types establishes structural dependencies. In the CV, its creator is
recorded, which is realized with a foreign key relationship to user_ta (6). The corresponding
dependency is called reference dependency.
To retrieve experience data we have implemented a similarity-based search by a UDR called
SimSearch. The measures of similarity are specified by parameters. These parameters are
stored in a table called properties_ta. To apply a specific similarity function, each user
refers to a set of parameters, where several users can use the same set of parameters (e.g., the
default set). A foreign key between user_ta and properties_ta represents this relationship. Hence, the foreign key attribute is included in the user_ta (7). Although the dependency
is caused by the similarity search, the foreign key is realized in the referenced component, the
user management. Such a kind of dependency is called reverse reference dependency. Calling
SimSearch, occurrences of a user_ty and of a cv_ty as comparison instance have to be
specified as parameters (8). SimSearch selects the parameters for the similarity function by
reading the user_ta and the property_ta (9). Afterwards a query is evaluated on cv_ta
(10) and the results are returned ordered by the similarity value. Evaluating a query on tables of
other semantic units leads to a derivation dependency.
Although we have observed a component-based schema design in the Reuse-Repository, these
structures cannot be seen at the schema level. It can only be found in the documentation. Because the implicit, hard-to-find dependencies are not made explicit, reuse of single schema components is impossible. Even if we would have an explicit component structure, some kinds of
dependencies would prevent the reuse of schema components and, therefore, have to be avoided.
For example, the reverse reference dependency changes the structure of the referenced component. Therefore, the referenced component cannot be reused in another context.
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Figure 1. Excerpt of the database schema of the Reuse-Repository

Consequently, for a component-based schema design we demand:
semantically interrelated schema elements must be managed within schema components;
implicit dependencies between schema elements have to be made explicit at the component
level;
schema components and their relationships have to be managed as part of the schema and
disallowed dependencies have to be prevented;
interfaces should be used as an abstraction from the implementation of a component;
The last point is obvious, since components should be developed independently of each other,
but often depend on other components.

3. A framework for a component-based schema design
In this section, we introduce a framework for a component-based schema design without considering genericity. Genericity will be added to the framework in section 5, after regarding general
generic techniques in section 4.
3.1.1 Design Decision
To support schema components it is important to realize that there has to be a separation of the
declaration and the initialization of a component. A DDL statement like a “CREATE TABLE …”
directly9 declares a schema element and deploys it. Using a schema component the same way
would make it

9

Of course you have to observe the transaction context of the statement.
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impossible to use the same component twice in a schema and
much more complicated to use schema components with other schema components.
Therefore, there are two possibilities how to integrate a component-based design into the schema
design. The first one is to use a development environment for schema component declarations
and only use a small language extension of SQL:1999 providing interfaces, a namespace, etc.
when deploying a schema component and at run time. We call such an approach weak extension.
The other possibility is to integrate the declaration of the schema components into the language
extension, too, which leads to the strong extension approach. The main advantage of the weak
extension approach is that the language extension is smaller; nevertheless, you have to provide a
language extension to proper support schema components, especially information hiding by observing the dependencies. Using the weak extension approach would mean that you either standardize the development environment or depend on one tool. Furthermore, information about the
assembly of the schema would get lost in the metadata of the schema. This would make the
maintenance of the schema much more complicated and burden the reuse and exchange of
schema components. The strong extension approach, in contrast, leads to a component repository
inside the database schema, making it easy to interpret, reuse, and exchange schema components.
It serves as a standard environment, development tools can be build on top of it. Therefore, we
choose the strong extension approach, making the schema component-aware without additional
tools.
3.2

Interfaces

Interfaces are a powerful concept to enable information hiding and to allow the replacement of
implementations. Interfaces are needed for a component-based schema design, since schema
components either use or are even build up on other schema components. During the declaration,
interfaces abstract from concrete component implementations used by the component.
Interfaces in programming languages mainly consist of function signatures, whereas this aspect
differs in schema design. First, there are two kinds of interfaces, an API to the applications outside the database system, and a connector to other schema components. Second, there are additional elements in schema interfaces. They contain descriptions of different kinds of schema
elements like tables, UDTs, UDRs, etc. Those descriptions must hold all information needed to
use the schema elements, e.g., a signature of a UDR or the attributes and name of a table. The
way to access those schema elements can be restricted. For example, it can be specified that a
table can be read only, or that a trigger or a foreign key can be defined on it. We call those different possibilities apply modes. An API can only offer a few apply modes, such as read, write,
delete, or update a table, but no mode for the definition of a trigger or a foreign key on a table.
Connectors outrange APIs, since they can contain all apply modes. Interfaces cannot only contain schema elements that are directly used by other schema components or applications, but also
constraints specifying the properties of an interface more accurately. Allowing constraints on
UDRs, design by contract [Me88] can be supported. Each schema component can implement
many interfaces, at least one. Alike object-oriented programming languages like Java, interfaces
support multiple inheritance. This avoids specifying too many interfaces for one component.
In Fig. 2, an example of an interface declaration is shown. The interface describes the functionality needed for the user management of the example in section 2.2. It offers a type user_ty
(lines 2-4) inheriting from another type root_ty provided by the interface ObjectID (not
shown in Fig. 2) and a table user_ta (lines 5-6). The apply modes of the table are restricted
(line 6). Note that the interface does not say that the table must inherit from root_ta, although
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it is implemented that way in section 2.2. A constraint in the interface (line 7) specifies that a
component implementing this interface guarantees the constraint.
1. DECLARE INTERFACE UserManagementInterface
2. TYPE user_ty AS (nname CHARACTER(20),
3.
vname CHARACTER(20))
4.
UNDER ObjectID.Root_ty;
5. TABLE user_ta OF user_ty
6.
FOR SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, REFERENCE;
7. CONSTRAINT singlename ON user_ta UNIQUE(nname, vname);
8. ...
9. END INTERFACE;
Figure 2. Example interface declaration

3.3

Different kinds of semantic units

We have identified different kinds of semantic units to group schema elements, helpful to support a component-based schema design. Since the term component is used in the literature
mostly for a binary, independently executable unit, we use the notion of a schema module as a
comprehensive term to group schema elements. Those schema modules can be distinguished in
schema packages, schema components, and schema frameworks.
A schema package serves as a kind of library for other schema modules. It only offers UDTs and
UDRs. It cannot be used directly from outside the database schema, i.e., it does not offer an API.
A schema package cannot be deployed independently; it can only be deployed in the context of
other schema modules. Although a schema package only offers UDTs and UDRs, it is possible
that inside the schema package other schema elements are used. A UDR may need a temporary
table to compute its results or even a base table, e.g., to store some values for performance reasons. Therefore, we distinguish stateful and stateless packages. A stateless package contains no
persistent data, whereas a stateful package does. The differentiation is important for the internal
management of the packages, a stateless package only needs one deployment in a schema, and
different namespaces can be mapped to the same package, whereas a stateful package is deployed for every namespace. The WebBlade in section 2.2 is an example of a stateless schema
package.
A schema component can contain all schema elements and is independently deployable. A
schema component can offer APIs and connectors and is multiple deployable in a single schema.
The namespace of a schema component is specified at deployment time. The Experience Data
Management, the User Management, and the Similarity Search in section 2.2 are examples of
schema components.
A schema framework provides the foundations for a schema component, but it is not a complete
schema component. That is, it first needs to be completed and therefore cannot be deployed independently. Therefore, you can say a schema framework is a kind of abstract schema component similar to abstract classes in object-oriented programming languages. An example of a
schema framework is the ObjectID in section 2.2.
In Fig. 3, you can see the declaration of the user management component used in section 2.2.
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3.4

DECLARE COMPONENT UserManagement
IMPLEMENTING UserManagementInterface
COMPLETING ObjectID FOR MULTIPLE USE;
DEFINE TYPE user_ty AS (nname CHARACTER(20) DEFAULT NULL,
vname CHARACTER(20) DEFAULT NULL)
UNDER ObjectID.Root_ty;
DEFINE TABLE user_ta
(singlename UNIQUE(nname, vname))
OF user_ty UNDER ObjectID.Root_ta;
END COMPONENT;
Figure 3. Example component declaration

Relationships

Depending on the kind of the schema modules, different relationships can be defined between
them. A relationship is always declared on an interface during the declaration of a schema module. When deploying the schema module, the interface is bound to a corresponding schema module. Depending on the relationship, the bound schema module is deployed, too, or an already
deployed schema module is used.
Schema packages can only import other schema packages; a stateless schema package can of
course only import other stateless schema packages. Importing means, that the elements defined
by the interface of the imported package can be used in the other schema module, either using an
additionally namespace or directly using the namespace of the schema module. Schema frameworks and schema components can import schema packages, too.
A schema framework can refine other schema frameworks, i.e., the schema elements declared in
the interface of the refined schema framework are usable in the namespace of the refining
schema framework and are supplemented by other schema elements. To a certain degree, this is
comparable to an inheritance relationship between classes. The used interface of the refined
framework has to be provided by the refining framework, either directly or by using interface
inheritance a more specialized one. The elements declared in the interface are inherited, too.
Nevertheless, since a schema framework can offer more than one interface, it is not the same as
class inheritance.
A schema component can complete a schema framework. Similar to the refinement relationship,
the elements offered by the interface of the schema framework are usable in the namespace of
the completing schema component. However, the used interface of the schema framework has
not to be provided by the schema component.
Schema components can utilize other schema components. All elements provided by the interface of the utilized component can be used by the utilizing component, either in its own namespace or directly in the namespace of the utilizing component.
Only schema components can be directly deployed. When deploying the component, it has to be
specified which other schema modules are used; the declaration of the schema component only
refers to interfaces. Except for stateless schema packages, which are only deployed once in a
schema, it has to be specified, whether the used schema modules are deployed exclusively for the
schema component or not. Although it would be sufficient to declare this at deployment time, we
think it is better doing it at declaration time, since the intention to use another schema module
exclusively or not is better understood by the person declaring the component than the person
deploying it. If the other schema module is used exclusively, it has to be deployed in the context
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of the schema component. If it is not used exclusively, either an existing schema component has
to be specified or a new global schema module has to be deployed.

4. Generic Techniques
To a certain degree, genericity can always be seen as parameterizing something (e.g., a class or a
schema component) with generic parameters. There is a wide range of techniques when to apply
the parameters and how the parameters look like.
In programming languages, generic parameters can be applied either before compilation, normally using a pre-processor, e.g., macros in C, or during compilation. The most popular example
for using genericity at compilation time is the template mechanism of C++. There is already a
large library of standard templates widely used [Au99]. There are approaches bringing similar
mechanisms to other programming languages like Java [BOS+98]. According to Czarnecki and
Eisenecker, generic parameters are type parameters or value parameters of types [CE00].
In component-based development environments like EJB [SUN01], there is another point in time
after the compilation: the deployment. Generic components require parameterization at deployment time. This is normally described in a deployment descriptor, containing the generic
parameters but also information about the environment. Similar to programming languages,
generic parameters are type or value parameters. Baum and Becker however, demand code
fragments as generic parameters in the context of generic components [BB00]. Since you can
include code in type parameters via methods, this is not necessary in object-oriented
environments. Even if this is not feasible in the component environment used, it is possible to
either implement the code in another component and compose both to the needed one or use an
adapter as proposed in [KAZ98].
Looking at DBMS it is hard to compare it with the lifecycle of a program (compile – [deploy] –
run). The DBMS serves as large component that is already running when parameterizing certain
aspects of it. Therefore, the DDL statements, i.e. the generic parameters, are executed at run time
and the results outlast the reboot of the DBMS. Hence, the DBMS offers the most general way to
parameterize it. Since SQL:1999 is computationally complete, you can specify everything you
like while the system is running, even changing your parameterization (e.g., ALTER TABLE
…). Beside type parameters (creating UDTs) and value parameters (e.g., inserting data into a
table) you can create tables, UDRs, etc.

5. Generic schema components
Which generic techniques are useful for schema components? The most powerful technique is
already offered by ORDBMS, and schema components become a part of it. Nevertheless, since
those techniques are already part of an ORDBMS, they are too powerful for generic schema
modules. To keep the parametrization simple, we think it is sufficient to provide type and value
parameters. Functionality that needs to be added to a schema module can be provided either by
the methods of a type parameter or by another schema module. The parameters of a generic
schema module have to be provided at deployment time.
Since a schema module is only accessible using its interfaces, the interfaces have to be generic,
too. In Fig. 4, an example of a generic interface for the user management is shown. Two types
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and one value are expected as generic parameters (lines 2-3). You can specify the kind of type
expected (structured, distinct or built-in) and additional constraints. Whereas T1 can be of any
type, T2 has to be a structured type without an attribute called gender. This is necessary, since
T2 is used as a structured type and an attribute gender is added in a subtype of it (line 4). Not
using parameter constraints could lead to an error during the deployment.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

DECLARE INTERFACE UserManagementInterface
<TYPE T1, STRUCTURED TYPE T2(CHECK NO ATTRIBUTE gender),
INT length (CHECK 10<length<100)>
TYPE description_ty AS (gender T1) UNDER T2;
TYPE user_ty AS (nname
CHARACTER(length),
vname
CHARACTER(length),
description decription_ty)
UNDER ObjectID.Root_ty;
...
END INTERFACE;
Figure 4. Example of a generic interface declaration

A non-generic schema module has to specify the parameter of any used generic interface during
its declaration; a generic schema module can hand over the parameters to any used generic interface at deployment. Fig. 5 illustrates the declaration of a generic user management. Note, that
some parameters (T1 and length) are passed to the interface, whereas other parameters are
already utilized at declaration time (CHARACTER(10)). That is, the schema component only
implements a restricted interface compared to the one specified in Fig. 4. It is reasonable that
constraints on the parameters of the interface can only be restricted in the constraints of the parameters of the schema module (e.g. line 3 vs. line 13).
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DECLARE COMPONENT UserManagement
<STRUCTURED TYPE T1 (CHECK NO ATTRIBUTE gender),
INT length (CHECK 10<length<50)>
IMPLEMENTING UserManagementInterface
<CHARACTER(10), T1, length>
COMPLETING ObjectID FOR MULTIPLE USE;
DEFINE TYPE description_ty AS (gender CHARACTER(10))
UNDER T1;
DEFINE TYPE user_ty AS
(nname
CHARACTER(length) DEFAULT NULL,
vname
CHARACTER(length) DEFAULT NULL,
description description_ty)
UNDER ObjectID.Root_ty;
DEFINE TABLE user_ta
(singlename UNIQUE(nname, vname))
OF user_ty UNDER ObjectID.Root_ta;
END COMPONENT;
Figure 5. Example of a generic component declaration

The parameters of the generic schema modules have to be passed at deployment time. Therefore,
we offer a DDL statement that either contains the parameters and used schema modules directly
or refers to a deployment descriptor. The deployment descriptor can contain references to deployment descriptors of the used schema modules. Allowing a deployment descriptor hierarchy
makes the deployment process clear and allows the developer of a schema module to offer a default deployment descriptor for its module.
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6. Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we have introduced a framework for a component-based schema design. The
framework allows the easy reuse of parts of a schema, a structural design, and a continued, component-based design at application and database level. Different kinds of schema modules are
needed: packages, frameworks, and components; offering different kinds of relationships between them. Interfaces abstract from concrete implementations of the schema modules.
Genericity can be used to develop components that are more general and adapt them with generic
parameters. Similar to concepts in programming languages, we provide generic parameters of
types and values for the schema modules to enhance our approach to generic components. We
use constraints on the generic parameters to disallow a misuse of the schema modules. Using
deployment descriptors, we avoid a too complex deployment statement and enable default configurations for the schema modules.
We demand an adequate use of the generic technique and forbid a too excessive use like specifying parts of the code. Since you can use other schema modules as some kind of parameterization,
too, this seems to be a more adequate solution for complex parameters.
As further work, we will make a formal specification of the language extension of SQL:1999
supporting generic schema modules. Afterwards, we want to develop a system supporting the
language extensions based on an existing ORDBMS.
Additional, we have to think about the following problems:
How do we exchange or modify schema modules if they are already deployed? What will
happen to the current state, i.e. the persistent data of the schema module? Nevertheless, exchanging schema modules seems to be a promising way to handle schema evolution easier.
Do measures exist for a good schema design? Can those measures be calculated to help the
designer to provide a good modular design?
Can we reengineer existing schemata to get a modular design, thereby getting a better understanding of the schema and gaining reusable schema components?
Our experience in various projects using object-relational technology [MRS99, MR02] has
shown that handling ORBDMS is extremely hard without the benefits of a component-based
schema design.
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Abstract. The development and maintenance of large software systems is intrinsically difficult
and continues to worry generations of software engineers in academia and industry. Several key
approaches to mastering these difficulties have been identified, including structuring and reuse.
System structuring is essential to controlling complexity. Reuse of solutions is crucial to controlling quality and productivity. This paper addresses the reuse of a specific class of software systems in a particular development phase, namely communication protocol designs.
Keywords: protocol engineering, reuse, SDL pattern, micro protocol

1. Introduction
Reuse of solutions and experience for recurring software system development problems plays a
key role for quality improvement and an increase in productivity. As a prerequisite, the problems
and their solutions have to be in some sense “similar”. These similarities should not be understood as purely syntactical, rather, semantical and conceptual similarities should be considered as
well, which requires precise domain knowledge and conceptual thinking. Reuse has been studied
thoroughly in software engineering, which has led to the distinction of three main reuse concepts, namely components, frameworks, and patterns (see [13] for more details):
Components are often characterized as self-contained, ready-to-use building blocks, which
are selected from a component library and composed.
A framework is the skeleton of a system, to be adapted by the system developer.
Patterns describe generic solutions for recurring problems, which are to be customized for a
particular, embedding context.
Each reuse concept is typically associated with a particular development phase. This, however,
results from practical experience rather than from existing limitations. There is, for instance, no
reason why the pattern idea can not be applied during requirements analysis. In [17], we have
introduced the notion of requirement patterns, and have applied them successfully in the area of
building automation systems [7,16]. Similar observations hold for frameworks and components.
Also, it should be emphasized that different reuse concepts can be applied together, for instance,
by using patterns to define components used in a component framework.
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In this paper, we address reuse of communication protocols designs. In Section 2, we elaborate
on structuring large software systems in general, which is a prerequisite to achieve a significant
degree of reusability. In Section 3, we then present two complementary reuse artefacts, namely
SDL patterns and micro protocols, and report on our experiences so far. We draw some conclusions in Section 4.

2. Structuring of software systems
Large software systems exhibit a variety of structures, depending, for instance, on the type of
system, the degree of abstraction, the development paradigm, and the developers’ view points. In
general, we can distinguish between architectural structuring and the structuring of behavior
and data. More specifically, structuring principles such as module structuring (e.g., agent modules, object modules, collaboration modules, functional modules), hierarchical structuring (e.g.,
agent hierarchies, class hierarchies, state hierarchies), conceptual structuring (e.g., reference architectures), dynamic structuring (e.g., creation and termination of process modules, interaction
relationships), operational structuring (e.g., system functions), temporal structuring (e.g., system
phases or modes), and physical structuring (e.g., nodes, resources, topology) can be applied.
In general, a software system can be structured from different perspectives and in many different
ways. In this paper, we focus on a more specific class of software systems, namely distributed
systems including distributed applications and communication protocols. Here, the following
structuring principles are of specific interest:
Agent modules. An agent is a system unit that exhibits a behavior and interacts with other
systems agents. Agent modules are typically described in a self-contained way, and are composed by adding interaction channels.
Functional modules. A functionality is a single aspect of internal system behavior that may
be distributed among a set of system agents, with causality relationships between single
events.
Collaboration modules. A collaboration is a system unit that captures the interaction behavior of a distributed functionality. Collaboration modules are composed by adding synchronization and causality relationships.
Hierarchical structuring. Large systems are often decomposed in subsequent steps, leading
to a hierarchical system structure. The external appearance of a system unit is then obtained
from the composition of its parts. On each level, a different module structure may be chosen.
For instance, once a system is decomposed into agents, their behavior may in turn be decomposed using state hierarchies as well as compound statements.
Agent modules, functional modules and collaboration modules can be seen as complementary
structuring units, capturing different system views, possibly on the same level of abstraction. In
addition, hierarchical structuring can be applied. Agent modules and their composition can be
specified, e.g., with UML state charts [1] or SDL [14]. MSC [15], UML sequence and collaboration diagrams [1] and CoSDL [19,20,21] support the description of collaboration modules. In
addition, CoSDL addresses their composition.
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3. Reuse in protocol engineering
In some respects, protocol design is still more an art than an engineering discipline. While design
languages as well as analysis techniques have matured over three decades and today are state-ofthe-art in industry, reuse-oriented design methodologies are still underdeveloped. Design of
communication protocols usually starts from scratch, design solutions have little commonalities,
the vocabulary of the protocol engineer is rather low level, existing design methodologies are
often vague, informal, and of coarse granularity.
To start with, we observe that description languages and reuse approaches are strongly related to
the structuring principles of a given domain (see Section 2). In the protocol domain, for instance,
agent views and hierarchical decompositions are common, with agents interacting by asynchronous message exchange or shared variables. This is supported by design languages such as SDL
[14]. In this section, we present two specific, complementary reuse artefacts, namely SDL patterns and micro protocols, and report on our experiences so far.
3.1

The SDL-pattern approach

Design patterns [3] are a well-known approach for the reuse of design decisions. In [4], a specialization of the design pattern concept for the development of communication protocols, called
SDL patterns, has been introduced. SDL patterns combine the traditional advantages of design
patterns – reduced development effort, quality improvements, and orthogonal documentation –
with the precision of a formal design language for pattern definition and pattern application.
The SDL-pattern approach [6,11] consists of the SDL-pattern design process, a notation for the
description of generic SDL fragments called PA-SDL (Pattern Annotated SDL), a template and
rules for the definition of SDL patterns, and an SDL-pattern pool for the communication systems
domain11. The approach has been applied successfully to the engineering and re-engineering of
several communication systems, including the Internet Stream Protocol ST2+ [18], a quality-ofservice management and application functionality for CAN (Controller Area Network) [5], and
the customized communication system of the light control in a building [8]. Applications in industry are in progress [10].
3.1.1 SDL patterns
An SDL pattern [4,6] is a reusable software artifact that represents a generic solution for a recurring design problem with SDL as design language. The main argument for this choice is that
SDL [14] is one of the few formal description techniques that are widely used in industry. One
reason for this success is certainly the graphical notation, which supports the intuitive understanding of specifications. Furthermore, the availability of excellent commercial tool environments has contributed to the wide distribution of SDL in industry.

11

Although the SDL-pattern pool has been developed in the communication systems domain, many of its patterns are of a more
general nature, and can be applied in the design of distributed applications, too. For this reason and in order to emphasize the
close relationship to the formal design language SDL, we call them SDL patterns.
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When SDL patterns are applied, they are selected from a pattern pool, adapted and composed
into an embedding context. The pattern pool can be seen as a repository of experience from previous projects that has been analyzed and packaged. The SDL patterns we have identified so far
can be classified into four categories:
Architecture Patterns capture generic architectures and their refinements. Example:
SERVICEARCHITECTURE (for details, see below). This pattern captures an architecture of a
distributed system from the point of view of the system agents. Virtual communication
among agents - also called service users - is realized by another agent, the service provider.
Interaction Patterns capture the interaction among peers, e.g., a set of application agents or
service users. Example:
SYNCHRONOUSINQUIRY. This pattern introduces a confirmed interaction between two
peers. After a trigger from the embedding context, an agent sends an inquiry and is
blocked until receiving a response from the second agent.
Control Patterns deal with the detection and handling of errors that may result from the loss,
delay, or corruption of messages, or from agent failures. Example:
LOSSCONTROL. This pattern provides a generic solution for the detection and handling of
message loss in case of confirmed interactions, such as synchronous inquiries. If a response does not arrive before the expiry of a timer, the message is repeated (Positive Acknowledgement with Retransmission).
Interfacing patterns replace the interaction between peers by interaction through a basic service provider. This may include segmentation and reassembly, lower layer connection management, and routing. Example:
CODEX. This pattern provides a generic solution for encoding service data units (SDUs)
and interface control information into protocol data units, the exchange of PDUs among
specific protocol entities, and the decoding and forwarding of SDUs.

The definition of SDL patterns supports their selection during the protocol design. As the result
of the object-oriented analysis of requirements, an analysis model consisting of a UML class
model and an MSC use case model (see below) are built. Comparing the structure and the message scenarios of SDL patterns against this analysis model strongly supports the selection of
suitable patterns. As the number of patterns in a typical pattern pool is relatively small (10-30
patterns), and with additional information contained in the pattern pool, for instance, on cooperative usage, this should be sufficient for a proper selection.
The following excerpt from the SDL pattern pool illustrates how SDL patterns are defined. Items
of the pattern definition template are underlined. Statements in [brackets] provide additional explanation.

SERVICEARCHITECTURE
[Each pattern is identified by a pattern name, which serves as a handle to describe a protocol
design problem, its solution, and its consequences. The name raises the vocabulary of the protocol engineer to a higher level.]
Intent [provides a short informal description of the design problem and its solution]: The ServiceArchitecture pattern captures the architecture of a distributed system from the point of view
of the system agents. Virtual communication among system agents - also called service users - is
realized by another agent called service provider. At this stage, no further refinement of the ser104

vice provider nor the service users is made. The pattern focuses on the structural aspects and
leaves out the behavior of the components.
Motivation [gives an example for the pattern usage]: Here is an example from the communication systems domain where the described design problem arises, which can be solved by the suggested design solution:
InRes service architecture:
The Initiator Responder (InRes) service is a connection-oriented communication service for
the reliable exchange of messages between two service users called initiator and responder
via a service provider called inResProvider. Interaction between these components occurs
through service access points ISAPini and ISAPres.
initiator

ISAPini

inResProvider

ISAPres

responder

Structure [is a graphical representation of the involved design components and their relations.
Structural aspects before and after the application of the pattern are covered.]: The following
UML class diagram shows the structural aspects of the design solution. A service architecture
consists of a service provider and two or more service users, associated by a service access point:
ServiceUser

2..*

1

sap

ServiceProvider

Message Scenarios [illustrate typical behavior related to this pattern and thus complement the
structural part.]: The pattern addresses structural aspects only and leaves out the behavior of the
components. Hence, there are no message scenarios at this stage.
SDL Fragment [describes the syntactical part of the design solution, which is adapted and composed when the pattern is applied. The notation used here is called PA-SDL (Pattern Annotated
SDL), it defines the context in which the pattern is applicable, the permitted adaptations, and the
embedding into the context specification.]: The pattern introduces new design elements that are
added to the context specification. In particular, one service provider and two or more service
users are introduced, connected by bidirectional channels. No signals are associated with these
channels at this point, as only structural aspects are addressed by this pattern.
SBU ServiceArchitecture
2..*
A

SU ServiceUser_n
sap_n

[]
[]

SU ServiceProvider

Solid symbols denote design elements that are added to the context specification as a result of
the pattern application. Identifiers in italics may be renamed by fresh identifiers during pattern
application. SU refers to a structural SDL unit, for instance, a system, a block, a process, or a
service, SBU restricts this choice to a system or block unit. Finally, the shaded part called border
symbol is an annotation denoting replications. The direction of replication (horizontal or vertical)
is given by the arrow, the number of replications is specified by the multiplicity. In this particular case, two or more service users may be attached to the service provider.
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Syntactical Embedding Rules [constrain the application of the pattern such that certain desirable properties are added or preserved.]: To determine a suitable context, the syntactical constraints of SDL apply. The design element ServiceArchitecture may, for instance, be added on
SDL system level, or on SDL block level. In addition, the design elements ServiceUser_n and
ServiceProvider may become SDL blocks, or SDL processes.
Example Application [illustrates the pattern application.]: Design of the InRes service
SYSTEM inRes
inRes

BLOCK inRes
initiator(1,1)
ISAPini

[]
[]

responder(1,1)
ISAPres

[]
[]

inResProvider(1,1)

Starting point is an empty context specification, represented by the SDL system inRes. The
shaded parts are added as the result of the pattern application.
Semantic Properties [resulting from the correct application of the pattern.]: Under the Assumption that ...
(A-1) No channels (signal routes) directly connecting the service users.
... the following Commitment holds:
(C-1) Communication between service users is via the service provider only.
Refinement [states rules for further redefining an applied pattern in accordance with the patterns intent.]: ....
Cooperative usage [describes the usage together with other patterns of the pool.]: The following
is a list of patterns that serve to complement the SERVICEARCHITECTURE pattern by adding further
functionality:
ServiceProviderRefinement
interaction patterns
Known Uses [documents where the pattern has been applied so far.]: ...

3.1.2 Experiences
To investigate the reuse potential offered by the SDL-pattern approach, we have conducted several experiments. The first such experiment [2] has been a student assignment, where an SDL
design for a subset of RTP (Real Time Transport Protocol) has been developed, starting from the
RFC [22]. As shown in Figure 1a, about 40% of the design steps were supported by SDL patterns. Although this is substantial, this result has been considerably surpassed in subsequent experiments, with up to 100% pattern-based design steps. The reason for this development can be
seen in the evolution of the SDL-pattern pool, which contained only very few patterns at the time
of the first experiment.
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The measurements of the first experiment also provide some evidence that the quality of the protocol design is indeed improved by the SDL-pattern approach. After each design step, the SDL
specification was examined by the supervisor, checking for design errors. As it turned out, the
pattern-based design steps were entirely error free, while some design errors were related to ad
hoc design steps (see Figure 1b).
pattern-based design steps
number
of design
errors

ad hoc design steps
number
of design
steps

12

9

9

6

6

3

3

42%
58%

0

0

error afflicted error free
a) Type of Design Step
(Experiment 1)

step

0

b) Design Steps vs. Errors
(Experiment 1)

1

2

3

4

c) Learning Curve
(Experiment 2)

Figure 1: Measurements

Another experiment was conducted with a group of 18 students, forming 6 groups to develop an
SDL design of an Internet chat protocol. Before the experiment, these students had an introduction to SDL, but no practical experience with SDL nor any knowledge of SDL patterns. Starting
point was a set of communication requirements that had already been decomposed into four subsets. Figure 1c shows the learning curve in terms of decreasing design errors. Clearly, the number of design errors decreases with growing experience.
Currently, the SDL-pattern approach is being transferred to industry [10]. As it has already
turned out, it is possible to gradually integrate the approach even into running projects. We have
developed a strategy with short term and strategic objectives:
Short term objectives
Analyze existing SDL designs and develop a project-specific, proprietary SDL-pattern pool.
This pool will contain modified versions of already existing SDL patterns and/or a number of
new SDL patterns, and be built up gradually.
Evaluate the project-specific SDL-pattern pool on the basis of existing trouble reports, and
quantify the benefits of pattern-based development in terms of saved rework and shortened
release times.
Define problem-specific, pattern-based developer guidelines, and train an initial team of system developers.
Gradually integrate SDL-pattern-based design into the running project.
These first steps can be taken with a small investment, and will reveal whether the approach is
useful in a given project. Once the benefits are clearly visible, further objectives, in particular the
reuse aspect, should be envisaged:
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Strategic objectives
Build up an evolutionary product-line experience base, containing SDL patterns, experience
reports, and developer guidelines. This will minimize the loss of know-how inflicted by staff
fluctuation.
Improve product quality by using the experience base, in particular by applying SDL patterns
in further projects (“high-quality design”), thus increasing the degree of reuse.
Reduce the number of defects by applying SDL-patterns and pattern-specific check lists, and
thus reduce rework and shorten release times.
Further transfer activities in progress address graphical tool support for the documentation
and application of SDL patterns.
3.2

Micro protocols

Communication systems can be structured into smaller constituents in different ways. Following
the classification in Section 1, a communication component is a self-contained, ready-to-use
building block of a communication system. Various kinds of communication components can be
distinguished, depending on the point of view of the communication systems engineer, e.g., protocol functionalities, protocol collaborations, protocol phases, protocol entities, and protocol
layers.
In [12], we have introduced a new type of communication component, called micro protocol,
i.e., a communication protocol with a single (distributed) protocol functionality and the required
protocol collaboration. Here, a protocol functionality is a single aspect of internal protocol entity
behavior (operational structuring), e.g., flow control, loss control, corruption control. It is realized by a particular protocol mechanism (e.g., sliding-window, sequence numbering, checksum),
and generally distributed among a set of protocol entities. A protocol collaboration is a selfcontained subset of synchronization and causality relationships of a set of protocol entities. Because a protocol functionality covers only one single aspect of protocol behavior, a micro protocol is not decomposable into smaller protocol units. However, several micro protocols may be
combined into a communication system, possibly in a hierarchical way.
3.2.1 Design of generic micro protocols
A micro protocol is specified operationally by defining protocol entity types that follow the protocol rules such that one protocol functionality and the required collaboration among protocol
entity instances are covered. Methodologically, protocol functionalities and corresponding collaborations are isolated first, and then represented in SDL.
package MicroProtocolXY

1(1)
SIGNAL ...;
DCL ...;

MicroProtEntity1

MicroProtEntity2

...

MicroProtEntityN

Figure 2: Generic SDL representation of a micro protocol
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Our first conceptual design decision is to model protocol entities by asynchronously communicating extended Mealy machines. Obviously, there are several ways to represent them in SDL,
for instance, by specifying SDL block types, SDL process types, or SDL composite state types.
Which one to use depends on the composition of micro protocols, which in turn depends on the
protocol that is to be configured. For instance, composite states can be used in state aggregations,
which can express a mutually exclusive composition while sharing local variables. They can also
be used in composite state graphs, expressing a sequential composition, possibly with iterations.
To express pipelining among micro protocol entities, blocks and processes connected by channels can be used.
As the library of micro protocols should be as generic as possible, the composition of components should not be constrained at this point. Therefore, we choose the most general form and
decide to define, for each micro protocol, a set of composite state types grouped in a package
with the name of the micro protocol. These state types can then be instantiated in SDL blocks,
processes, composite states and state aggregations. Figure 2 shows a generic example, where
MicroProtocolXY consisting of composite state types MicroProtEntity1 through MicroProtEntityN
is defined. In case of a symmetrical micro protocol, there will be just one composite state type.
Additionally, some declarations may be needed. Packages can be hierarchically structured, thus
forming a library of individual micro protocols.
3.2.2 Reuse of micro protocols
Micro protocols can be composed to form protocols with more complex functionalities. As we
are dealing with components, no adaptation will be necessary. However, the composition requires suitable “glue” to achieve a correct cooperation of protocol entities. For instance, micro
protocol entities may be composed in sequence, yielding a signal processing pipeline. Also, protocol entities may be composed concurrently, if they do not cooperate directly, or mutually exclusively by adding appropriate synchronization. Apart from these generic compositions, specific
compositions requiring explicit knowledge of some internal aspects of a protocol entity may be
defined. Since this reduces the reusability of a protocol entity, this kind of glue should be used
with care.

SDL offers several mechanisms supporting the composition of micro protocols. For instance,
mutual exclusion can be expressed by state aggregation consisting of a set of state partitions,
where each micro protocol entity refines a state partition by a composite state graph. Sequential
composition can be expressed by transitions between composite states. Pipelining is achieved by
deriving SDL processes from micro protocol entities and connecting them through SDL channels. When composing micro protocols sequentially, certain conditions have to be satisfied in
order to change from one micro protocol to another one. Since micro protocols should be designed independently of their context, we have adopted the strategy to raise exceptions when
certain conditions are satisfied. These exceptions may be evaluated in different ways, independently of the micro protocol entities raising them, or may even be discarded.
3.2.3 Experiences
We expect that micro protocols can foster reuse in the protocol engineering domain. As in other
areas, reuse of solutions and experience for recurring design problems plays a key role for quality improvements and an increase in productivity. Furthermore, micro protocols are a natural
way of structuring communication systems, which may enable compositional testability and verification.
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The micro protocol types we have specified so far are generic in the sense that they can be composed in different ways and combinations in order to design a communication system. However,
there is potential to further boost reusability: specific micro protocol types can be abstracted to
more generic types, e.g., by using signal parameters. Thus, a generic micro protocol would still
be syntactically complete and qualify as a component, while it can be specialized to yield specific micro protocols just by signal renaming and specialization of parameters.
Results so far provide clear evidence that the micro protocol approach to protocol design is feasible. We have applied the ideas to a subset of SNMP, the Simple Network Management Protocol used in the Internet, and have achieved encouraging results [9]. Current plans are directed
towards building a library of quality of service micro protocols.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented two complementary approaches to the reuse of communication
protocol designs, based on the reuse concepts of patterns and components. The SDL-pattern approach consists of the SDL-pattern design process, a notation for the description of generic SDL
fragments called PA-SDL, a template and rules for the definition of SDL patterns, and an SDLpattern pool for the communication systems domain. It has been applied successfully to the engineering and re-engineering of several real-life, full size communication systems. The micro protocol approach is based on a library of generic components providing single (distributed) protocol functionality and the required protocol collaboration. In contrast to SDL patterns, this approach is still in an early stage, experience is restricted to initial feasibility studies.
By defining various kinds of generic solutions, the SDL-pattern approach can support different
structuring principles. For instance, SDL patterns can be defined to capture generic agent modules, functional modules, collaboration modules, and hierarchical structuring. In contrast to components, these solutions may be syntactically incomplete and therefore have to be adapted. Also,
patterns typically are fine-grained. Development of the SDL-pattern approach has started in
1997. Currently, proprietary pattern pools are defined by analyzing and packaging experience of
industrial projects. Also, graphical tool support for applying and documenting SDL patterns is in
preparation.
Building the SDL-pattern pool has required a tremendous effort. The pool can be understood as a
repository of experience knowledge, which has been obtained by analyzing and packaging the
results of many projects. Maintenance and improvement of this repository is an ongoing activity
that accompanies future projects and will lead to further insights, as new types of communication
systems are being developed with the approach. The substantial investment into the pattern pool
is compensated by high quality designs, efficient high level communication among engineers,
and improved system maintenance due to an orthogonal system structure and a well-justified
sequence of design steps.
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Abstract. Identifying the right domains for conducting product-line engineering is crucial to the
success of the development effort. But what does “right” mean? How can we decide if a domain is
“right” and worth spending the effort? In Avaya we identified two driving factors for selecting
product-line domains: corporate impact and likelihood of success. We assess candidate domains
according to these two goals. In this paper we introduce the method applied in Avaya in order to
conduct domain assessments and evaluate the domain candidates accordingly. Our approach is
goal driven. We decompose our two goals into a set of domain selection criteria and corresponding questions. The data is gathered during interview sessions with our domain experts and evaluated according to our goal decomposition formulas. We illustrate the approach by an example application for which we assessed 20 different domains for one of Avaya’s major product lines.

1. Introduction
Software product-line engineering is a method for improving the efficiency and effectiveness of
software development. Introducing such a method into an industrial software development environment is potentially of great benefit, but one cannot afford to stop product development while
doing so. The disruption is too great in the way people are organized, in the skills and processes
that they need and use, and in the architecture and components that they use, Rather, we try to
use an incremental adoption strategy to change development methods so that we can change the
organization, train the people, and develop (or find or buy) the components in increments. (One
exception is the architecture for the product-line, which we try to define and get right early in the
change process and adapt only as necessary as we proceed through the process.)
Using an incremental adoption strategy means that we must identify which part(s) of the product
line we will create first. Since we consider a product-line to consist of a number of domains, we
may phrase the problem of selecting our initial target to be “Which domains should we first develop and put into service as part of the product-line?” Naturally, we would like a quantitative
answer to this question, i.e., some ranking of domains in a systematic manner with an associated
rationale, and some assurance that the ranking process gives repeatable results. Put another way,
we need a repeatable domain assessment process. As in other assessment endeavors, we do not
think there are absolute criteria for assessing domains, i.e., our criteria will be dependent on the
goals of the organization that is creating the product line [7].
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2. Goals for Domain Selection
Our experience in domain engineering has been most successful when our domain engineering
goals are primarily derived from the goals of the organization(s) that own and use the domains,
for example as in [2]. We think of this as ensuring that the domain engineering will have corporate impact, i.e., will help the company to achieve its goals. While we find it comforting to have
assurance that corporate impact will be high, we would also like to have some assurance that we
will succeed, i.e., that it is possible to develop our domain(s) in such a way as to create a product-line that makes software development more effective and efficient. Development may mean
introducing new tools and technology for code development, with concomitant risk. High likelihood of success is particularly important in an organization that is trying product-line engineering for the first time, since early successes may bolster the effort and early failures doom it.
Accordingly, we regard it as crucial that a target domain not only offers enough potential to
demonstrate the value of product line development (corporate impact), but also that the likelihood of success is high. We present here a measurement program to assess the suitability of a
domain according to these two driving factors. We gather data by interviews and by analyzing
historical data, such as change data, when we can find it.

3. Deriving Selection Criteria For Domains
Knowing our goals allows us to apply the goal-question-metric (GQM) paradigm to determine
assessment measures for candidate domains [3], [4]. We then gather the data that we need to
asses our candidates and combine the measures into a single figure of merit that we can use as a
selection criterion. To achieve this, we use dimensionless metrics normalized to a scale of 0 to
1, and combine them so that our figure of merit is normalized in the same way.
Both of our driving factors need to be decomposed into more detailed domain selection criteria
that can be answered by our domain experts (Figure 1). Based on our experience we use two
factors to assess corporate impact: how active a domain is, i.e., how frequently it is being
changed, and how much revenue the domain contributes to the product-line. The more active a
domain is, the more effort is going into enhancing and maintaining it. As a result, we expect that
engineering the domain will reduce the cost of creating new versions of it, and will make it easier to create versions of it that are tailored to the future requirements of the product line.
We take activity in a domain to be an indication that it is useful. However, to be sure that the
activity is contributing positively to the product-line, we would like to know that the domain has
a potential for making a significant contribution to the revenues expected from the product-line.
The higher the expected revenue from the domain, the more benefit we can expect from engineering it.
Although an active, revenue-producing domain is likely to be a good candidate, we would also
like to be sure that we will succeed in engineering it. In other words, we want to reduce the risk
entailed in engineering our domains, especially for the first domains that we engineer. The second goal, likelihood of success, also depends on the activity of a domain, because with stable
domains investment in new technology that often accompanies domain engineering would not
pay, i.e., there would not be sufficient changes in the future to justify the cost of investing in new
technology for the domain.
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Likelihood of success is also influenced by how independent a domain is from other domains
(little interaction) and how technologically viable it is to engineer the domain as a product line.
Because the four selection criteria are not straightforward to answer directly, we decompose
them into sub-criteria. We then create a list of questions for our domain experts to consider when
assigning values to the sub-criteria for each domain. We discuss the four selection criteria and
their decomposition into sub-criteria in Section 3.1. We discuss the questions further in Section
3.2.
3.1

Defining Sub-Criteria
Corporate Impact

Likelihood of success

Active domain

Revenue-producing domain

Independent domain

Viable domain

•

• What is the revenue potential?
• What is the number of products

• How

• How

•

How active will the
domain be?
How active is the
code base?

in our

product line?

• How critical/important is the domain for the
market?

main?

independent is the do-

complex is the do-

main?

• How mature is the domain?
• What are development time
and costs?

• What

are
constraints?

the

resource

• Do we have existing assets?

Figure 1: Decomposition of goals into domain selection criteria

We use a further refinement of our criteria to define measures whose values we can derive and to
be sure that our measures are closely linked to our goals and criteria. For each candidate domain,
for each sub-criterion we ask domain experts to assign a value between 0 (lowest) and 1 (highest) for the sub-criterion for the domain. In the following, we name and define each subcriterion and show how it is combined with other sub-criteria within its criterion to achieve a
measure. Note that we use a weighted average of sub-criteria, where the weights are based on
our experience.
Active domains (Act). An active domain is characterized by frequent changes to its software
and by the use of significant resources to maintain it. Since product-line engineering is aimed at
reducing the time needed for making changes, such domains provide the most attractive targets.
The drawback with highly active domains for which we already have a code base is that every
change in current development practice probably affects many people and adds development
time. We measure activity both by asking our experts to estimate future activity and by assessing past activity.
•

Subcriteria:
o AD: How active will the domain be?

The more changes we expect to happen in the domain in general (new product releases, new features, new applications), the more changes we can expect for our
software. This assumption holds for both existing software and software that we
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are going to develop and is therefore also relevant for domains that we are just
starting to enter.
o AC: How active is the code base?

If we already have a code base for the domain, its past activity gives some information about how active it will be in the future. We are especially interested in
active code bases where many changes occur that are caused by adding new features. Many bug fixes, short lifespan of code within the domain, or both do not
necessarily mean that we have an active domain that should be engineered as a
product line. It might only indicate that a redesign is necessary.
•

Evaluation:
If we have a code base then

Act = (2*AD + 1*AC) / 3

Else /* new domain */

Act = AD

Revenue-producing domains (Rev). The more revenue we can expect from a domain, the more
valuable it is, and the easier it is to get support from management to include it in the product line.
•

Subcriteria:
o RP: What is the revenue potential?

If we want to exploit market potential and maximize revenue, we must strive for
high market share and low product development costs. In order to achieve high
market share, we must address all relevant market segments by our product portfolio and demonstrate market leadership. Different market segments need different variations of products, and product line engineering is intended to manage
such variability. The more variability that can be supported by a common product
line infrastructure, the better product line development can be applied to produce
new product variations rapidly and thereby increase market share. Expected revenue is also dependent on the starting situation for the product line effort. If we develop our product line from scratch, then the initial investment is higher compared
to extending an existing product line or building upon legacy products. However,
the difference between current development costs for a family member and the
costs when using the product line infrastructure would be more significant.
o NP: What is the number of products we expect in our product line?

Product line development normally requires initial investment for analysing the
product family and building the product line infrastructure. This investment is returned through the accumulated savings we obtain by deriving the family members from the common infrastructure. Experience indicates that it is realistic to assume that the payback point occurs after production of three family members [8].
The more products we are going to develop after the payback point, the more
profit we can expect.
o CR: How critical/important is the domain for the market?

The more important the domain, the more it will be a selling point and differentiator. A well-designed product line will help to increase the company’s competitive advantage by being able to add new features quickly and be early to market.
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•

Evaluation:
Rev = (3*RP +1*NP + 2*CR) / 6

Independent domains (Ind). The more dependent a domain is on other domains, the more difficult it is to engineer it as a product line in isolation, i.e., without interrupting the development
practice of the other domains.
Viable domains (Via). Viability of a domain is determined by the feasibility to conduct product
line engineering and by its potential to continue to be of profit to the business. The latter is already addressed by the revenue-producing domain evaluation criteria. We therefore focus on the
feasibility aspect.
•

Subcriteria:
o C: How complex is the domain?

The more complex a domain is, the more difficult it is to develop the infrastructure (especially a domain-specific language.
o M: How mature is the domain?

The more mature a domain is, the less uncertainty we must deal with when identifying the product family’s key concepts and the more likely we can develop a stable reuse infrastructure. A mature domain is characterized by how well the domain concepts are understood in general and how well they are already organized.
Standardization is a determining factor for a mature and stable domain.
o DTC: What are the development time and costs?

In order to get convincing and demonstrable advantages of product line development, we must look for domains for which we can expect significant improvements in development time and costs for producing product line members. A good
indicator for this would be to identify automation potential in the current process..
o RC: What are the resource constraints?

Product line development requires an initial investment and might delay time to
market for the first products. We must therefore look for domains where budget
and time schedule allows moving to a product line approach. Furthermore, the
more complex a domain is, the more do we depend on the availability of domain
experts. We therefore prefer small and simple domains for our initial targets, including cases where we conduct pilots.
o EA: Do we have existing assets?

A successful product line depends on a good modularization. If we can reuse existing assets for modules in the product line, we limit the needed investment in
developing the product line. Having existing assets at hand also provides us with
information about what works well and what must be improved.
•

Evaluation:
Via = (1*C + 1*M +2* DTC + 2*RC + 2*EA) / 8

The remaining question now is how we determine to what degree the goals are fulfilled once we
know the values for the domain selection criteria. The influence of the criteria on the goals is
expressed by the following formulas. We normalize the goal values always between 0 and 1.
Note that the evaluation formulas and their weights are a guess based on our experience and have
proven to be valid so far, but could be adjusted for a specific project if necessary.
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Corporate Impact = (2*Act + 3*Rev) / 5
Likelihood of Success = (1*Act + 3*Ind + 4*Via) / 8

In order to illustrate the result of an evaluation and to better compare different domains, we apply the following diagram form. An example will be shown in Section 4.
High
Low

Corporate Impact

Low

High

Likelihood of success

3.2

List of questions (extract)

In order to answer our domain selection criteria shown in Figure 1, we developed a set of questions to gather all data that is necessary to answer them. For specific projects the questions sometimes need to be adjusted, for instance, to better take into account the current development practice. As an example, if we are aware about the applied change management system, then we can
ask specific questions about the types of changes that are monitored (e.g., adding new features or
fixing bugs). In the following we list 10 of the 26 questions that we applied for a major Avaya
product line (see Section 4).
Domain:
Are the domain concepts well understood and organized?
Is the domain standardized / under standardization?
How often does the domain introduce new features?
Project:
What are the current development costs for the product(s)?
How much time is usually spent in requirements engineering, design, development, testing, and bug fixes?
What tools are currently used?
Modules:
How many developers worked on them?
Do we have a documented architecture and access to the champions who developed
them?
What is the entry point? Do we have a code base?
For which of the modules do we have champions/expertise?
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4. Example Application
One of Avaya’s product units is re-engineering its product line using a variant of the FAST software product-line engineering process [8]. An early step in the process was to create a modular
architecture for the product line. A key component of the architecture was an information hiding
hierarchy, of the sort suggested in [6]. At the lowest level in the hierarchy were somewhat less
than 200 modules, many of which already existed in some form in current Avaya products. In the
interests of adopting the product line development methods incrementally, we applied our domain assessment process to identify which domains in the product line to engineer first, where
we generally took domain and module to be synonymous. To start the process, we asked lead
developers and architects to identify a set of modules that they thought might be good candidates
for early use in the product line. The result was a list of about 20 modules. We then applied our
assessment process to those modules.
4.1

Conducting the Assessment in a Distributed Environment

To conduct our assessment we interviewed seven architects from 3 different locations. Because
we wanted to compare the modules relative to each other, we gathered the data for all 20 modules in one interview session per subject. Because of the geographic distribution of the interviewees and interviewers, the assessments were conducted as phone-based interviews. The questionnaire consists of 26 questions of which 18 are applicable to all 20 modules. This results in a
maximum of 386 data points per interview (Figure 2 shows an extract from the data sheet). Each
interview took between 50 and 90 minutes including an introduction to the methodology. The
questionnaires were sent to the interviewees for preparation before the assessment sessions. After
all interviews were conducted, the collected data was evaluated and made anonymous, and the
interviewees were asked to review the results to ensure consistency and validity.
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Interviewee

General Questions
For the modules with existing code base:
Future modules: Viability
How well understood is the domain of each
module?

Module 1
Module 2
Module 3
Module 4
Module 5
Module 6
Module 7
Module 8
Module 9
Module 10
Module 11
Module 12
Module 13
Module 14
Module 15
Module 16
Module 17
Module 18
Module 19
Module 20

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

# data
points

Measure

0.7
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.9

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.65
0.8

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
1
0.9

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.9
0.7
0.9
0.7
0.3
0.7
0.5
0.7
0.5
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.8
0.7
0.9
0

0
1
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.8
1
0
1
0.5
0
0
0.5
1
0
0.5
0.8
1
0
0

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
7
7
7
6
7
6
7
6
7
7

0.76
0.90
0.84
0.81
0.71
0.82
0.83
0.74
0.86
0.82
0.71
0.71
0.77
0.90
0.73
0.77
0.82
0.87
0.73
0.64

0.65
0.65
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.85
0.8

Figure 2: Extract from data sheet

4.2

Results

The data evaluation for the 20 modules resulted in the selection criteria values shown in Figure
3.. As can be seen in Figure 3 there is not much variation in the viability values for the different
modules. As a result, viability did not much help in differentiating among modules. On the
other hand, the relatively high values mean that our experts do not expect much technical difficulty in engineering domains. Similarly, the activity values do not show as much variation as we
were hoping. However we can see differences for revenue production and independence of the
modules. Applying our evaluation formulas leads to the goal values as shown in Figure 4. As can
be seen we have a cluster of modules for which both corporate impact as well as likelihood of
success is relative high. We draw a separation line to separate this cluster from the rest of the
modules. Every module above the line is a candidate for the first re-engineering effort, the modules below will be considered for later phases.
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Figure 4: Goal values for the 20 modules

5. Conclusion
In this paper we introduced Avaya’s method for assessing and evaluating domain candidates for
product-line engineering. Our approach is goal driven with corporate impact and likelihood of
success as the main driving factors. We decomposed the goals into evaluation criteria and illustrated some questions that are used to gather the necessary information from our domain experts.
We applied this method in Avaya to one of our major product-lines. We illustrated some of the
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assessment outcomes for this project in the course of this paper. Further lessons learned are listed
in the following:
Sometimes it is difficult or even impossible for the domain experts to answer a certain question with an absolute measure, for instance, for the complexity of a domain or the amount of
interaction with other domains. One solution is to seek for relative measures. For instance, it
is much easier to assign each module to one of five different complexity levels than to give
an absolute complexity measure for each.
Benchmarks are also very helpful. We have to make sure, however, that they are comparable
to the current assessment. Benchmarks coming from a product line in another one of Avaya’s
product units may be helpful, but data from the same area would be better.
If an appropriate change management system is in place, some of the data can also be gathered by analyzing the existing change data. This provides us with more accurate data and
helps to reduce the effort for the domain experts, an issue whose importance should not be
neglected.
The strength of our approach is that we can take advantage of our development community’s
expertise to identify the first targets for domain engineering, and we can do so in a reasonably
systematic way. The weakness is that there is inevitably guesswork involved on the part of our
experts and that one must be careful not to read too much into the numerical scores. Indeed, one
is wise to convert the experts judgements into a range rather than a point value for each subcriterion. Nonetheless, we believe our approach helps to maximize the impact and likelihood of
success of introducing a process such as software product lien engineering into a software development organization.
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Abstract. Current techniques for protocol design focus on modules that encapsulate the protocol
engines that execute on different network nodes. While this modularization is invaluable for independent implementation of network components, we have observed that it does not adequately
support the design, analysis, or evolution of a communication protocol. We specify a complementary modularization that tackles this problem and is driven rather by crosscutting aspects of protocol engines. In particular, we report on our experience with the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP),
which is the signaling protocol in the IETF suite of IP telephony standards. SIP has attracted great
attention in the telecommunications industry, and there are already many commercial products
based on SIP. Since the protocol has already reached a high degree of complexity and will continue to evolve, it is an ideal candidate for our studies.
Keywords: Collaborations, aspect-oriented design, protocol design, communication protocols,
session initiation protocol (SIP), distributed systems

1. Introduction
We have identified two dimensions of concern [15] that are necessary for an adequate modularization of communication protocols, namely agents and collaborations. While separation of concerns according to protocol agents is common practice and nothing new, collaborations are consistently neglected in protocol design. In particular, collaborations represent crosscutting aspects
[12] relative to most existing protocol description languages such as SDL [5], StateCharts [4],
and ROOM [13]. That is, collaboration descriptions are scattered across a protocol specification
and cannot be described explicitly with these languages.
An agent module encapsulates the entire state machine that runs on a single network component
such as a router, gateway, application server, or endpoint. In fact, agent modules represent the
network topology that is defined by the communication protocol. Apparently, an agent-based
modularization is necessary for independent development of network components, because it
completely defines input/output behavior at the component interface and development organiza-
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tions can decide independently from each other how to design and implement it internally. Agent
modules dominate most protocol specifications that we have seen so far. Protocol agents are also
the only modularization that most formal protocol description languages support. For instance,
the semantic model of the specification and description language SDL [5] is based on a set of
communicating state machines, which are connected via communication channels for asynchronous message exchange12. This is primarily suited for modeling behavior of concurrent processes
such as protocol agents, running on different network nodes.
However, an agent-based modularization does not adequately support other desirable quality
attributes, such as intelligibility, changeability, or testability of a communication protocol. These
quality attributes become important for complex telecommunication systems with several hundreds of features, especially if they evolve over time. Agent modules provide a complete but
local view on the behavior of individual protocol instances. They do not describe how agents
work together to implement an entire protocol operation. In order to understand the overall functioning of a protocol the behavior of many agents must be analyzed and combined, which can
become very difficult. Also, protocol agents encompass responsibilities for numerous protocol
operations that are often not cleanly separated. As a consequence, semantically unrelated protocol changes will touch identical modules and due to intense cooperation among protocol agents a
protocol change tends to touch many modules also. These are clear warning signs of an insufficient modularization.
To overcome this insufficiency, a more holistic view on the behavior of cooperating agents must
be provided and the concept of collaborations plays a key role here. Collaboration modules capture dynamic aspects of communication protocols across agent boundaries and provide a distinct
service for other collaborations or the environment. The driving factor is to provide a better
understanding of a protocol by understanding its collaborations and to restrict protocol changes
to separate collaboration modules instead of the entire protocol. Note that the notion of
collaborations is known from object-oriented software development also. In particular, 0 and
[14] show similarities to our work. UML [2] also supports a general notion of collaborations and
suggests class-, sequence-, and collaboration diagrams for their description. Compared to these
approaches, we have focused more on formalization of the concept (in particular, in the context
of SDL [5]) and its application to communication protocols, and we provide for explicit
integration of scenario and automata modeling [11].
There is a number of scenario modeling notations such as MSC[6], UML sequence diagrams [2],
UML collaboration diagrams [2], and use case maps [3] that have recognized the problem of
crosscutting aspects in distributed systems. There are, however, essential differences between
scenarios as modeled by those languages and collaborations as introduced in this paper. Also,
expressiveness of existing scenario modeling notations is by far not sufficient for adequate specification of collaborations. Following we list most important issues:
Scenario modeling notations focus on one particular sequence of messages among a fixed set
of agent instances in one particular situation13. A collaboration module, however, must specify complete interaction behavior of a considered protocol operation.
With the exception of HMSC, no control structure can be specified. Events of a given agent
instance are attached to a vertical axis or ordered by a numbering scheme. Hence, collaborations cannot be completely specified even if several diagrams are stated. HMSC goes one
step further by offering alternatives and repetitions, however, control structure and message
events are separated into different diagrams.
12

This is also true for other automata-based description techniques such as StateCharts [4], and ROOM [13].

13

With HMSC, which is a particular extension of MSC, alternatives and repetitions can be specified, too.
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Scenario modeling notations can only describe static agent topologies. Collaboration topologies, however, may change dynamically. Thus, a collaboration description language needs a
type concept for collaboration agents as well as a way to describe instantiations and dynamic
agent topologies. This makes collaboration modules complete and self-contained.
In [10] [9] we have introduced the formal collaboration description language CoSDL, which is a
companion notation to SDL [5] that can explicitly describe crosscutting protocol aspects and
resolves the issues mentioned above
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we develop the concept of collaboration modules and explain several ways for their composition. This leads us to a set of crosscutting concerns in protocol design. Following sections apply the approach to a real world example,
namely the IP telephony protocol SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) [8]. Section 3 identifies two
important SIP collaborations and illustrates their composition. In Section 4, we further discuss
the resulting collaboration-based modularization of SIP, and we compare it with the original
(agent-based) modularization. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Collaboration-Based Modularization
2.1

Collaboration Modules & Collaboration Composition

Before we discuss the concept of collaborations in more detail, let us briefly review main characteristics and modeling guidelines of traditional, agent-based protocol design. The dominating
semantic model applied in this case is a set of communicating extended finite state machines. A
state machine describes the behavior of a single protocol agent, and state machines communicate
with each other and the environment via message exchange. Each state machine essentially models four things: the events to which it can respond, the responses to these events, the impact of
the state machine’s history on current behavior, and allowable sequences of events and responses. Figure 1 shows seven communicating agents. The graphics inside the agent symbols
represent a couple of state transitions.
OrigAgent
TargAgent1

agent interface
TargAgent4

IntAgent2

TargAgent3

IntAgent1

protocol agents

TargAgent2

Figure 1: Agent-based modularization

Usually, state machines are developed around their interface (which is the set of possible events
and responses) and lifetime. Starting from an initial state, the designer lays out intermediate
states until he reaches the final state. These states are connected by transitions, which are triggered by appropriate events and lead to corresponding responses. An agent is usually developed
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in the context of its neighboring agents. That is, the designer makes sure that events from the
environment can be adequately processed and that responses to the environment will be consumed. We can develop an agent module independently from the other agents as long as it behaves according to its interface specification. We see agent-based modularizations not only supported by existing protocol description languages such as SDL, but also reflected in the structure
of natural language based protocol standards such as the IETF RFC series.
As mentioned earlier, agent modules make it hard to get an overall understanding of system
functionality. In order to understand how a certain protocol operation is realized, we must analyze the involved agents, extract those parts of their behavior description that deal with the specific concern, and figure out how these parts work together. Figure 2 shows three agents from
Figure 1 that collaborate to realize a specific operation. We call the interaction behavior among
collaboration agents that is illustrated in Figure 2 a micro-protocol.
Structuring a protocol into collaborations provides us with a holistic view. A collaboration module encapsulates behavior across agent boundaries and provides a distinct service to its environment. This might be a large entity such as a complete signaling protocol like SIP, or it might be a
OrigAgent

collaboration agents
IntAgent1

collaboration

TargAgent2

Figure 2: Single collaboration

small entity such as the tiny piece of SIP that is responsible for setting up a signaling channel.
The same protocol agent often participates in several collaborations and its behavior description
needs to be split off between these different collaborations. Figure 3 shows three collaborations,
which are scattered across seven agents. There are agents participating in all collaborations, two
collaborations, or only one collaboration, with their state machines decomposed accordingly.
This leads us to the concept of collaboration roles as illustrated in Figure 3.
OrigAgent

composition
of roles

TargAgent1

TargAgent4

IntAgent2

TargAgent3

IntAgent1

collaboration roles

TargAgent2

Figure 3: Collaboration-based modularization

Our studies suggest that communication protocols often consist of smaller collaborations that
could be designed independently and reassembled by a standard set of compositional operators
later on. Though composition of collaborations is finally implemented as a composition of roles
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in a state machine, entire collaborations must be taken into account. That is, collaboration composition itself is a crosscutting aspect with respect to an agent-based modularization. So far, we
have defined three composition categories that each split into individual compositional operators.
Each operator takes two collaborations and puts them in a causal and synchronization relationship. The operators also apply to composites of collaborations.
Sequential composition: Let C1 and C2 be two collaborations. If the execution of C2 is preceded
by C1, the compositional category is called sequential. We differentiate between globally and
locally sequential compositions. Globally sequential composition means that C1 needs to be
completely finished before C2 even starts. Locally sequential composition enforces this condition
only on a per state machine basis, i.e., within each participating state machine the collaboration
role belonging to C1 is completed before the role belonging to C2 starts. Note that for globally sequential composition we need an agent that can decide the completion of C1. It will then trigger
C2.
Exclusive composition: Sequential composition ensures mutual exclusion between two collaborations and furthermore imposes a particular order for executing the collaborations. If execution
order is irrelevant, it is possible to merely guarantee mutual exclusion by so-called exclusive
composition. Exclusive composition again comes in two versions: global and local. Globally
exclusive composition of two collaborations C1 and C2 guarantees for entire collaborations that
either C1 or C2 is in progress, while locally exclusive composition limits this to single state machines. That is, for each state machine, the state machine’s portion of either C1 or C2 is in progress at the same time. Of course, both compositional operators require that collaborations do
eventually stop in order to avoid starving each other.
Parallel composition: Sequential and exclusive composition offer either no or a rather low level
of concurrency. If joint access to common data can be handled on the state transition level or if
there is no common data at all, parallel composition provides better performance. There are two
subtypes of parallel composition: ordinary and dynamic. Ordinary parallel composition takes
two collaborations and makes them execute concurrently, i.e., both collaborations can proceed at
the same time and independently from each other. Dynamic parallel composition composes a
collaboration with itself. In certain situations, it may be necessary to have the same collaboration
running multiple times. For this purpose, each agent needs a role administrator, which manages
an active set of roles. Whenever a new instantiation of the collaboration is needed, a new role is
created dynamically and added to the set.
2.2

Crosscutting Concerns in Protocol Design

Preceding sections have introduced collaborations as crosscutting modules relative to the traditional agent-based modularization. This motivates a second dimension of concern, which has not
yet been exploited systematically in protocol design or distributed system development. Following we list concerns along that dimension. Some of these have already been mentioned in previous sections, others need to be added to complete the picture. As a result we get a standard module structure for communication protocols that cuts across protocol agents. To reduce complexity
and increase flexibility we suggest that protocol specifications and implementations clearly separate concerns according to this module structure. Figure 4 gives a graphical overview: collaboration-based modularizations of communication protocols specify which collaborations are involved, how the collaborations are configured, and what message formats are used.
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Figure 4: Crosscutting concerns in protocol design

Collaboration Services. The collaboration-services module encapsulates all collaborations that
are used to implement the communication protocol. A collaboration can be any portion of the
entire protocol behavior that performs a distinct service. Collaboration modules hide mechanisms for implementing their respective services. Each collaboration module contains a submodule for each participating collaboration agent.
Protocol Configuration. Collaborations are the building blocks of the communication protocol,
and the protocol-configuration module provides the glue for assembling them. How a communication protocol is configured is the secret of the protocol-configuration module. Three relations
define a configuration. We define one submodule for each of them.
Collaboration Composition. Collaborations make certain assumptions about their environment that translate into causal dependencies and synchronization constraints among them.
The collaboration-composition module is responsible for enforcing these causal and synchronization relationships. The constraints that we have observed so far can be implemented
by compositional operators discussed in Section 2.1.
Message Sharing. Even if two collaborations are not in a call relation, they can share a message that is transmitted over the net, i.e., the message carries data from both collaborations.
This may be necessary to meet communication requirements. For instance, a HTTP request
may be multiplexed with an authentication collaboration. Message sharing can also improve
efficiency. Implicit connection establishment is a good example of that, where data transfer
and connection setup progress in parallel and use the same messages. The message-sharing
module hides which collaborations in the configuration apply message sharing and it encapsulates the mechanisms for doing so.
Call Relation. The call-relation module encapsulates the mechanisms for linking a utilityservice user with the proper utility-service provider. It hides which collaboration uses what
other collaborations for implementing its service.
Message Formats. The micro-protocols defined by the collaborations in the collaborationservices module are tied together by a common format for the messages that are sent over the
net. This way, message decoding, parsing, and dispatching can be done efficiently, and message
contents are interpreted consistently across network nodes. This module hides the mechanisms
for transforming messages between the collaboration-specific representation and the transfer
syntax.

3. Collaboration-based Redesign of SIP
Strict application of collaboration-based design helps managing and avoiding complexity of
communication protocols. In order to test this hypothesis we have applied our approach to the
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [8]. When reading the original SIP standard one gets an idea of
the many crosscutting concerns the protocol is dealing with. However, these concerns are not
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very well separated by the protocol specification. For identifying SIP collaborations we followed
an iterative approach. First, we identified a specific concern, designed a micro-protocol for its
implementation and tried to match it with the original SIP protocol, so that we would not change
protocol semantics. Then, we considered another concern, went through the same procedure and
consolidated the resulting micro-protocol with what we already had from previous steps. After
many iterations and re-iterations we finally came up with a collaboration-based redesign of SIP
that seemed reasonable to us. Note, however, that this decomposition is not unique. Depending
on the quality goals for the redesign, there might be other module structures also. In the following, we roughly describe the overall structure of our SIP redesign and then elaborate on details
for selected collaborations. In Section 4, we will discuss some of the inconsistencies and flaws in
the original SIP design that we have found during our analysis and show how the collaborationbased design approach helps to deal with these problems.
3.1

Collaboration Modules

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the complete SIP protocol. We will focus on aspects that the reader must know to understand the discussion in Section 4.
In our opinion, the two most important concerns of SIP are session management and (signaling)
channel establishment. Figure 5 illustrates both concepts. The figure shows an IP network that
connects IP telephones and servers. Currently, there is a two-party audio stream established and
also a three-party audio conference. A conference bridge on one of the servers is responsible for
audio mixing.
The participants of a call and the media streams between them is called a session. Though SIP is
not responsible for establishing and managing the audio connection itself, it does send signaling
messages between the various phones and servers, so that the audio clients know when and
where to establish the media streams. A session can be described as a labeled graph with the labels denoting specific characteristics of the media streams, such as media type or codec used.
The reader can imagine that a session graph needs to be manipulated in many ways in order to
provide traditional and emerging telephony features. For instance, an initial graph must be established, new participants can join, media characteristics may change dynamically, or certain media streams must be transferred to other endpoints. We use the generic term session management
to denote all the different operations that can be applied to one or a set of session graphs.
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In addition to session management, there is the crosscutting concern of channel establishment.
Suppose that user A in Figure 5 wants to call user B. Though user A knows user B’s name, he
may not know the IP address of the phone where user B can currently be reached, because user B
might often switch between his regular office and his home office. Furthermore, since user B’s
location is not known, it is also unclear what servers will provide feature support for the call. In
Figure 5, the router has established a signaling channel to user B’s regular office, and it also
plays the role of a feature server for this call. The mechanism that locates the called party and
selects a sequence of feature servers is called channel establishment.
Session management and channel establishment are separate concerns that can be designed, validated, and changed independently. Hence, we suggest defining separate collaboration modules
for them. Furthermore, each of the different operations for manipulating a session graph is worth
giving its own collaboration module, because they are separate concerns also. Note that we are
dealing with concurrent manipulations of a distributed data structure, since each participant can
trigger a session operation independently. Often a participant has only an incomplete view of the
session graph, which compounds the problem. Strict separation of concerns seems to be the only
way to handle complexity. We will give examples in Section 4 where SIP (non-collaboration
based) design concepts fail to handle feature extensions effectively, because of poor separation
of concerns.
3.1.1 Stream-Establishment Collaboration Module
Stream establishment adds a two-party media stream to an existing session or establishes a new
session that contains one two-party media stream. The collaboration negotiates stream characteristics between calling and called party and synchronizes media clients, so that each side knows
when it can start sending media data.

The micro-protocol14 for stream establishment contains a three-way handshake between calling
and called party. First, the calling party suggests stream characteristics to the called party. The
called party replies with an answer that adapts the characteristics to its specific needs. The
interaction is completed with a confirmation that is sent from the calling to the called party. The
basic three-way handshake may interleave messages (such as ringback) for reporting progress to
the calling party, while it is waiting for the called party to pick up the phone. As soon as the
calling party sends the offer its audio client needs to be prepared to receive media data. The same
holds for the called party when the answer is returned. This provides for necessary
synchronization between audio clients.
There are many possible reasons why the called party might reject stream establishment. For
instance, the user can be on another call, or the required media characteristics cannot be met. In
those cases, the three-way handshake will not be completed. Instead, the called party will either
send a rejection that completes the interaction with the calling party, or the called party can forward the offer to a possible replacement, which then completes the three-way handshake with the
calling party15. As a consequence, the collaboration involves an unspecified number of “calledparty” collaboration roles that each forwards the offer to a possible replacement. Eventually, the
party at the end of the chain will either complete the three-way handshake with the calling party
or reject the call.
Stream establishment assumes a mechanism for locating the next party in the chain and does not
provide this routing functionality itself. Hence, stream establishment uses another collaboration
(Section 3.1.3).
14

We can only sketch micro-protocols that are mentioned in this paper.

15

The “call forwarding when busy” feature is a typical example of this.
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3.1.2 Channel-Establishment Collaboration Module
Channel establishment sets up a virtual circuit that starts at the calling party, may then go
through multiple feature servers, and finally terminates at the called party. The virtual circuit can
be used as a pipe between calling and called party to exchange messages for session manipulation. The feature servers listen to the message flow and can change or inject messages in order to
provide additional telephony features. The virtual circuit allows message sequencing, but does
not provide error control mechanisms. Note that the channel-establishment collaboration only
performs necessary functions for establishing the virtual circuit. A separate collaboration, which
is not described in this paper, is responsible for sending messages over the circuit.

Channel establishment only receives a called party’s user name from the environment, and the
collaboration must provide a mechanism for locating the phone where the user or a replacement
is currently available.
A simplified version16 of the micro-protocol for channel establishment performs a depth-first
search. It is assumed that each router in the search tree has a routing table17 that maps user names
onto current user addresses or addresses of other routers, which might know the current user location. Each router on the search path can add itself to the virtual circuit, if it has sufficient feature capabilities. If the search for a specific path is successful, the corresponding phone will establish necessary state information that it got from the calling party (such as sequence number or
caller ID) and provide a response with corresponding state information for the calling party. The
response will travel the same path as the received message, but in reverse direction. This way,
feature servers can make adaptations to the virtual circuit if necessary. If the search for a specific
path is not successful, we apply backtracking as usual in a depth-first search. The search stops
when the first user location is found or when the entire search fails.
Channel establishment requires a reliable transport service (such as TCP) be available between
routers.
3.1.3 Configuring Stream-Establishment and Channel-Establishment together
Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 sketch two independent collaborations, including the services that they
provide and the services that they require for a correct functioning. With TCP in place channel
establishment is fully functional. However, stream establishment still needs a location mechanism. Obviously, the channel- establishment collaboration provides an adequate location service.
Following we illustrate two completely different ways to configure stream and channel establishment together.

First, we can apply a layered approach. This design employs channel establishment as a service
provider for stream establishment. If stream establishment wants to call the next party in the
chain, it would just establish a channel to that target and then send its messages over that channel. This layered approach, however, is not acceptable from a performance perspective. First of
all, channel and stream establishment would take place sequentially, and even worse there
needed to be a separate channel for each segment in the chain of called parties. Hence, we suggest a different approach, which is also taken by the SIP standard.
A second alternative is message sharing (Section 2.2) among stream establishment and channel
establishment. The basic requirement for message sharing is equivalent interaction behavior of
the two micro-protocols. Let us illustrate the point by example scenarios: the offer from stream
establishment can be carried with the forward and backward search messages from channel es16

The original micro-protocol is too complex for a complete description in this paper.

17

Another collaboration, which is not described in this paper, is responsible for populating routing tables.
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tablishment until the first phone is found. If the stream is accepted, the answer can be carried
back along the search path. At this point, channel establishment is complete. Hence, the threeway handshake for stream establishment needs to be completed with a separate message that
cannot be shared. If a stream gets rejected at a phone that has been found by channel establishment, this search path is considered a failure and the search continues carrying the offer to the
next phone.

4. Discussion
We believe, but have not proven yet, that the collaboration-based redesign of SIP can completely
preserve its semantics. Nevertheless, there are major differences in the quality attributes of both
structures. In the following, we discuss some of the issues that collaboration-based redesign
helped to resolve:
Intelligibility. We have identified two major reasons why the original SIP specification is very
hard to understand. First, the central philosophy of the original SIP design is building it around a
request-response model as employed by HTTP. Servers implement a set of request methods that
clients can invoke remotely by sending the corresponding request message. However, the request-response model is not always general enough to support SIP protocol operations in a simple and straightforward way. Collaborations allow all kinds of interaction behavior, and the SIP
collaborations that we have described in Section 3.1 indeed follow other interaction patterns than
the two-way handshake. Due to the request-response model the original SIP specification contains many exceptions that may be confusing for the reader. For instance, the three-way handshake for stream establishment (Section 3.1.1) is interpreted as two separate request-response
transactions in the original SIP design, which is not meaningful. Second, the SIP protocol provides many opportunities for message sharing (such as the example discussed in Section 3.1.3).
As a consequence, one SIP message, called INVITE is heavily overloaded and covers numerous
protocol operations. While collaboration modules cleanly separate concerns (Sections 3.1.1 and
3.1.2) and allow separate configuration (Section 3.1.3), the original SIP specification has no concept of message sharing or collaboration configuration. Thus, explanations do often handle too
many things at once.
Changeability and extensibility. In the current design (both collaboration-based and original),
feature servers are selected before the called party’s location is known (Section 3.1.2). However,
it may be advantages to consult configuration files of the called party for selecting proper feature
servers. Since the service that is provided by channel establishment would not change, it is safe
to say that such a protocol change only affects the channel-establishment module (Section 3.1.2)
and the way collaborations are configured (Section 3.1.3). Configuration constraints (such as
message sharing) can be systematically analyzed to assess the impact of a change. The current
SIP design does not support a systematic impact analysis and requires a great deal of creativity
from the protocol designer. Furthermore, new collaborations (such as new operations for manipulating a session graph) can be designed independently and then integrated into the protocol
configuration.
Validation. Since each collaboration provides a distinct service, they can be validated independently. In a second step, properties of individual collaborations can be used to prove properties of
the entire protocol. For the second step, standard properties of configuration operators provide
additional input to the validation task. This procedure helped tremendously in getting more confidence in SIP and in finding some design flaws.
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Consistency. SIP uses three different mechanisms for reliably transmitting messages over UDP.
Extracting the collaborations for error control revealed that actually one mechanism would have
been sufficient, and we are confident that collaboration-based design would have prevented this
inconsistency in design decisions in the first place.

5. Conclusion
We have presented a systematic design approach for communication protocols that is based on
the notion of collaborations. From our experience with SIP and several other case studies, we
come to the following general conclusions.
An agent-based modularization of communication protocols is driven by the network topology
and therefore lacks certain desirable characteristics:
Agents often interact in complex ways and therefore cannot be understood independently.
Since their interaction behavior is not explicitly represented, it is difficult to derive entire
system functionality.
An important and complicated phase in distributed systems development is the transition
from system behavior to the behavior of interacting components. As indicated above, an
agent-based modularization obscures global system behavior and therefore cannot support a
systematic approach for this transition.
Due to intense interaction, changes to an agent module often affect other agent modules,
which violates the basic information-hiding criterion for an adequate modularization.
Also, single agent modules cannot be reused in another context.
Defining collaboration-based modularization is a complementary approach to current modularizations and helps to overcome these deficiencies.
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Reuse in the Large: A Finance Web Service as an
Example of a Large Product Family*
Dr. Martin Verlage
MARKET MAKER Software AG
Karl-Marx-Strasse 13
D-67655 Kaiserslautern

1. Introduction
MARKET MAKER Software AG is a small Kaiserslautern based software and service company.
Starting from early 1990s software was developed for management and visualization of stockmarket data. In order to run the software it is important to use high-quality data from exchanges
across the world. MARKET MAKER runs also the databases that keep the data and sells access
to these databases for data retrieval by various customer groups.
In 1999 MARKET MAKER decided to build a new set of products in order to address new markets opened by Internet technology and services. This is a report about how the new products
were set up as a product line and which lessons were learned by a small company employing
engineering principles, methods, and techniques for reusing system parts in-the-large.
Throughout this paper a few terms are used which need a short definition:
Product Line (or Product Family): A set of (future) products from one company, which share
some commonality in the domain knowledge present in their realization. It is not necessary
that the products really rely on some same or reused code fragments.
Product: A software or service build for a defined combination of customer type and user
group (market segment). A product as defined here is a member of a product line. For example, a stock market price data server is a product.
Product Instance: A software or service delivered to a specific customer to be sued by a defined user group. A product instance is created from one product. For example, a stock market price data server is instantiated for use by clerks of the bank A.
The following schematic view onto product line engineering was developed within the project
CAFÉ [vdL02], which has some similarity with the Experience Factory approach [BCR94]. It
shows the activities of “domain engineering”, which are the processes to produce reusable assets,
and activities of “application engineering”, which are the processes to deliver a product instance.
Software Family (SF) Scoping is an initial step in which future products are discussed and the
list of members of the product family is created. SF Economical Analysis assesses the market
potential of each product and relates it to a cost forecast in order to check whether developing a
product is a good idea from a business point of view.

*

The Eureka 2023 Programme, ITEA (Information Technology for European Advancement) projects 99005 ESAPS (Engineering Software Architectures, Processes, and Platforms for System-Families) and ip000004 CAFÉ (from Concepts to Application in system-Family Engineering) partially supported the work presented here. The support by the German Research Ministry (BMBF) in this project context is gratefully acknowledged.
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Figure 1: Domain Engineering and Application Engineering

2. The Beginning
In 1999 MARKET MAKER decided to establish a new product family, which uses Internettechnology to deliver service to their customers [CN02]. This was quite a dramatic shift for the
company because of technological issues (e.g., HTTP, web servers and servlet programming) as
well as organizational changes (e.g., 24/7 operational mode). Right in the beginning it was decided by management to establish a new product line for multiple markets right. The reasons
were:
a)

Despite all differences in service delivery or user front-end design there was an early
understanding that some core functionality of the systems greatly overlap.
b) All possible products have in common a union embodiment of domain knowledge.
This domain knowledge was seen as the major asset of business. Hence, setting up an
environment for domain engineering was necessary.
c) Team size was small, so people had to work on multiple products at all.
d) Markets were boiling and it was unclear in which specific direction software products
were moving, i.e. what was needed by the customers in the near future. So time-tomarket of innovative ideas was crucial.
MARKET MAKER applied the PuLSE approach to define its product lines. With the support of
Fraunhofer IESE conducted under the umbrella of the project ESAPS a map of future products
was identified and how they overlap. Roughly spoken, a scenario-based requirements elicitation
was performed in order to define key customers and potentials for product developments. The
requirements of the products were broken down into pieces of functionality, which were each
mapped onto the ones from other products. This process, called “scoping”, helped to identify the
components to be developed. An informal way of describing relationships among the members
of a product family are so-called “Genealogy Charts”; they were used to support ordering of projects to develop the single products.
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The first product instances were delivered in the year 2000. A fast growing number of products
as well as product instances made MARKET MAKER step into the market of web-based application systems for stock market data and news.

3. The i* ProductLine
Today MARKET MAKER owns a product line, called “i*”, pronounced “i-star” or formerly
Merger, based on the early ideas. The product line comprises the following single products:
WIP („Wertpapier-Informationsplattform“) a platform for tailorable public Internet web
sites, offering stock market data and news to the users
INFO-AGENT, a web-based information service for employees of banks who advise the customers, or need to look up market data
XML-Market, an XML interface to the data services used by banks for real-time evaluation
of portfolios, display of data in web services not operated by MARKET MAKER, and delivery of small pieces of data for special-focus services operated by third parties.
VV-Tool, a service to extract raw or evaluated portfolio data, store it on a secure web server,
and offering protected access to registered users.
A sample from an instance of an INFO-AGENT product is given in Figure 2. A number of several dozens of product instances is currently operating, either on MARKET MAKER systems or
on customer platforms. Millions of responses are generated per month. So, there is nothing to say
against an economic success of the product and a proof of concepts. But what were the difficulties in developing the product line?
The dimensions of variation among the products of the i* ProductLine are:
Customers
Publishers, offering publicly available web sites as service
Banks
Internal applications
Workplace solutions
Web Sites
Small advisory firms
Internet companies who run web sites for their customers
Users
Regular web users accessing low-level services
Closed user groups accessing high-level services
Financial advisors / Asset managers
Bank clerks
Machine users retrieving data
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Figure 2: Sample of a HTML Page from the Product INFO-AGENT

Data Sources
Real-time data feeds carrying price data from all major exchanges in Germany, Europe, and
the US
Databases with historical price market data for all types of securities
News feeds with several updates per minute covering a broad spectrum of text messages
about companies, stock markets, political areas, and business in general
Databases with static information about securities like name, International Stock Identification Number, currency, etc.
Numerical applications which compute technical indicators from price series
Estimates about company earnings, cash flow, and dividends as well as past values
Depending on these variation parameters there is a large number of different behaviors of the
components that make up a single product instance. The most important components are for
chart generation, user management, price data collection, portfolio management, or price list
management. There are a number of approximately 20 components considered as core assets (see
also middle layer in Figure 1). In most cases variation is managed by configuration parameters of
components, and system architecture. For example, in a large bank, one product instance runs
with an Oracle database management system and on different machines, having instantiated most
of the components multiple times to cope with load and reliability requirements. Each product
instance has a number of several hundred configuration parameters, specified in the system configuration files, to tune the components to the specific requirements.
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For the following it is important to note that although there is a serious variability among the
product instances the domain of stock market data and news is stable.

4. Reuse in-the-large
MARKET MAKER does see the components of the i* ProductLine as reusable, configurable
building blocks. Product instances of the product line typically share more than ¾ of their code
with other instances. Reuse happens by configuring components, and enhancing their capabilities
by extending and adding classes. Simply spoken, there is no repository with hundreds of pieces
of code but one single code base covering two dozens of components which are maintained and
enhanced.
The principles underlying the development of the i* ProductLine are simply the ones one would
expect to be followed by software engineers:
Separation of concerns: the components have multiple interfaces, for the basic services, service variants, component management, integration and communication. Java and especially
its object-oriented concepts, first to be named is the concept of an interface, do support this
very well.
Strong cohesion, low coupling: Components do have clear interfaces with a small number of
methods to be invoked by other components. Inside the components there is usually a clear
structure. Architecture analysis helps to check the structural quality of the components.
Variability is encapsulated in classes and managed by inheritance: Instead of varying algorithmic paths variability is kept at the level of class boundaries. If different behavior is
needed, ancestors or siblings within the inheritance hierarchy are defined. Exceptions are
present in classes used for representing data objects; here “if-then-else” constructs are needed
to reflect the differences in requirements for computing and displaying values for different
customers.
Dynamic instantiation of objects: when several possible implementations for a certain object
do exist, there needs to be a way of expressing the decision which one to take in a particular
context. In the i* ProductLine class names appear in configuration files to specify which
classes should be used to create objects offering a certain interface. The following Figure 3
schematically shows the way in which this is done in the Java programming language. There
is a number of class files developed to be used as implementation of the “NewsDataServiceIfc” for various database management systems (upper right corner of Figure 3); which
one to take is specified in the configuration file “service.property”; the actual instantiation is
performed when executing the code of the “serviceLauncher” class. Note, this powerful way
of flexibly instantiating an object to react flexible to an environment might be a handicap for
statically analyzing the code with respect to detect architectural links between classes.
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de.marketmaker .datasources .dbaccess .MSSQL.class
de.marketmaker .datasources .dbaccess .Oracle.class
// create MySQL specific instances
de.marketmaker
.dbaccess .MySQL .class
= .... .datasources
// Driver
create dMySQL
specific instances
Driver d = ....
// create MySQL specific instances
Driver d = ....
use specific variant

service .property
database.class=“de. marketmaker .datasources .dbaccess .MySQL ”
read configuration

serviceLauncher .class
NewsDataServiceIfc theService

= null;

Class c = Class. forName (props .get(“database.class”));
Object o = c. getInstance ();
try {
theService = ( NewsDataServiceIfc ) o;
} catch ( ClassCastException e) { ...}

Figure 3: Dynamic Instantiation in Java using Property Files

Use one stable, general framework: Direct from the beginning of the i* ProductLine there
was a framework created to cope with repeating patterns of multi-threaded, databaseintensive, distributed, high-performance systems. General solutions for connection pooling,
asynchronous communication, remote invocation, to name just a few.
The development process is not a well-defined one at MARKET MAKER. This stems from the
fact that the organization developing and maintaining the product line is fairly small, namely up
to six people, and that no customer requires process documentation or quality evaluation, yet.
One would expect process handbooks, test forms, or written procedures, which aren’t there.
Nevertheless, some kind of informal process is present and followed by the software engineers.
The major elements of it with respect to reuse in the large are:
Deep discussions between two or three key people when architecture changes or one component undergoes significant changes. The discussions take place before code is changes and
address system or component design.
Evaluation of architecture snapshots and detection of movements of architectural quality
attributes by comparing baselines. The system is analyzed from time to time depending of the
overall project status, but at least on a half-year basis. Key figures of architectural structures
are determined, as, for example, degree of coupling and cohesion measured in method calls
per unit or counting imports of a particular class (see Figure 4). Mainly, the results are used
to discuss outliers only during team meetings.
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Figure 4: Architectural Measure

Automated unit tests: One important step during modification of a component is the performance of automated test scripts. Here, the tool “JUnit” (see http://www.junit.org) is used to define and perform component tests. Simply, the developer extends the code with methods to
set up a component, to call methods in order to trigger a certain behavior, and finally to
check the result of a method call or the component’s state. These tests can be complex, like
creating a large database, seeding it, running batch jobs against it, and finally deleting it.
About 30% of the code of the core assets is equipped with such JUnit tests.
Automated build process: A central repository is used to manage the code base. Each developer holds a private copy of the files. As soon as the responsible person decides to check in
the code this modification in the code base triggers an automated process for compile, build,
and test the components. During test the unit tests are performed again. The major purpose of
the tests is to give developers immediate feedback about whether their changes affect behavior of crucial system parts, or accidentally have a negative impact on other parts of the component.
Issue Management: In order to guarantee timely replies to user requests there must be a systematic way of handling issues, which may affect numerous customers. Request tracking is
supported by use of an open-source tool. There is one responsible person for inserting requests, assigning priorities and workers, and controlling the work. The importance if issue
tracking is higher for product lines than it is for regular software development. First, additional effort exists for impact analysis, which leads to more open requests. Second, customers
need to be informed about the changes even if they did not issued the request.
Steady Refactoring: Whenever project plans allow for, components are refactored. Code is
never considered to stay forever. Even if no customer request asks for change and the component is running reliable, there is a need for improvement. New patterns need to be integrated, people learn to write better code, some patterns must be eliminated because they have
been proven harmful, third-party software replaces own code, or simply a more general algorithm is considered to be advantageous.
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5. Observations
Although the development of the product line is still an ongoing process there was the opportunity for some important observations. Some of them might sound logically and they support the
idea of product line engineering. Some other show that there were some unexpected changes in
the way projects were performed at MARKET MAKER.
Scoping is a necessary first step: When looking back, the most important step to be performed during creation of the i* ProductLine was Scoping. First, it allowed management to
set up a plan and prioritize resources. Second, and this is the really important one, it makes a
company look forward. In the case of a small company, like MARKET MAKER is, this
means a shift from the traditional way of “immediate return on investment”. Scoping helped
to better adjust expectations and to sequence product development, a technically feasible and
economically reasonable path was scheduled.
Project duration goes down: Time-to-market for product instances are shorter by using a
product line approach. For example, delivery of a web site for a bank is a matter of days.
Most effort has to be put into requirements elicitation and web page layout. Here, the approach pays off right from instances number three or four. This is what was expected.
For products, there is no clear statement possible about cost effects: From time to time there
are project requests from customers not fitting into the product line. It needs to be decided
whether to integrate the product as a member of the product line or leave it outside, being
treated as any product of a conventional approach. If the request is considered to be included
in the product line, some cases exist, where integration was easier than for traditional development, some exist, where it was more difficult due to impact analysis and necessary modifications of existing code.
Responsiveness to requests decreases: Due to the interwoven dependencies between products
one has to carefully investigate the relationships between products and impact onto product
instances when a component needs to be changed. It is this effort, which extends the reaction
time to simple requests. A fact hardly to be understood by impatient customers.
Customers don’t want to pay for cost savings by reuse: Users and customers very much appreciate the benefits of a sound engineered, stable set of components. Usually, they also like
to hear that maintenance cost is under control. But in an “egocentric” way of looking at a
project they don’t take into account the past investments by the company when making components flexible and configurable. Customers just count time elapsed between request and
modification and start discussing that they want to pay for the effort spent “now”. Of course,
the behavior of the company to their customers changes. Transparency is a crucial aspect and
one should establish some kind of black box development, which means that no milestones
and effort figures actually spend are communicated to the customer, if possible.
Quality is a must: Because there is one code base only, a bug potentially has a dramatic impact onto all product instances. MARKET MAKER reacts to this threat with an appropriate
architecture, a number of tests during development, and a staged deployment strategy. It was
already described what is done to maintain the quality of the architecture and which tests are
performed. But still there is an opportunity for a bug to slip through these tests. Here, a strategy of multiple stages of deployment helps to keep the scope of impact small. First, the
modified code is deployed on a system under full control by the developers, i.e. a noncritical, hosted web service. The modification in question is thoroughly tested and request/response pairs as well as log files are analyzed to check for failure. After a pre-defined
period of time, which is between a few days and weeks, the modified code is deployed to
other systems. Usually there are three to four stages until the modification is installed on
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every system. Of course, this leads to a situation were different versions of the software run
on different machines, which might be used as a caveat against the principle of one code base
only. Nevertheless, since there is no way to guarantee reliability the approach of staged deployment is one and only feasible, putting an extra effort in maintaining documentation about
the versions currently installed for each product instance.
Stability of the application domain is a necessity: The i* ProductLine covers stock market
data and news, in addition user data is also addressed. But that’s it. The stability of the application domain is the basic characteristic that allows for reuse in-the-large. At MARKET
MAKER we believe that there would not be such good results if just the technical domain,
i.e. web-based systems, would be stable. Moreover, there is a trend to standardize large application systems, for example, by the J2EE architectural framework. Major open source projects have a huge impact on projects like the i* ProductLine because cheap reliable frameworks and mechanisms for building large systems are available. The result will be a general
architecture and core assets in kind of a “world” repository. Detailed knowledge about the
core assets of this repository will result in competitive advantage. And finally, what will ever
be kept as a secret by companies is the domain knowledge.

6. Unsolved Problems
From MARKET MAKER’s point of view the process of product line development is working, at
least for the case of the i* ProductLine. Nevertheless, there are some issues, which need further
concentration, and potentially need research:
Definition and documentation of variability, especially on design level: Some approaches for
capturing variability on design level were tested. Most of them extended UML. Spoken in
general, there were one or more reasons out of the following why still no support is used: no
tool support, lack of expressiveness for decisions, lack of traceability between decisions and
design elements, lack of expressiveness for alternatives, lack of expressiveness for dependencies between design elements. Currently there is no approach feasible for the i* ProductLine which is also supported by the findings in ESAPS/CAFÉ.
Impact analysis: Change is occurring everywhere in the projects. The approaches to deal with
change are limited. It needs to be carefully analyzed by the developer which code fragments
are affected by a certain change, or more advanced which system behavior changes when, for
example, no code but configuration parameters are modified. It is not obvious which parts of
a product instance are affected when some values change, especially when the parameters affect runtime aspects, like performance or latency, i.e. the parameter is the number of parallel
threads to answer requests. Here, at least a formalism to describe parameter value ranges, the
locus of use, and links from the object that are influenced by parameters to other ones are
needed.
Analysis of configurations: A major problem during deployment of product instances is to
ensure a correct setting of configuration parameters, especially when a system gets to be installed on systems at a customer’s site. For example, as shown in Figure 3 the parameter “database.class” names a class, which must implement the interface „NewsDataServiceIfc“, otherwise no service will be instantiated because an exception will be created. At best, an automated check would be performed before the team leaves for the customer site. This would
require general patterns of using configuration settings.
Dynamic architecture analysis: The example of Figure3 shows also a major problem of architecture analysis. Usually the code is analyzed, not the configuration files. So there is no un143

derstanding about what class really gets instantiated resulting in statements “just” about a relationship between a class and an interface. More value could be achieved, if typical product
instances would be analyzed which requires dynamic methods working with objects rather
than classes.
Automated tests on system level: Due to the number of possible combinations of configuration parameters one could not check every set of possible settings. Instead, selected parameter settings as well as typical system traces need to be replayed and checked for correct output in automated system tests.

7. Summary
From the perspective of a small development unit some ideas about creating core assets to build
a product line of large web-based application systems were presented. The major goal was to
show that domain engineering does work in the context of a small company. The technology
employed does not look that different from the one used for conventional development. It requires changes to the processes in order to cope with some major problems. Extensions, like
more advanced support in expressing variability or checking architectures dynamically, is
needed.
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Abstract. Reusable Control Algorithms are an important base for reusable Control Software.
They are highly welcomed in every control application, so in building automation, too. Building
automation is used throughout the paper to illustrate the results by a typical application domain.
The paper outlines the general development process of control algorithms and discusses the possibilities to adapt them to generic methods. Basically, there are two main fields in the process to
benefit from generic parts, one in reusing control algorithms or parts of them, the other one in the
validation process which involves modelling and simulation the physical behaviour of the domain
process.

1. Introduction
The reuse of control algorithms shows a long tradition if we are concerned with linear standard
controllers (say P, PI and PID) or with nonlinear standard ones (bang-bang Control, with and
without hysteresis). The principal reasons are the two following facts: First there is nearly the
same informal specification – say a standard specification - which is universally valid for any
continuous feedback control problem. This is to “make sure that the PV (measured Process
Value) matches the SP (external Set Point) for all given set points and despite the assumed disturbances”. Secondly, the behavior of many technical processes is quite similar despite their different physical origins. Of course, if one of these facts does not apply, standard algorithms will
not solve the problem and the control algorithm will be the result of a development process. This
process has to consider the special problem of every control algorithm: it works in a control loop,
see fig. 2.1. with the consequence of a reactive system.
System to be controlled

Controller
Control
algorithm

u(t)

Aktuators + technical
Process+ Sensors

Control System
(closed loop)

Fig. 1.1: Control loop as a reactive system
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The controller, i.e. the control algorithm realized as software on a real time system, behaves as a
state machine producing a control signal u(t) acting on the system to be controlled, which can
also be interpreted as a state machine. Clearly, in a mathematical sense this reactive system in
fig. 1.1 poses a fixed-point problem. The process of developing the control algorithm is to solve
the fixed-point problem. Once the algorithm is mathematically given in an appropriate manner,
programming is rather straightforward.

2. Development process for control algorithms

Technical Plant, Aktuators,
Sensors, Technical Process
Analysis of the needs from
the control point of view

Analysis and modeling of
the system to be controlled
Behavioral
Model of the system
to be controlled

Spec on
the control system

Controller structure definition

Qualified structural class

Parameter definition

Qualified candidates

Behavioral Validation

Validated control algorithm

(Automatic) Code generation

Validated Software

Fig. 2.1: Channel-agency net of the control algorithm development process

In fig. 2.1 the development process is given in some detail using the notation of a channelagency net. Rectangles (agencies) transform documents (channels). This can be done by man or
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automatically. Note also that the arcs back because of negative results, e.g. from the step of the
Behavioral Validation to any of the upper rectangles are not shown. This structure for control
algorithm development is generic and holds for any feedback control problem. There are two
rectangles in fig. 2 which are candidates for successful reuse practice. The first is the analysis
and modeling of the system to be controlled (see next chapter), the second is the controller structure definition (see chapter 4).

3. Reusable components in building modeling
3.1

General intention

Especially in the context of building automation this kind of modeling is very attractive. The
state of the art is Hardware-in-the-loop simulation to validate control algorithms. The building
simulation aims at emulating the thermal and energetic behavior of an existing or a fictitious
building and of its HVAC (Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning) system as well as their interaction. For this purpose, the external influences through the outdoor climate, user behavior and
internal loads are to be taken into account. The comprehensive building design requires the adequate description of real processes within a broad spectrum of mathematical, physical and engineering disciplines. The model of just an uncomplicated heating system includes various components from thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, mechanics, electrical and control engineering.
There is a great variety of simulation tools - mostly conceived for architects and building engineers - varying according to the methods they use, the effects they consider as well as to their
objectives. Such simulation tools pretend to offer a high transparency and flexibility through
their menu-guided modeling but can often not be completely overlooked by the user as to their
numeric methods, the effects considered and approximations applied. Operations going beyond
what is provided by the menu are either not possible or can only be realized at great expense. So
we took another way. Using an open simulation system, which provides the mathematical formalism, the model specification is done by the description of basic physical laws describing the
relevant properties [Fel-01], [Mer-01], [Sit-01]. An object-oriented, non calculation-causal simulation language like Modelica offers perfect conditions for this concept.
In the context of our work a model library for the simulation of thermal building behaviour has
been developed in Modelica. Due to the interdisciplinary character of building simulation this
domain is an ideal application of Dymola/Modelica. We used Dymola 4.1a from Dynasim (http://www.dynasim.se). The new model library – for more details see [FeAg-02] [FeCl-03] - is
divided into four sublibraries:
Building (chapter 3.2, shown in some more detail),
Weather, see [FeCl-03]
Heating , see [FeCl-03]
Controller (chapter 4).
The building models have been validated in exemplary configurations with the building simulation system TRNSYS [Trn-02].
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3.2

Building modeling

3.2.1 Basic Building elements
The characteristic thermal behavior of a building structure is determined by the storage and the
conduction of heat within walls, ceilings, floors and the air inside and outside the building as
well as the heat transmission between those components [VDI-01]. The processes of heat storage
and transmission are described by basic building elements, which are the primary components of
a thermal building model.
Heat storing elements (fig. 3.1a, b) correspond to electrical capacitors, where electrical current is
replaced by heat flow j and the place of the electrical potential is taken by the temperature T:
m ⋅ c ⋅ T& = j
(m: mass of heat storing body, c: specific heat capacity).

a

(3.1)

b

Fig. 3.1: Heat storing components of a building

Fig. 3.2: Heat conductor

Heat conducting elements (fig. 3.2) correspond to electrical conductors:
j1→ 2 =

λ⋅A
d

∆T =

λ⋅A
x −x
12231

(T1 − T2 )

(3.2)

conductance G

(λ: heat conductivity, A: area perpendicular to heat flow j, d: distance between two heat storing
elements with the temperatures T1 and T2).

Fig. 3.3: Convection with constant α

Fig. 3.4: Radiation to a black body

Convection (fig. 3.3) is described with the same mathematical structure if the convective heat
transfer coefficient α is supposed to be a constant:
j1→2 = α ⋅ A ⋅ (T1 − T2 ) .

(3.3)

Convection takes place between the air and walls, floors and ceilings inside the building as well
as outside.
Radiation – the third way of heat transfer – plays an important role, too, especially as far as solar
radiation, the emission from radiators and the heat exchange between walls are concerned. The
r
power Prad = j rad = j rad , emitted from a surface with the temperature T, is given by Stefan-

Boltzmann’s Law,
j rad = σ ⋅ ε ⋅ A ⋅ T 4

(σ : Stefan Boltzmann constant, ε : emission coefficient of surface),
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(3.4)

a parallel
surfaces

b perpendicular
surfaces

Fig. 3.5: Radiation between two surfaces

which is implemented in a model class (fig. 3.4) describing the exchange of radiation between a
surfaces A with the temperature T1 (e.g. the surface of a wall) and a fictive black body with the
same surface and the temperature T2:
j1→2 = σ ⋅ ε 1 ⋅ ε{2 ⋅ A ⋅ (T14 − T24 ) .

(3.5)

=1

Those components will be used for the so-called two-star room model.
The library also contains components simulating the radiation between two parallel or two
perpendicular surfaces (fig. 3.5a, b). For this purpose the equation (3.5) has to be modified by an
additional factor taking into account the surfaces’ dimensions and relative site.
3.2.2 Composed building model classes
The basic elements can be used to construct composed model classes describing walls, windows,
doors, rooms, see also [Me-02]. For example a wall may be implemented by the Modelica model
in fig. 3.6, which is a simple thermal model of a wall with mass m, specific heat capacity c, surface A and thickness 2∆x.
Ti −1
Ti
Ti +1

G

∆x

G
C = mc

∆x

Fig. 3.6: Model of conduction within a wall

A more precise model of a wall is achieved by dividing the wall into several layers – at least two
– and adding the convection model from fig. 3.4:
The model in fig. 3.7 is of course suitable for floors and ceilings, too.

“halfwall”

“halfwall”

=
Fig. 3.7: Two-layer model of a wall (or floor / ceiling) with convective heat transmission to air
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Fig. 3.8 shows the two-star model [Fei-94] of a room with four walls (plus floor and ceiling).
Only one half of each wall is represented in the model of a room, the second half is part of a
neighboring room.
A

Fig. 3.8: Two-star model of room with four walls.
External cuts: 1 – 6 walls, floor, ceiling;
A radiation from external model (radiator);
B signal for air exchange through window;
C signal for internal gains;
D Radiation to sky through window;
E convection on the outside of the window;
F convection from or to external model;
G connection to solar radiation model.

G

F
E

D

C

B

4. Reusable components in control algorithms
4.1

General intention

Conferring to Fig. 2.1 the main idea is to set up components for the “controller structure definition”. The structure has to be defined only once, and algorithms may be given by a formalism
that can be automatically implemented without regarding the individual controller parameters
(the values of real variables). Of course it is much easier to handle standard components like PIControllers e.g. than nonstandard ones like so-called model-based controllers or fuzzy controllers. Both of them have been treated .
4.2

Standard Controllers

The first part of the controller library contains several components simulating standard control
algorithms. Some components, however, have extended functions. There are two sublibraries,
one with continuous and one with discrete controllers.
The continuous controller sublibrary contains PI and PID controllers with an anti-wind-up reset
function and a pulse width modulator. The discrete controller sublibrary contains special PI and
PI controllers emulating the signal processing of digital controllers. In this way the influence of
important quantities such as the number of bits or the sampling period can be included in the
simulation.
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4.3

Fuzzy Controllers

The heating, air-conditioning and ventilation of a building requires the control of many interdependent quantities belonging to rather complex physical processes. Therefore, Fuzzy Control is
an appropriate alternative to standard control strategies. With the new Modelica Fuzzy Control
library [Fel-02] it is possible to design a Fuzzy Controller and to test different rule bases, methods etc. on a Modelica model.
The Fuzzy Control library has a modular structure. A Modelica Fuzzy Controller (FC) has to be
composed by the user out of special blocks for the linguistic input and output variables and for
e

Fuzzification

Aggregation

input
blocks

rule
block(s)

Implication

Accumulation

Defuzzification

u
1

msmall

mmedium

mbig
u
e

output
blocks

emin e1 e3 e2 e4 e7 e5 e6 e8

( umin u1 u3 u2 u4 u7 u5 u6 u8
Fig. 4.1: The five steps of FC processing and
their assignment to input, output and rule blocks

emax
umax )

parameters
Fig. 4.2: Predefined fuzzy sets for input or
output variable (e / u) with parameters

the rules. Due to the large variety of settings defining an FC (numbers of inputs and outputs,
fuzzy sets, rules, methods of inference and defuzzification) a modular structure supports the clarity of the FC model. Fig. 4.1 shows the assignment of the FC-processing steps to instances of
different model classes: input blocks, output blocks and rule blocks.
The fuzzy sets for each input variable and each output variable are defined by choosing an input
or output block, respectively, and entering the blip abscissas of the predefined membership functions (fig. 4.2).
As fuzzy implication, accumulation and defuzzification are performed in the output block of
each linguistic output variable, the library contains different output blocks according to the
Fig. 4.3: Modelica FC according
to Version I with three rules:
If In_1 small,
then Out_1 medium.
If In_1 big and In_2 small,
then Out_2 very small.
If In_1 big and In_2 not big,
then Out_1 big and
Out_2 very big.

methods used for implication, accumulation and defuzzification and according to the number of
fuzzy sets.
Two different versions of the FC library have been developed so far. In the first place the two
version vary in the way the rules are formulated. Fig. 4.3 shows the Modelica diagram layer of
an FC according to Version I of the library. The diagram is similar to a circuit diagram of Boo151

lean logic: There is a rule block for each rule that has to be connected to the input and output
blocks. This means that the rules are visualised by the connections the user must draw. There are
various types of rule blocks in the library according to the numbers of input values and output
values appearing in a rule.
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Abstract. In this paper we motivate and answer the following three questions:
Why do the automotive industry need the product line approach?
Which domain specific variabilities lead to the need for adaptations of the product line approach?
How could such adaptations look like in a tool support for variabilities?
A division of the text into two parts gives the answers. Mainly the second question forms the
bridge between the two parts. But each part can also be read independent from the other.

1. Introduction
In the automotive industry the capabilities for a successful contact with software on technicaland business-level and with software intensive products are still slight. The technological history
is the root cause of not suitable software architectures and processes in this environment. They
are especially not prepared to handle the increasing complexity of variabilities. The product line
methodology can be an aid to overcome such problems.
A software product line is a set of software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of
features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission [5]. But the
product line methodology has to be adapted to support the specific needs and variabilities of the
automotive domain. This paper motivates such adaptations and presents for one aspect how they
could look like.
In the first part of the paper we give an overview about the current deficiencies in structures and
processes caused by variabilities. Some domain specific variabilities lead to the need for adaptations of the product line approach. Especially the support by today available tools is not sufficient for the application of this method.
In the second part of this paper we discuss some possibilities to enhance the today available tool
support for variability management. Such enhancements are short-term solutions. But they are
needed to bridge the gap till effective tools will be available.
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2. Part 1: variability in the Automotive domain
2.1

Today Structures

The grown structures of today’s electronic control units in the vehicles are characterized by two
trends:
An increasing number of relatively loosely coupled, mono-functional electronic control units
(ECUs).
An increase of the total share of software in each of the ECUs [6], [9].
As a result of this trend, the communication between ECUs increases, too. But, today networks
of ECUs are oriented on a traditional grown functional division of automotive functions. Following this division the ECUs are grouped into several sub-domains, for example, power train, body,
telematic, chassis, etc. The networks of the ECUs are neither standardized according to their interfaces across these sub-domain borders nor developed with respect to the interrelationships
between nodes of the network.
Comparable statements are true for the development processes. The processes for the development of software on different ECUs have evolved based on the individual history of the subdomains, and are currently quite divergent. In most of the widespread system development processes used in the automotive industry, the functional requirements are mapped on the hardware
structure and translated one to one into software components. Software architecture models that
provide an appropriate level of abstraction of the systems are often missing.
2.2

A short History

To understand the grown structures and the challenges of software in the automotive industry
one has to consider the history, especially the history of technologies in this area.
During the last 150 years the technologies changed several times. Up to World War 1 the production was determined by small series that had been mainly craft oriented. In a second phase,
about up to the sixties, big series productions get through. In this period mechanical and first
electro-mechanical products determined the technology. Up to today there had been a continuous
increase of electronic in combination with more and more fine-mechanics. The near future will
bring a fourth phase in technology change: the software will get of dominant importance for the
costs of the vehicles. For the next ten years a yearly increase of 10%-15% of software in the
share of costs of a vehicle is forecasted. There are two main drivers for this increasing share of
software:
Software makes electronic systems cheaper.
New or improved functionality will only be possible with the help of software.
This history in technology influences the grown structure of electronic systems in the vehicles. In
the following sections of this chapter we will examine these structures. The examination will
lead to understanding of the role product line architectures may play in future for the development of system- and software architectures in this domain.
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2.3

Problems with these structures

2.3.1 On functional level
In today vehicles a lot of functionality is distributed on several ECUs (e.g. indicator is distributed
over up to eight ECUs in high end vehicles). Furthermore, some of the future functionality is not
realizable with the current loose side by side of ECUs. E.g. drive-by-wire will need a very close
and safe interlocking of ECUs across different domains [7]. The traditional functional division of
automotive functions is more and more crossed by the new functionalities.

The complexity and problems for integrating single devices to multi-functional units grow.
2.3.2 On software level
The increasing total share of software, developed with processes that are not standardized and
without adequate networks results in high complexity and costs. Especially the incorporation of
third party software increases the complexity of collaboration between companies.

An appropriate level of abstraction in the software architecture modeling and appropriate integration concepts is still missing. Current architectures do not reflect the effects of quality requirements. As a consequence, these often remain vague and unexplored. The architectures
grown up by the single solution development strategy do not represent long-term solutions.
2.4

Need for New Structures and Processes

Future developments have to control and manage the increasing complexity on a network of distributed hardware. A cost minimum is not reachable on the basis of single ECU considerations.
But, a cost minimum for the whole system of ECUs is necessary with the important constraint to
be flexible enough for the realization of future requirements, especially with respect to the further displacement of mechanic/electric systems by software intensive systems.
To minimize costs, to win efficiency and quality it is necessary to develop new, integrated system architectures, e.g. platform based [8]. Such architectures have to be standardized to improve
the collaboration between vehicle manufacturers, system suppliers and 3rd party software suppliers.
But this is only reachable with new methodologies for the automotive environment. With the
product line approach (PLA) there exists a systematic methodology for the development of software intensive products that share main commonalities.
From a systematical view the PLA is fully developed [1], [5]. But inside the automotive industry
the capabilities for a successful contact with software on technical- and business-level and with
software intensive products are still slight. Especially the specific manufacturer – supplier relationships in this environment are not considered up to now. These relationships lead to the question: is there an industry wide product line needed which crosses the borders of the companies?
Nevertheless, at least an extension in the question of establishment and evolution of product lines
is necessary which incorporates typical variabilities. In the next section we analyze these typical
variabilities.
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2.5

Important Variability

The market for ECUs in vehicles is dominated by a few vehicle manufacturers but an increasing
number of software suppliers. On the other side each manufacturer endeavors to decrease the
number of suppliers he works with. The reason is reduction of complexity in management. This
results in a high pressure on the suppliers to be in time with low costs and high quality.
Requirement 1: reusability of software units for ECUs in several production series of one
customer and for different customers is of essential importance.

The market itself is mainly technology oriented. If new features come up by a new technology,
the manufacturers want to include them in their products as early as possible. This results in the
necessity of updates and efficient integration of new features.
Requirement 2: design the software such that upgrades are easy and generation of new
variants is possible.

Third, coupled deals are usual in this market. From the suppliers point of view mainly the high
volume systems give a return of invest. But often products for this area are coupled with some of
the low volume high-end systems. For the supplier this means the need for effective reuse and
scalability.
Requirement 3: design scaleable architectures and enable the generation of several variants.
2.6

Conclusion of Part 1

In the first part we motivated the necessity of new structures and processes in the software of the
automotive domain. The product line approach is an appropriate method but has to be adapted to
be feasible for specific kinds of variability. The three requirements presented in the previous
section give an idea of the kind of variability that is needed for the establishment of product lines
in the automotive domain.
To present all aspects of such extensions will not fit into the scope of this paper. In the second
part of this paper we reduce ourselves to one aspect in variability modeling. This should show
that
1.
there is no easy answer for the adapting of the approach and
2.
practicable solutions are possible.
The second part presents a feasibility study. This study considered the problem of variabilities in
feature modeling and architecture design with today available tools.

3. Part 2: Tool support for variability management
This part describes results from a cooperation between the research and development department
for software technology of Robert Bosch GmbH and the System Software Group at the University of Kaiserslautern held in 2001 [2], [11]. In that cooperation a method has been developed
which is based on the initial method discussed in [10] and comprises enhancements, especially
concerning structuring concepts, handling of binding times, and expressiveness of the underlying
models. These enhancements are transferred from the approach followed by the UKL team [3].
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Further extensions of the method will be presented in a separate contribution on this colloquium
[4]. For questions about method and definitions we refer to the definitions given there.
RequisitePro18 was used to model variabilities, their relationships and dependencies. Information
related to variation points are asset-specific and have to be kept on the spot of the assets. Especially for the handling of variation points in architecture Rational Rose was used. In the following sections we present some advantages and limitations in the usability of these tools. The limitations lead to the need for extensions in the tool support. Some extensions are available with the
DesignSpace tool suite and VMManager, both developed by the University of Kaiserslautern.
3.1

Variability handling with Rational RequisitePro

Variabilities, groups, and matrices are modeled with an identical requirement type and constitute
the variability nodes. Without such integration it would not be possible to build a hierarchy with
them (see RPLim1 below). Each variability node is modeled in one RequisitePro-object. Information concerning the variability node (choice constraints, binding times, default values, binding
decision, etc.) is stored in attributes associated with the respective RequisitePro-object.
Three different types of traces are used. First, traces from a template to a variability node are
used to support the monitoring of templates and their modified instances. Second, traces from a
variability node to requirements are used to express links to the origins of the variability. Third,
traces from a variability node to a variation point (modeled in Rational Rose) are used to follow
up the realization of the variability.
The experiences with RequisitePro have shown a set of useful features for variability modeling:
Traces between objects

Hierarchical structuring of objects

Configurable attributes types

Ability for traces of objects in RequisitePro to objects in Rational Rose

Associated documentation of objects in an external Extensibility interface allows access and modificastandard editor (Microsoft Word)
tion of RequisitePro models from outside
Revision control

Multi-user support

But there are also some limitations that constrain the use of RequisitePro for variability management:
RPLim 1: Parents and child in a hierarchy have to be of the same type.
RPLim 2: Parents and child in a hierarchy have to be stored in the same document (database or external Microsoft Word file).
RPLim 3: An attribute type is associated to a specific object type and not to objects individual.
RPLim 4: Hierarchies cannot be annotated.
RPLim 5: Traces cannot be annotated.
RPLim 6: Traces between objects are unidirectional, only.
RPLim 7: Each attribute matrix displays objects of exactly one type, only.
RPLim 8: There is no support to copy the values of an attribute from one object type into
an attribute of another object type.
RPLim 9: Insufficient support for the modeling of constraints (building expressions).
RPLim 10: No expansion/reduction of variability matrices.
RPLim 11: Insufficient support for the instantiation of templates.
18

RequisitePro and Rational Rose are registered trademarks of Rational Software Corporation
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RPLim 12: No monitoring of constraints during profiling.
RPLim 13: Profiles cannot be loaded/saved.
RPLim 14: Limited export/print functionality.
3.2

Variant management with Rational Rose

Whereas variability nodes are related to requirements and therefore handled in RequisitePro
variation points are asset-specific. A variation point identifies the impact of variabilities and
specifies the resolution in regard of the values chosen for the respective variabilities in a configuration. Their management and related information have to be kept in the assets.
This section summarizes experiences with the modeling of variation points in UML diagrams
used for an architecture description in Rational Rose. As the UML and consequently Rational
Rose offer no dedicated concepts to model variation points, the existing entities have to be used
with a changed interpretation. Different approaches are reasonable to do this. As their applicability heavily depends on concrete demands of a project, no universally applicable solution is presented here. But common demands concerning the modeling of variation points are:
Dem 1:
Dem 2:
Dem 3:

A variation point must be identifiable,
their resolution must be specifiable somehow (more or less detailed),
the specification of a variation point additionally should not interfere with the
rest of the model, and
Dem 4: traces between a variation point and the variabilities in the variability model
should be specifiable.
An approach that meets those demands is presented in [10], [2]. The approach is mainly based on
two entities used to model the variabilities and their impacts in the diagrams:
1.

Variability – acts as a proxy for a variability modeled in Requisite Pro with whom it
is linked. The link can be traversed in both directions.
2.
Variation point – identifies the impacts and specifies the resolution in regard of the
respective variabilities.
Again, experiments with Rational Rose have shown that there are some useful features for the
modeling of variation points:
Ability for traces from objects in Rational Rose to Extensibility interface allows modifying Rose modrequirements in RequisitePro.
els from outside.

But again there are also some limitations:
RLim 1: Only the Rational Rose entity of type “use case” can be linked with requirements
in RequisitePro.
RLim 2: The name of the use case (used as a proxy for the variability) and the linked requirement must be the same.
RLim 3: The possibilities to link entities to relationships are limited. It is only possible to
link classes to associations but neither with other kinds of entities nor to other
kinds of relationships.
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3.3

Enhancing the tool support

The experiments with several tools have shown that there exists no sufficient tool support for the
handling of variability in software product lines. Furthermore, the demands on a sufficient tool
support for introducing product lines in the automotive domain are not fully understood. In the
European funding project ITEA-EAST/EEA (Embedded Electronic Architecture) most of the
European car manufacturers and major suppliers work on these demands. In a first step artifacts
will be defined and an ADL (architecture definition language) will be developed. But supporting
tools may not be available before the end of the project (mid 2004). In the meantime short-term
solutions have to be looked for.
In this section we present the results of a feasibility study. The objective of this feasibility study
was to analyze how an enhanced support for variability modeling could be offered under the
constraint, that RequisitePro is used to model the variabilities and Rational Rose is used to model
the variation points. The enhancements are based on the three elements: RequisitePro Extensibility Interface, Design Space tools suite, and VMManager. The latter ones are prototypical tools
developed by the System Software Group at the University of Kaiserslautern.
3.3.1 RequisitePro Extensibility Interface (REI)
The RequisitePro Extensibility Interface provides access to RequisitePro data through a component-based architecture. The Extensibility Interface supplies a standard Component Object
Model (COM) application interface to the RequisitePro data. This object model serves as a layer
above the RequisitePro database. The interface can be used to add functionality to RequisitePro
or to write custom integrations with other tools. The REI grants access to the RequisitePro concepts for project structure, security, requirements, views and queries, hierarchy, and traces to
relationships.

Limitations:
1.

2.

It is not possible to modify/create requirements in documents (remember: requirements are stored as objects in RequisitePro but their detailed description is embedded
in Microsoft Word).
Low performance while doing modifications.

3.3.2 Design Space Tools
The Design Space tools developed at UKL (Reboost for modeling / D-Space-1 for configuration)
offer sound variability modeling and profiling support based on the Design Space technique [3].
Integration with RequisitePro through the REI overcomes at least the limitations RPLim9,
RPLim12, RPLim13.
Reboost is a modeling tool. It can be used to model variabilities and their constraints. The constraint builder in Reboost eases the modeling of constraints. Modifications of variabilities do not
lead to irresolvable names in the correlations. Because of the constraint to use RequisitePro for
requirements engineering Reboost is only used for the modeling of constraints.
D-Space-1 can be used to build profiles (configure products), to monitor the constraints, to hide
unnecessary details, and to save and load profiles.
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3.3.3 VMManager
The VMManager (cf. Fig. 1) is a prototypical tool to model variabilities according to the method
presented by the UKL in [3]. It exports the complete variability model in XML, prints it (see
RPLim14), and converts the different representations of variability models between several tools
(RequisitePro, D-Space-1, etc.).

Fig. 1.VMManager and the XML export of variability

The missing support for matrices and templates (RPLim10, RPLim11) is realized using the REI
in cooperation with the VMManager. Through Visual Basic or further external COM components it is possible to integrate a corresponding support in the VMManager.
3.4

Integrated tool support

Although a good and long-lived method has to be independent of a specific tool environment, the
constraints given above force to use an adjusted method which is oriented on the set of given
tools. Taken into account the individual strength of each tool the following integrated tool support has been developed (cf. Fig. 2).
The integrated tool support consists of the following characteristics:
RequisitePro is used to model variabilities, groups, templates, matrices, and hierarchies.
Rational Rose is used to model the architecture and the corresponding variation points.
VMManager is capable to import the RequisitePro variability model and to export it in an
adequate Design Space model. Furthermore it propagates changes (constraints) into the
RequisitePro model.
Reboost is used to model constraints in the Design Space offered through the VMManager.
D-Space-1 is used to build profiles for the Design Space offered through the VMManager.
VMManager converts the data formats between RequisitePro, D-Space-1 and Reboost, and
exports the variability model into an XML format, that can be used by any tool. Templates
also can be instantiated (and de-instantiated) with VMManager.
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4. Conclusions
In the first part we motivated the product line approach for the management of variabilities in the
automotive domain. The analysis of the automotive domain presented here was reduced to the
kinds of variabilities that occur. But for a build up of a product line adjusted to the automotive
domain the analysis given in the first part is not sufficient. More detailed analysis of the specific
circumstances with respect to different quality requirements will be necessary.
In the second part we have shown that the available tool support is not sufficient for the handling
of variabilities in a product line. A solution such as presented in this paper is only a temporary
solution. It consists of different prototypical tools. They are not sufficient for the use in medium
or larger development projects. But the experiences done with this solution have shown which
kind of tool support is really necessary and how the handling of variabilities could work. This
gives concrete requirements to the tool suppliers for a next generation of tools that support the
variability handling in product lines.
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Abstract. Product Families typically comprise a set of software assets, which offer the possibility
to configure the product family to the needs of a specific application. The configuration process is
driven by the variabilities, i.e., the variable requirements that were implemented into the software
assets as variation points. During application engineering, a developer selects a consistent set of
variabilities, this set is used in order to instantiate the family assets to the needed functionality.
The paper describes how the variabilities are configured using feature models, and it proposes a
configuration technique which is specialized on the configuration of product family assets.

1. Introduction
In many application domains, software products are part of a product line, i.e., systems are used
in similar environments in order to fulfill similar tasks. Experiences made in recent years show
that it is feasible to take advantage of this relationship by implementing a product line as a product family, i.e., by a common infrastructure, which builds the core of every product. With this
basis, is only necessary to configure and adapt the infrastructure to the requirements of the specific application. Ideally, this results in a considerable decrease in effort needed for the construction of a single system.
A key problem of the success of a product family is the handling of the differences between the
family members. Therefore, the product family relevant requirements are separated into commonalities and variabilities. The commonalities are easy to handle. Since they are part of every
system of the family they can simply be integrated into the infrastructure and automatically reused during the development of the single applications.
With variabilities this is more difficult. They are only part of some systems of the family, so, the
infrastructure has to define spots on which a variability takes effect. These so-called variation
points need to be identified and there needs to be trace information between the variation points
and the corresponding variability. In (Becker et al., 2001) we therefore proposed a variability
model as a model, which captures the variability related information of a product family, and
which, therefore, documents the traceability information to the associated variation points in the
assets of the product family.
In this paper, we discuss the handling of the offered variability during the configuration of a
product family. In addition, we present a configuration technique specialized to the needs for
such in the context of asset configuration of a product family. Our depiction, thereby, is based on
the definitions given in (Geyer and Becker, 2002).
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In the next section, we describe shortly the embedding of the configuration into the application
engineering process. The subsequent section deals with experiences of the usage of existing configuration techniques in this context. The resulting specialized configuration technique is presented in section 4. Section 5 contains a short description of tool support for the specified technique. The paper concludes with some closing remarks in section 6.

2. The embedding of configuration into the application engineering
process
In this section, we will describe the embedding of variability handling into the application engineering process of a product family.
2.1

The Product Family Process

The product family process can be seen in figure 1. In this figure the well known six-pack is presented, i.e., on the upper half of the picture, the domain engineering process is shown, which
comprises the domain analysis, the domain design, and the domain implementation tasks. Each
of these steps has one equivalent in the application engineering process, shown on the lower half
of the figure. Counterpart of the domain analysis is the application requirements engineering
followed by the application design and the application implementation task.
Domain Engineering

feedback, adaptions
Domain
Analysis

Domain
Implementation

Domain
Design

reference
requirements
Variation Point
reference
architecture
reuseable
components

Variability
Model
VarX

Application Engineering

VarZ

VarY

Assets

Application
Requirements
Engineering

Application
Design

Application
Implementation

Fig. 1. The development process of product families. The process comprises a domain engineering process, which
implements the reuse infrastructure shown as asset base between the two sub-processes. The reuse infrastructure is
used in the application engineering process as core for the development of family members.

In a product family approach, the domain engineering process is responsible for the creation of
reusable assets, which are shown in figure 1 between the two processes in the middle. The domain engineering process generates assets on each level, i.e., the asset base contains requirements templates, a generic software architecture, reusable generic components, etc. Each asset is
associated to a specific process task, in which the contained variation points are bound to concrete solutions. I.e., the variation points with binding time architecture configuration are to be
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found in assets associated to the application design task. After this task is performed, all variation points with this binding time are bound to a solution. The variation points with binding time
component configuration are to be found in assets associated to the application implementation
task. After performing this task, all variation points with this binding time are bound to a solution.
After the component configuration the assets of the product family contain only variation points
with so-called dynamic binding times, e.g., startup or runtime. The handling of such variation
points requires specific mechanisms integrated into the application which allows the binding of
the variation points at the specific binding time.
2.2

The Variability Model as Mediator between Variabilities and Variation Points

An important question is how a solution is chosen for a specific variation point. As stated earlier,
variation points are associated to variabilities, i.e., a variation point offers different solutions
according to the possible variants specified for a specific variability. So basically, the selection
of a solution for a variation point is done by choosing a variant of a variability. In order to map
variants to associated solutions we need a description of the connection between variabilities and
variation points. This management functionality is the task of the variability model found on the
left side of figure 1.
The variability model is an orthogonal model, which affects all tasks of the application engineering process. It contains the information about all variabilities to be found in the product family.
In addition, the model lists all traces between variabilities and variation points.
After the selection of variants for the variabilities, the variability model allows to trace the impact of the chosen variants on the associated variation points, i.e., with the information found in
the variability model, it is possible to bind the variation points to solutions which match to the
set of variants selected for the specific application. It also prepares the assets for the integration
of new solution in the case of open variabilities, i.e., it helps the developer identifying the spots
in the assets, which need additional implementation effort.
For the configuration the variability model comprises a feature model as described in (Geyer and
Becker, 2002). The feature model is the basic representation of the variabilities used during the
configuration. A feature model contains a hierarchical representation of the variabilities. They
are arranged in a tree-structure with a family member as root. On the next level the main functionality groups are represented which are further refined in the subsequent levels of the feature
model. Features were introduced by (Kang et al. 1990). A feature, thereby, is a logical unit of
behavior that is specified by a set of functional and quality requirements (Bosch, 2000). The feature model contains optional, groups of alternative, numerical, quantitative, and open features. In
addition, it comprises the dependencies, which represent constraints on a valid selection of a
combination of features.

3. Configuration Techniques and their Deficiencies
In an industry project, we analyzed some commercial configuration techniques and associated
tool suites for their suitability in the context of product family configuration. All techniques are
based on the same principles. The knowledge representation is done with an object oriented description technique. Knowledge is represented as concepts which correspond to objects in an
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object oriented programming language with the exception that they do not contain methods. A
concept comprises a set of parameters of different types, concepts are arranged in an inheritance
hierarchy, and they may be related by associations.
For the description of dependencies between concepts and parameters, all techniques have a constraint mechanism. A constraint typically consists of a condition and an execution part. The condition part defines a condition which combines existing concept instances and parameter values.
If this condition is evaluated to true, the execution part is executed, typically resulting in new
concept instances or new parameter values.
During the configuration, concept instances are created according to the cardinalities of associations. Starting point is a goal concept that is instantiated. All connected concepts are also instantiated if the cardinality on the connecting association is larger than zero. If not, the user is asked
to select an appropriate cardinality. Furthermore, the user has to select parameter values, or, in
the case of inheritance, derived concepts, which refine basic concepts to more concrete alternatives.
Feature models can be described with these modeling techniques. A feature is represented by a
concept; the feature hierarchy is spanned by the association mechanism. Most dependencies can
be described with constraints. A problem is the description of feature groups. They have to be
described with constraints. But the constraint mechanisms are typically not well suited for this
task, since this specific type of condition is hard to express with the typical constraint languages
used in all three evaluated techniques. So, the definition of feature groups was a major problem
we encountered during the evaluation.
Another problem of the configuration techniques is their specialization on the configuration of a
component set. The basic philosophy behind the techniques is the description of a component
architecture by abstract component types and associations between them. A common example is
computer configuration. A computer contains a motherboard. The motherboard has one or more
processors, memory chips, it is associated to a graphics adapter, and so on. The abstract component types are specialized by concrete products, e.g., an Athlon XP 2800+ processor, or an ATI
graphics adapter. Constraints describe dependencies between the concrete products, i.e., an Athlon motherboard only allows the integration of an Athlon processor. Intel processors cannot be
used anymore, if the Athlon motherboard is already selected. During the configuration the user
selects which component types he needs, then he selects the concrete products. The constraints
are checked by a tool in order to generate a consistent configuration.
The problem of the configuration techniques is, that the association mechanism is a generic
method in order to combine equal leveled knowledge elements, i.e., the hierarchy, build into the
feature model, is not directly supported by the modeling techniques. So, the hierarchical structure cannot be used during the modeling of the features. This has several consequences, e.g., in a
feature model names can be selected in the context of the superior feature, i.e., equal names at
different parts of the feature model are no problem because of their different superior feature.
The analyzed configuration techniques used the names as primary keys in the knowledge base,
so concepts need unique names. This demand can be a problem in large feature models, where it
is difficult to keep an overview of the complete model.
Furthermore, the tool support is centered around the inheritance hierarchy. None of them gave an
usable presentation of the association structure, which is the core of a feature model representation. As a consequence, the models were not presented adequately for the requirements of feature
modeling, making the tools unusable for this task.
In summary, there is a large gap in the underlying principles of configuration. This gap cannot
easily be bridged. As a consequence, the analyzed configuration techniques do not allow an ade-
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quate description of feature models. Therefore, we propose our own configuration technique,
which is an enhancement of the original design space technique (Shaw and Garlan, 1996). We
enhanced this technique in (Baum et al., 1998), but experiences made in recent years proposed
the major revision of the technique (Geyer, 2002). A summary of this revised technique is presented in the next section.

4. Design Spaces
The revised design space technique is specialized on the representation of feature models. Features are represented as dimensions in a dimension tree, i.e., the dimensions are arranged in a
tree structure with a specific dimension as root of the design space. Dimensions have several
properties, they can be optional, they may have a numerical range associated to them. For open
features, dimensions may allow the selection of a string value which can be further processed by
tools during the adaptation of the assets. In order to support quantitative variability, dimensions
may be defined as dynamic. In this case it is possible, to create instances of the subtree spanned
from the dynamic dimension as root.
During the configuration the dimensions are profiled, i.e., for each optional dimension the user
has to decide whether the represented entity is part of the configuration or not. For numeric dimensions the user has to choose a value out of the associated range. And last, an user has to decide the number of instances for dynamic dimensions. By deciding dimensions, new decision
may arise, e.g., the subtree below an optional dimension is invisible as long as the dimension is
not decided or is decided to be not included into the configuration. The subtree gets visible as
soon as the option is chosen into the configuration, thereby, introducing new decisions associated
to dimensions in the subtree.
4.1

Dependencies

In order to express alternative feature sets or sets which require the selection of at least one option, the design space technique allows the definition of dimension groups. A dimension group
has dimensions as members. All the members of one group are children of the same dimension in
the dimension tree and they all need to be optional. During the configuration this mechanisms
assures the semantics which is associated to a group. Typically, there are three different types of
semantics, at most one, at least one and exactly one member of the group has to be selected into
a configuration.
Other dependencies between dimensions can be expressed by correlations. In principle, a correlation is an expression that expresses a relationship between optional or numeric dimensions. A
correlation comprises a boolean expression which have to be held by a configuration, i.e., the
different dimensions are combined by boolean operations, the result of this operation has to be
true for a configuration. Another type of operands in these boolean expressions are relational
comparisons or functional computations using the values of numeric dimensions or constants.
The relations compare two operands which is represented by a boolean value. This value is then
used in the boolean expression for the evaluation of the correlation. In addition, correlations may
be weak, i.e., the correlation expresses a condition which should be favorably held by a configuration, but it is not necessary.
The correlations and groups are evaluated during a configuration. The evaluation tries to decide
as many decisions as possible based on these dependencies. E.g., if in an alternative dimension
group one of the members is selected into the configuration, the configuration engine can dese167

lect all other members. Or, if a correlation requires that under a specific condition a dimension
has to be selected into the configuration, the engine will select this dimension whenever the condition is true for a correlation. If the correlation is weak, it is possible to overwrite the decision
by another dimension or the user. The evaluation of the correlations allows the definition of
functions. A function simply is a relational expression. The engine tries to restrict the range of a
numeric dimension according to the relational expressions found in the correlations. Whenever it
is possible to restrict the range of a dimension to exactly one value, this will be done, in other
words a functional expression has been evaluated.
Besides this type of correlation, two additional types allow the definition of different types of
dependencies. Table correlations do not enhance the expressiveness of the correlation mechanism, but they allow an easier definition of a specific type of dependency. A table correlation
combines a set of dimensions. The different dimensions define the columns in the table, while
the rows describe different valid configurations for this set of dimensions. I.e., a table correlation
defines exactly the configurations which are allowed for a certain set of dimensions. No other
combination of the combined dimensions are allowed. For each possibility exists a row in the
table which specifies for each participating dimension the optionality or the numeric value used
in this specific configuration. The configuration engine simply monitors the selection of the participating dimensions of a table correlation. If the current configuration qualifies only one row as
possibility for the correlation, the engine will choose this row, i.e., the remaining undone decisions are decided automatically into the configuration.
The second additional type allows the definition of global constraints. Therefore, it is possible to
associate a numerical value to a dimension with a specific type, i.e., a global unique so-called
stereotype in the design space. A global correlation accumulates all the values of a specific
stereotype from all dimensions selected into a configuration. The accumulated value is then
compared to a constant defined in the correlation. With this mechanism, it is possible to define
global quality goals of a configuration. The values, e.g., can represent the code-size of required
components, which need to remain in certain bounds in order to be placeable on a embedded
computer system.
4.2

Dimension Types

In a design space, the dimensions are derived from dimension types. These types carry all the
above described properties, a dimension is simply an instance of a specific type and , therefore,
derives the properties of the type. This separation is necessary for the simplification of the modeling process for a design space. E.g., in some cases two or more subtrees of the represented feature model are more or less equal. In this case it is advantageous to define such a subtree only
once. The tree will then be instantiated at different places in the model wherever it is needed. In
order to fulfill this purpose, the design space technique separates between types and dimensions.
The types build their own hierarchy. In the case of types this hierarchy is not a tree, instead the
hierarchy comprises a number of trees, all of them with a root type on their own.
Specific binder objects then allow the combination of these trees. A binder object specifies a
type tree root and another type at which the root will be introduced as child. So the object connects a specific tree to another tree in the model. One of the type tree roots is then defined as the
design space root, i.e., this type is used as type for the root of the dimension hierarchy in the design space. The type and all descendant types are then instantiated to a dimension.
An important issue is the usage of correlations in the context of types. In the boolean expressions, both types and dimensions can be referenced. If a dimension is referenced, the correlation
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is instantiated during the configuration process only once for the specific dimension. For a type
the correlation will be instantiated for each dimension derived from the type. If more than one
type are referenced in the correlation, the cross-product of the different instances of the types
determine the number of correlations needed. This number can be influenced by defining the
path to a common ancestor in the design space. For each type in the correlation an ancestor path
can be defined which ends at a dimension type. For the determination of the necessary number of
correlations this ancestor type is used instead of the original type, i.e., into the calculation of the
number of correlations only the number of dimension instances of this ancestor type is taken into
account. This may combine different type references which are reduced to the same ancestor in
their ancestor path.
The same mechanism is used in dynamic dimensions whenever they are referenced in a correlation. During the configuration the engine monitors the number of instances of a dynamic subtree
and instantiates the necessary number of correlations. It is also possible to define ancestor paths
in order to reduce the number of correlations to the needed number and combinations.
In the case of global correlations, the values can be associated to the dimensions as well as the
types. So in the case of a dimension, only this instance will be used to accumulate the correlation
value, while with types all instances of the type are used in the computation of the correlation
value. In table correlations only non-dynamic dimensions are allowed to be referenced in the
correlation, so the instance is always unique.
4.3

Configuration Support

The previous defined concepts allow the modeling of a design space. A configuration based upon
a design space is done by instantiating relevant dimensions, i.e., starting from the root dimension, all not optional dimensions will be instantiated. The user may now profile the remaining
dimensions by either selecting an optional dimension as in or out. Or, the user selects a value for
a numeric dimension respectively chooses the number of instances of a dynamic subtree. If a
dimension is instantiated, a configuration tool evaluates subordinate dimensions, whether they
may be instantiated, too, or whether they add new decisions on the list of undone decisions. A
configuration stops, when all visible decisions are done.
In principle, the user may do the decision in any sequence. But in many cases it makes sense to
profile dimensions in a specific order, because of correlations, e.g., in order to maximize the decisions done by the configuration engine. So two additional concepts allow the definition of a
configuration strategy. Masks are used to mask out parts of a design space, which become only
relevant under certain conditions. E.g., in a design space for an operating system only if network
support is needed, dimensions related to details of the network support become relevant for the
configuration process. They are therefore masked out as long as it is not clear that network support is part of the configuration. Typically, subordinate dimensions of an optional dimension are
masked out as long as the optional dimension is not selected into the configuration, so in these
cases mask objects are not needed. But there are cases where the condition which needs to be
held for the visibility of some dimensions is more complex than only the selection of an ancestor
dimension. In these cases, mask objects can be used to hide these dimensions as long as the condition is not held.
The second concept, sequences, allow the definition of a sequence between two sets of dimensions, i.e., the dimensions in one set – the right hand side – are masked out until all dimensions
in the other set – the left hand side – are profiled. This can be used as guidance for an user in the
configuration process by hiding dimensions which are better profiled at a later point of time.
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E.g., in cases where correlations can be favorably used for the selection of some dimensions, it
may be advantageous to define a sequence which forces the user to select first the dimensions of
the condition of the correlation, so the configuration engine can simply decide the remaining
dimensions in the correlation automatically. In other cases the organization who created the design space wants an user of the design space to first regard a specific part of the design space,
e.g., a part with high-level decisions. By deciding them, the user automatically selects a lot of
detailed decisions, so in the second part of the configuration he only has to look at some details
of the configured object.
Masks and sequences are integrated into strategies. A strategy, thereby, is simply a container
which references several masks and sequences. When a configuration is started, the user has to
select a strategy. By this selection she decides which masks and sequences are used during the
configuration task. This mechanism allows the definition of different strategies so different configuration paths through the design space can be defined, e.g., in a design space used in company
sales two different strategies can be used in order to define customer specific configuration
paths.
4.4

Restricting the configuration space

Two additional concepts allow the restriction of a design space for a specific configuration situation. The first concept are binding times. They allow the association of a number of binding time
to dimensions or dimension types. At the beginning of a configuration the user has to decide
which binding time is used. During the configuration, only the dimensions are presented to him
which have the selected binding time associated to them or to their type. So this mechanism fulfills the demands of binding times presented during the description of the embedding of the configuration process into the application engineering process in an earlier section.
The second mechanism is related to binding times, it allows a more general definition of views
onto a design space. A view therefore specifies a set of dimensions, correlations and strategies.
At the beginning of a configuration process, the user selects a view, thereby, he selects the design space objects which are relevant for a specific configuration situation. Only these dimensions may become visible during the configuration process.
4.5

The consequences of visibility

During the configuration process, a user can only select decisions for visible dimensions. But,
invisible dimensions may be decided because of two reasons. At the beginning of a configuration
a user can replay a saved configuration into the configuration situation. If this replayed configuration was done in another configuration situation, some decisions may affect dimensions not
visible in the current situation. The second way to decide invisible dimensions is through correlations. If a correlation is evaluated and the status of the correlation allows an automatic decision,
this decision is done independent of the visibility of the dimension.
As a consequence, correlations do not consider the visibility status of operand dimensions. Each
correlation which is defined relevant by the view of the current configuration situation is evaluated during the configuration process. For some correlations this may mean, that they can never
be evaluated to true or false in the current situation because of undecided invisible dimensions,
in these cases the correlations are simply ignored.
In the case of masks, the condition has to be evaluated to true in order to make the masked dimensions visible. If the condition cannot be evaluated to true in the current configuration situa170

tion, the masked dimensions cannot become visible. If this is not an effect planned by the design
space creator, the definition of this mask can be seen erroneous. In the left hand side of the sequence, only the decision status of the visible dimensions is considered for the sequence condition.

5. Tool Support for Design Spaces
We have developed a configuration tool for the revised design space technique which allows the
tool supported configuration of a design space. Figure 2 shows a configuration situation presented in the tool. The example shown here originates from a design space for the building
automation domain.

Fig. 2. A screen shot of the configuration tool for the revised design space technique.

The figure shows the main window of the configuration tool. On the left hand side, the dimension tree is presented. In the example the root dimension is the System dimension which has one
child Building. The Building dimension has five children, Lighting System, Heating System,
Room Type, Facility Manager, and Details of Report. From these five dimensions Heating System is a chosen option, indicated by a red icon, whereas Lighting System is not chosen, indicated
by the crossed out icon. Details of Report is a open dimension, indicated by a blue icon while
Facility Manager is a non-optional, non-numeric dimension which contains some sub dimensions. This is represented by a yellow icon. Last, the Room Type dimension is an instantiated
dynamic dimension. This is indicated by the name of the instance (Type 1) which is appended to
the dimension name.
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On the right hand side, internal windows are shown which represent detailed information about
dimensions. In these windows the configuration decisions are taken by an user. E.g. the Room
Heating dimension in the middle represents an optional dimension. The three buttons allow to
select the dimension into the configuration, to deselect it from the configuration or to undo any
manual decision done so far. The dynamic Room Type dimension is presented in the upper part
of the figure. For these dimensions it is possible to instantiate the sub tree spanned by this dimension. In addition, it is possible to delete an instance or to change an instance name. The Outdoor Temperature Sensor dimension on the lower part represents a numerical dimension. For
such a dimension it is possible to select a value out of the range of possible values. In addition,
all manual decisions can be undone by the second button.
The configuration engine records the decisions done by an user. After each decision it evaluates
the existing correlations and groups, in order to assure the consistency of a design space as well
as to decide dimensions automatically. E.g., the Occupation Detection was selected automatically in the above example because of the selection of Unit Occupancy Management. The design space contains a correlation which suggests the configuration engine this decision.
The tool supports the strategy mechanisms. E.g., in the above example the System dimension
contains a second dimension Security System which is hidden to the user because of a sequence
defined in the design space. The tool also support the view and the binding time mechanism.
Therefore, it is necessary to select a view and a binding time at the beginning of the configuration. The tool will only present the dimensions which are visible in the corresponding configuration situation.
In summary, the tool implements the design space technique as it was described in the previous
section. It supports the required automatic evaluation of correlations, groups, sequences and
masks, although the automatic evaluation of numeric correlations is somewhat weak, since it
stops the automatic decision process, whenever it detects an arithmetic operation. Unfortunately,
there is no tool supporting the modeling process of the design spaces right now.

6. Conclusions
This paper described the embedding of configuration of family assets in the product families
application engineering process. Configuration regards the requirements of the product family
and there especially the variabilities. During the configuration process different variants of these
variabilities are chosen as requirements for the concrete application.
In later sections, the paper described an evaluation of classic configuration techniques from the
artificial intelligence community. The description contains a critical discussion of the problems
encountered during the evaluation. As a consequence a new technique is presented in the last
section which is highly specialized for the configuration tasks described. The last section presented a tool which allows the configuration of this new technology.
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Abstract. The increased amount of variability in software systems meanwhile leads to a situation
where the complexity of variability management becomes a primary concern during software development. Whereas sound methodological support to analyze and specify variability on an abstract level is already available, the corresponding support on realization level is still lacking. The
goal of this paper is to pave the way towards more systematic and consequently more efficient
approaches to manage variability. To this end, it discusses the interrelationships between the
specification and realization of variability, identifies appropriate concepts and interrelates them in
form of a general model of variability in product families. In addition to this model, the paper
briefly presents an application of the model: our small language to specify variability in product
family assets.

1. Introduction
During the past few years a noticeable shift towards an increased amount of variability20 in software systems went through the software industry. The reasons for the increase of variability are
twofold. First, variability has been recognized as the key to systematic and successful reuse. Especially in family-based approaches as software product lines or software product families, variability is a means to handle the inevitable differences among the systems in the family while
exploiting the commonalities. In this case, variability enhances the reusability of software. Second, by providing more variability in software systems the flexibility and maintainability of
those systems can be improved, as features can be added or adapted – even at runtime – without
releasing new products. This can considerably increase the usability of the products. Meanwhile
the increase of variability leads to a situation where the complexity of managing the variability
becomes a primary concern during software development that needs to be addressed explicitly by
the software development methods. Whereas sound methodological support to analyze and specify variability on an abstract level – e.g. the feature level – is already available, the corresponding support on realization level is still lacking [Bosc01]. This holds for the method as well as the
tool support.
The realization and management of variability is for some reasons a non-trivial task. A first fact
that hampers the consistent management of variabilities is that they often can not be localized
well but have widespread impacts down in the implementation documents. This is especially
true, if the variability represents a varying quality of the system, as its overall performance, resource demands or interoperability, for instance. As with invariable solutions, a variability has to
be addressed on the different levels of abstraction, e.g. architecture, components, subcompo19
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the capability to be changed or adapted
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nents, classes, etc. to cope with complexity. In addition to this vertical impact, a variability often
shows a horizontal impact, i.e. the variability affects several locations spread over the work
products on the same level of abstraction. However, a widespread impact of a variability results
in interdependencies among the solution fragments21. Furthermore, variabilities may interfere
with each other, i.e. the variants22 offered by the variabilities may exclude or require each other,
resulting in further interdependencies. No matter how, the interdependencies caused by variabilities strongly aggravate the consistent and efficient management of the variabilities, as they raise
the complexity of the overall solution and have to be considered throughout the whole lifecycle
of the variabilities.
Another fact that complicates the management of variability is that variability appears in manifold forms and realizations. Generally, a variability extends the problem and consequently the
solution space covered by the comprising system. A system that provides variabilities is planned
to be applicable in a broader range of problems than its invariable counterparts. Those extensions
are neither restricted to certain problems nor to special solutions. In principle, every solution in a
software system can be kept variable. A whole string of techniques and mechanisms to realize
variability [Jaco97,Czar00,Svah02] in the various solution documents are already available. Unfortunately, the impacts of the different realizations are not completely understood yet and there
is consequently only little methodological support in the realization and management of variability.
This paper concentrates on the more product-family-related issues of variability management.
The experiences we have made with variability management in various domains (building automation, embedded operating system, automotive), give us reason to belief, that the management
of variability can be facilitated substantially, if we find a general model of how variability is realized and handled in product families that holds for all kind of variability throughout all abstraction levels. Such a model should:
provide well-defined concepts to foster a common understanding of variability and its impacts
identify common issues in the handling of variability, e.g. traceability, variable binding times
and evolution
and thus ease the development of variability aware software development methods and tools
Unfortunately, such a model is still missing, although the required terminology has already been
defined quite well [Van01]. As a consequence, different approaches and slightly differing notions are used to realize and handle variability on the diverse abstraction levels, e.g. architecture,
source code, and documentation, which inhibits synergistic effects to appear and complicates the
consistent management of variability considerably. In order to approach such a model, this paper
discusses the interrelationships between the specification and realization of variability, identifies
appropriate concepts and interrelates them in form of a general model of variability in product
families. In addition to this model, the paper outlines an application of the model: our language
to specify variability in product family assets.
In addition to the model itself, the paper briefly presents our approach to handle variability in an
explicit and uniform way that can be considered a an application of the model.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In the next section we discuss variability in
the context of product families in more detail. Section 3 addresses the question how to map variability onto the product family assets and presents a model of variability in product families. In
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section 4 we present one of our approaches to manage variability in an explicit way by means of
our small XML-based language to specify variability. The paper closes with a conclusion.

2. Variability in Product Families
Product family23 engineering [Jaza00] is a commonly accepted approach to exploit the reuse potential of similar software systems in a systematic and pre-planned way. The rationale behind
this approach is to identify common solutions parts in a set of envisioned systems, which only
have to be implemented once as assets24 and can be reused afterwards during the construction of
the manifold family members in application engineering processes. Commonly, a product family
comprises a reference architecture and a string of components. In addition to design and implementation documents, other kinds of assets as requirement specifications, test processes and data,
production plans or domain knowledge can be supplied through the family. The overall success
of an product family approach, however, is closely coupled with the capability to handle the required differences among the family members in a consistent but also economic way. To this
end, the family and its members are designed to be variable, i.e they provide variabilities.
Generally speaking, a variability represents a capability to change or adapt system [Van01], i.e.
the system facilitates certain kinds of modifications. Such a change or adaptation can affect the
behavior of a system as well as its qualities. From a more technical perspective of a software
engineer, a variability is a means to delay a (design) decision to a later phase in the lifecycle of
the software system [Van01]. If a decision among a set of possible variants cannot be taken at a
certain time during the development of the system, then a generic solution has to be realized in
the work products at hand that allows to take the decision later on.
An analysis of the driving forces behind variability in software systems reveals that two main
motivations can be distinguished:
Usability. Providing variability in a software system can improve its flexibility and maintainability, as features can be added or adapted – even at runtime – without releasing new
products. This can increase the usability of the products considerably.
Reusability. Variability has been recognized as the key to systematic and successful reuse.
Especially in family-based approaches like software product families, variability is a means
to handle the inevitable differences among systems in the family while exploiting the commonalities and thus increases the reusability of software.
The distinction between both motivations is necessary – although often neglected –, because the
respective variabilities are handled differently and influence the software development processes
in different ways. In case of increased usability, which can be generally of interest in any software development approach, the respective variability is used to handle an intra-product variation [Czar00] and thus is a feature of the product, i.e. the product contains a mechanism to handle the variability dynamically after the delivery of the product to the customer. Apparently, such
dynamic variabilities in principle require no special treatment during the development of the
software systems as the can be realized and handled like any other feature of the system. The
main issues raised by dynamic variabilities are the mastering of the increased functional complexity and the available implementation mechanisms. The increased reusability, on the other
23

group of systems built from a common set of assets4 [Bass99]

24

partial solution, such as a component, a design document or knowledge that engineers use to build or modify software products [With96]
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hand, can be considered as a peculiarity of family-based approaches. In this case, variability is
used to handle the differences between the members of a family (inter-application variability).
Obviously, such a variability is not a feature of the family members but of the comprising family
and is handled statically, i.e. once bound to a distinct variant during the derivation of a family
member, the variability vanishes and is no longer existing in the family member. Static variabilities affect the development processes considerably and raise a string of new issues, e.g. configuration and instantiation support, management of variants, evolution support etc.
It has to be pointed out, that the above-mentioned motivations do not exclude each other, but can
coincide in one variability. In this case, the respective variability will support different binding
times25, and the handling of the variability will therefore depend on binding time of the variability. If the corresponding decision is taken early enough in the software development process,
then the variability is handled statically, i.e. the work products will be tailored according to the
decision, otherwise it will be handled dynamically. A variable binding time allows to handle the
trade-off between tailored, highly efficient solutions on the one-hand and flexibility on the
other.
In family-based engineering approaches, variability is typically approached on two different levels of abstraction (cf. fig. 1): on the specification and the realization level. A distinction between
those both levels is sensible, since they fulfill different functions and use different concepts to
represent variability.
Level

Concepts
Dependency

Variant
specification

Functions

Variability
Rationale

specification
Binding time

documentation
configuration

Profile

Origin

?
realization

Asset

Dependency
VariationPoint

Resolution
Specific solution

implementation

Mechanism

application

Rationale

Fig. 1. Two levels of variability handling in a product family.

On the specification level, the involved stakeholders put their focus on the externally visible
characteristics of variability and suppress realization details. The requirements and knowledge
about the variabilities in the family are captured and represented by means of feature models
[Kang90] or dedicated variability models [Beck01,Voge00]. These models comprise information
about the variabilities themselves, e.g. their origins, the range of offered variants, the reuse potential of the variants and furthermore information about the interdependencies among the variabilities, and information concerning the binding of the variability, e.g. the supported binding
times and the roles that can bind a variability. In most cases, concepts of the problem space are
used express information about variability. The main modeling concepts used to represent vari25

phase in the development process in which the variability is bound to a certain variant
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ability are variable features or variabilities. Besides the information about the supported variabilities, there will also be information about the family members that are instantiated in the
product family. Such application models or profiles keep track of the variability-related decisions
that were taken during the configuration of the family members and control the resolution of the
static variabilities in the application engineering. The information about variability on the specification level is used for various purposes. First, it is a means to analyze and specify the requirements for the implementations. Second, it documents of the capabilities offered by the family on
an abstract level, and thus is the entry point to understand the family and its members. Third, it
forms the basis for the configuration and instantiation of family members [Geye02].
On the implementation level, the software engineers have to realize and handle the required variability that has been specified on the specification level. To this end, they identify the impact of
the variabilities in the various software assets offered through the product family and implement
it using appropriate mechanisms. In the application engineering processes, the application engineers apply the static variabilities to derive specific solutions. During this derivation, the static
variability is resolved to specific solutions. The main concept that represents variability on the
implementation level is the variation point. A variation point is a spot in a software asset where
variation will occur [Jaco97,Van01], i.e. where a variability is realized, at least partially. Thus, a
variation point can be considered as some kind of generic element in a software asset.

Requirements

Architecture

Components

010100010101010101
010101010101010010
101010010001000100
010100101011010100
010101010101010101
010101010010101010
010001000100010100
101011010100010101

010100010101010101
010101010101010010
101010010001000100
010100101011010100
010101010101010101
010101010010101010
010001000100010100
101011010100010101

Code

Fig. 2. Various asset types in a product family.

Within a product family any kind of work product used to construct a software system can be
provided as a reusable software asset. Generally, some of them are not affected by variability –
i.e. they are used as is in every member of the family –, but they usually form the minor part.
Most of the assets are influenced by variability in one or the other way (illustrated through the
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grey triangle in fig. 2). Since the impact of a variability is neither limited to certain abstraction
levels nor to distinct asset types, any asset provided through a product family can in principle
contain variation points. Examples for such software assets are generic requirement templates,
reference architectures, components, source code, test cases and even generic documentation
assets (cf. fig. 2). Apparently, there are different ways to represent the information contained in
the assets. The information can be expressed through text, diagrams and binary data and each of
these representations can contain variation points (cf. fig. 2). Regarding the granularity of a
variation point it can be stated, that a variation point can extend from multiple files, e.g. in case
of software components, over document fragments like blocks, lines or diagram fragments down
to single information items, as characters or bytes. To subsume, variation points can appear in
manifold ways in software assets, which complicates the management of variability considerably, especially if the variabilities show widespread impacts.
Whereas sound methodological support to analyze and specify variability on the specification
level is already available, the situation on the implementation level is quite different. Although a
whole string of variability mechanisms exits to realize variability in the variation points (at least
in the source code assets), e.g. appropriate language constructs, pre-processors, external generators etc., only few methodological and tool support is available that meets the rising demands of
variability management. In the next section, we discuss the mapping of variability onto the product family assets in more detail.

3. Mapping Variability onto Product Family Assets
The variability that is supported by a product family, has to be realized and handled on the realization level. This results in variation points that are spread across the assets of the product family. Although the various incarnations of variation points differ substantially (cf. fig. 2), they also
share some common properties. If we abstract from the different asset contents and the concrete
realizations of variation points we observe the following common functions of variation points:
Localisation. A variation point localizes a variation in an asset.
Abstraction. From an external point of view, i.e. by suppressing internal realization details,
a variation point abstracts from the specific realizations of the variants.
Specialization. In addition to the abstraction, a variation point supports its specialization to a
concrete solution in an appropriate way. To achieve this, it contains a specification that describes how to specialize the variation point to a distinct variant and a mechanism that realizes the specialization. In order enable variation, the specification of the specialization must
be parameterized by the variabilities in some way, i.e. the specification must be a function of
the variabilities.
In spite of the considerable differences between the various realizations of variability, e.g. in the
way a variation point localizes variability and the way it supports its specialization, the commonalities between the way variability is handled are substantial. In order to pave the way towards
more systematic and consequently more efficient approaches to manage variability, we have developed a model of variability in product families that identifies and interrelates the concepts on
the two abstraction levels.
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The motivation behind this model was to:
provide concepts to foster a common understanding of variability and its impacts
identify common issues in the handling of variability
ease the development of variability aware methods and tools
In fig. 3. you find an excerpt26 of our model, which will be explained in the following.
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Fig. 3. A model of variability in a product family.

The upper box at the right side addresses variability on the specification level. The main concepts are Variability and Profile. A Variability represents a variability in the product family and
provides a Rationale and a Range of Variants. Between the Variants Dependencies, e.g. requires
or excludes relationships, can be stated. As the Variants are associated with Variabilities, the
Dependencies consequently concern the respective Variabilities. Furthermore, a Variability provides information about its supported BindingTimes.
A Profile keeps track of the variability-related decisions that were taken during the configuration
of a family member. Thus, it specifies or identifies a member of the family. A Profile comprises
a set of Assignments that can be accessed via the Variability. Each assignment represents a taken
decision, e.g. Variant A has been chosen for Variability B at the BindingTime C. If no Assignment is available for a Variability, then the Variability is unbound.
26

the complete model will be presented in our PhD thesis
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The lower box at the right side addresses variability on the realization level. The main concept is
the VariationPoint. The Assets provided through the ProductFamily can contain VariationPoints.
A VariationPoint implements a Variability of the specification level, at least partially. Usually, a
Variability causes several VariationPoints that are spread over multiple Assets. The concrete
number of VariationPoints caused by a Variability depends of course on the Variability itself and
the Assets provided through the ProductFamily. On the other side, a VariationPoint can be affected by more than one Variability. In this case, the impacts of the Variabilities overlap. Consequently, the multiplicity of the relationship between Variabilities and VariationPoints is n:m.
Local dependencies, i.e. Dependencies between the VariationPoints that are not already expressed through the Dependencies on the specification level, can be stated on the realization
level. However, in order to keep the number of dependencies and the effort to manage them as
small as possible, dependencies should be specified globally on the specification level if possible. Dependencies that result from the fact, that VariationPoints realize the same Variability, do
not have to be expressed explicitly, they can be derived from the association between Variability
and VariationPoint.
A VariationPoint is associated with a Mechanism that handles the Variability. Various Mechanisms can be used to this end. The Mechanisms can be coarsely27 categorized into three classes
[Baum00, Beck00]: Selection, Generation and Substitution. By means of a Selection mechanism,
an existing solution can be selected to specialize the variation point. The corresponding specification of the specialization is illustrated in fig. 4. Exemplary selection mechanisms are if/else or
switch constructs in preprocessor and programming languages, or inheritance in object oriented
languages. A generative mechanism allows the generation of a solution, e.g. through an external
generator. The specialization specification forms the input of the generator and the generated
output specializes the variation point. Substitution mechanisms are rather simple; they support
the specialization of the VariationPoints by unique, externally provided solutions. Therefore, the
corresponding variation points can be considered as some kind of gap.
Specification of a selection:

if (condition1) solution1
elif (condition2) solution2
…
elif (conditionN) solutionN
else default-solution
Exemplary conditions:

1. VariantA
2. VariabilityA.VariantB and
not VariabilityB.VariantD
3. VariabilityA.BindingTime < BindingTime.IntDes

Fig. 4. Specification of a selection

As stated in section 2, two different motivations can be identified for a Variability. Those motivations lead to different types of VariationPoints. The first one, the DynamicVariationPoint demarcates a solution in an Asset that allows to handle the Variability late in the lifecycle of the
product, i.e. after the delivery. Consequently, DynamicVariationPoints are not specialized during
the design of the corresponding FamilyMember. In constrast to them, a StaticVariationPoints has
to be specialized during the design and implementation of the FamilyMember. The result of such
a resolution is a ResolvedVariationPoint, which no longer supports variation. In order to support
their specialization, StaticVariationPoints provide a Specification, which contains a Rationale

27

more detailed taxonomy of such mechanisms can be found in [Svah02]
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and a ResolutionRule. The specialization can be automated through an appropriate mechanism.
To facilitate the evolution of a variability realization, the association between StaticVariationPoint and ResolvedVariationPoint should be maintained in the ProductFamily.
StaticAssets contain no StaticVariationPoints. Thus, they can be used in the application engineering without any specialization. GenericAssets on the other hand contain at least one
StaticVariationPoint. The specialization of a GenericAsset results in a DerivedAsset that is used
to construct the FamilyMember. DerivedAssets contain no StaticVariationPoints but only ResolvedVariationPoints.
Variabilities control as formal parameters the specialization of the VariationPoints. What serves
as actual parameters depends on the type of the VariationPoint. In case of a DynamicVariationPoint, the specialization is controlled by runtime parameters in the software system. With
StaticVariationPoints the assignments in the profiles form the actual parameters of the specialization. If the ProductFamily supports several BindingTimes for a Variability, then the specialization specification of the resulting variation points may also depend on the variability’s binding
time, e.g. the conditions in a selection (cf. above).
As illustrated in the model, the only two associations between concepts on both levels are the
implements association between Variability and VariationPoint and the association between the
Assignments and the ResolutionRules. The first association is established during the implementation of the assets and has to be maintained during the whole lifecycle of the ProductFamily.
Along this association, information can be propagated between the both abstraction levels. The
second association does not need to be maintained explicitly. It can be derived from the first one.
If the actual parameters have to be determined for the specialization of a StaticVariationPoint,
then the corresponding assignments can be retrieved from the profile through the variabilities
associated with the VariationPoint. Obviously, the maintainability of the first association it is of
utmost importance.
To support the management of variability on the implementation level, VPManager instances can
and should be provided for the different AssetTypes of a ProductFamily. A VPManager is a tool
that supports the domain and application engineers in the various variability-related tasks, as
implementation, identification, resolution, assessment, and evolution of variation points in assets
of the respective types. The VPManager class in the model captures the management-related
issues and solution patterns or principles, e.g. the resolution in case of variable binding times or
the automated evolution of a variabilty. A lot of methodical and tool support is conceivable and
required to this end, but only few is available yet.
Based on the common properties of variation points and the model presented above, a series of
desirable features a variation point should have can be identified (cf. [Band01]):
Identification. It should be evident what part of the asset is immutable and what part is affected by variabilities. That way, the added complexity has only a limited impact in the asset.
Clear structure. Variation points in the assets should be structured as clearly as possible:
First, they should not obscure the structure of the comprising asset. Second, if necessary,
variation points should be structured in a hierarchical way, i.e. they should not overlap partially.
Expressiveness. Along with the variation point its specialization must be specifiable. This is
of special interest in the case of StaticVariationPoints, where the specialization is often carried out manually.
Localised. The impact of a variability should be as localized as possible, i.e. the variation
points should be designed and implemented in a way that concentrates the impact of the variability to as few points as possible.
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Tracability. Bidirectional traces between variabilities, variation points must be maintainable
in order to interrelate the two abstraction levels.

4. Application of the Model: Variability Specification Language
Based on the above-mentioned model and the identified demands for variation points, we have
developed a small language to specify variability in product family assets – the Variability
Specification Language (VSL) – and appropriate tools (processor, viewer). VSL is an XMLbased language that can be applied in a broad range of documents (text, XML documents, text
containers in diagrams) and thus allows to handle variability in a uniform manner. Besides the
previous drivers, VSL has been inspired by the frame technology [Bass97] and the popular C
pre-processor. Both of them can be considered as macro languages and the same applies to VSL
– at least partially – too.
VSL first of all allows to specify the impacts of variabilities in the assets, i.e. the variation
points. Besides the clear identification of the variation points and the variabilities that affect
them, the specialization of the variation points can be formulated as well. To this end, VSL provides markup to specify the selection of pre-built variants and the generation (up to now XSLT
and JScript are supported) or the substitution of specific solutions and hence supports the basic
mechanisms to handle variability.
Profile:
<vsl:profile id="StdCfg" vm="prosekko">
<vsl:set var="Status" bt="ReqSpec">extended</vsl:set>
<vsl:set var="PreemptiveMultitasking">yes</vsl:set>
<vsl:set var="ConformanceClass">ECC2</vsl:set>
…
<vsl:set var="Tasks" bt="IntDes">
<task>…</task> …
</vsl:set>
<vsl:set var="Resources" bt="IntDes">3</vsl:set>
</vsl:profile>
Asset:
<vsl:import href="../include/debug.h.vsl" once="yes"/>
…
<vsl:select var="Status">
<vsl:option value="basic"/>
<vsl:option value="extended">
int resource_occupied[<vsl:subst var=""/>]
[<vsl:subst var="Resources"/>];
</vsl:option>
</vsl:select>

Fig. 5. A VSL document and profile fragment.

Based upon the VSL-specifications, specialized solutions (XML or text documents) can be derived from the VSL-based generic assets during the application engineering. This resolution is
controlled by profiles, which can be expressed by means of VSL too (cf. fig. 5). Besides the values of the variabilities, VSL specifications can take the variabilities’ binding time into consideration and thus allow for binding-time dependent resolutions. Although the main driving force behind VSL was to support static variability, VSL can be applied with dynamic variability as well.
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In this case, the VSL markup is not processed by the VSL-processor, it merely serves to identification and specification purposes. A more detailed discussion of the VSL features can be found
in [Beck02].
The main advantages in applying VSL to specify variability in a product family can be seen in
the uniform and explicit treatment of variability. First, the same language can be used to specify
the variability in the different asset types. This considerably eases the development of special
variability management tools28 that can be applied throughout the whole product family engineering process. Second, due to the explicit specification of the variability by means of a dedicated language it gets quite easy to identify and assess the impacts of a variability down in the
assets. A general advantage of VSL – as with all XML-based approaches – is the extensibility of
the language and the remarkable tool support. Although still being in a evolving state, VSL has
already proven the feasibility of XML-based variability management. It has been deployed successfully to handle the variability in an embedded operating system on the requirements and the
code level (C-Code). In an industrial context we have deployed VSL to specify variability on the
architecture level in UML-diagrams.

5. Conclusion
The increased amount of variability in software systems meanwhile requires more systematic
approaches to cope with the rising complexity introduced through variability. This is especially
true in product families, where variability is a means to handle the inevitable differences among
the systems in the family while exploiting the commonalities. Widespread impacts of variability
and the various realizations considerably complicate the management of the variability in product families. In order foster more systematic and consequently more efficient approaches of variability management we have discussed the commonalities and differences of variability in product families, identified appropriate concepts and interrelated them in form of a general model of
variability in product families. The model has been successfully applied to develop a small language to specify and realize variability in product family assets.
We believe that the management of especially static variabilities, which can be considered as a
main characteristic of product family approaches, is an issue that can and should be addressed in
an explicit and overall manner to keep track with the rising complexity. To achieve this, a common understanding and management of variability is required across the various asset types. Our
approaches can be deployed to this end.
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